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Finance Docket No. 32760 (Sub-No. 21)
UNION PACIFIC CORPORATION, UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
AND MISSOURI PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
— CONTROL AND MERGER —
SOUTHERN PACIFIC RAIL CORPORATION, SOUTHERN PACIFIC
TRANSPORTATION COMPANY, ST. LOUIS SOUTHWESTERN RAILWAY
COMPANV, SPCSL CORP. AND THE DENVER AND
RIO GRANDE WESTERN RAILROAD COMPANY
REPLY OF THE BURLINGTON NORTHERN AND SANTA FE
RAILWAY COMPANY TO COMMENTS OF
THE CALIFORNIA PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
Pursuant to Surface Transportation Board Decision No. 13 in this sub-docket, served
December 18, 1998, The Burlington Northern and Santa Fe Railway Company ("SNSF")
submits the following comments regarding the Board's oversight of the Union
Paclfic/S'-uthern Pacific ("UP/SP") merger and, in particular, the California Public Utilities
Commission's ( "CPUC ") comments filed on August 13, 1999 ("Comments").
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
In Decision No. 13, the Board instituted this third annual general oversight
proceeding in accordance with the oversight condition Imposed on the UP/SP merger.
The purpose of the oversight proceeding is to determine whether the conditions Imposed

by the Board have eifectively addressed the competitive harms that they were intended
to remedy. As in past oversight proceedings, the Board required UP and BNSF to file
Annual Reports on July 1, 1999. Interested parties were given until August 15, 1999,
to file comments on oversight.
Only three partie.s filed comments on oversight
suggests that the merger conditions are net working.

Of these, only the CPUC
CPUC doubts BNSF's

effectiveness as a competitor using the Central Corridor and 1-5 Corridor trackage rights
that it received as conditions to the UP/SP merger.

CPUC also argues that major

improvements are necessary at the Calexico/Mexicali border crossing.
The National Industrial Transportation League ("NIT League") -- an active
participant in the merger proceeding and in prior oversight proceedings ~ notes that
BNSF traffic growth since the approval of the merger is clearly a positive development,
but urges the Board to continue its oversight of the merger
The United States Department of Transportation ("COT ) states thai the merger
is now progreb^-.iy in a reasonable manner.

DOT concludes that "it is not now

necessary to revisit the conditions imposed by the STB. The Board should of course
continue these oversight proceedings for the entire five-year period originally
contemplated."
In this reply, BNSF will respond to CPUC's assertion that BNSF has bee i unable
to provide effective competitive service in the Central Corridor and the 1-5 Corridor.

As

discussed below, BNSF continues to offer vigorous and effective competition to shippers

located on its Central Corndor trackage rights between Denver, CO and Stockton, CA,
and has demonstrated its desire to compete for all traffic available to it under the UP/SP
merger conditions and to invest in its trackage rights lines. BNSF also offers competitive
intermodal service for shipments between the Midwest and California. Finally, another
railroad would not be pc sition^jd to offer more competitive service than BNSF along the
Central Corridor. A key fallacy of CPUC's argument is its failure to distinguish between
traffic moving between regions ~ i.e., between the Midwest and California ~ and the
route over which that traffic moves.
In addition, BNSF offers an effective and growing presence in the 1-5 Corridor, as
demonstrated by BNSF's increase In service offerings following its initial Investment in
track and facilities improvements. BNSF continues to invest in improvements to ensure
that Its 1-5 Route is competitive for the core merchandise and grain traffic that It
envisioned handling at the time of the UP/SP merger.
Accordingly, CPUC's concerns as to competition in the Central Corridor and 1-5
Corridor do not warrant action by the Board.
REPLY
A.

BNSF HAS BEEN SUCCESSFUL IN OFFERING CENTRAL CORRIDOR
SHIPPERS A COMPETITIVE ALTERNATIVE TO UP

With respect to the Central Corridor, CPUC asserts that BNSF has done little with
its trackage rights and is providing only token competition. CPUC, however, offers no
evidence to support this statb;-nent. Indeed, the statement is squarely contrary to the
evidence presented by UP and BNSF in their July 1st Annual Reports. However, before

discussing this evidence, it is nccessany to provide an overvie\.v o' the Central Corridor
trackage rights and customer access that BNSF received in the UP/SP merger
proceeding and the current state of BNSF Central Corridor operations.
It is also important to note that CPUC chooses to define the Central Corridor as
the entire rail route between Chicago, the Midwest, and California.

From BNSF's

perspective, however, the Central Corridor is that por on of the former SP and UP that
BNSF gained trackage rights over, ano customer access along,- between Denver, CO
and Stockton, CA. In BNSF's view, there are two groups of customers to be sen.'ed: (1)
overhead Midwest-California shippers and receivers, and (2) customers located along
BNSF's trackage rights lines to which BNSF has gained access. BNSF's goal has been,
and remains, to provide competitive service to both groups of rail shippers and receivers,
using whatever routes are available to it.
1.

Background on BNSF's Central Corridor and Transcontinental Operations

As a condition to the UP/SP merger, BNSF was granted overhead trackage rights,
with defined customer and transload access at "2-to-l" points and to new customer
facii'ties and transloads along trackage rights lines on the Central Corridor. Prior to
obtaining these trackage rights, BNSF had, and stili has, a transcontinental route
between California and Chicago through Arizona and Southern California which is
commonly referred to as the "Transcon Route."

Specifically, BNSF gained access at "2-to-l" points to existing shipper facilities
and transloads, and new customer facilities and transloads the entire length of the
trackage rights lines.

i

I
BNSF began onRratinn direct train servic-e over its Central Corridor trackagp rights
on October 8, 1996. During the first two years of operation, BNSF 3 average monthly
trains and volumes along the Central Corridor grew considerably.

Initial startup

operations were dedicated to serving specific customers along the Central Corridor to
which BNSF gained access as a result of tho merger conditions. As a result. BNSF did
not initially make major changes in its overhead traffic flows. However, in early 1998,
as business volumes grew and scheduled service became more frequent and consistent,
BNSF began rerouting more overhead traffic from its Transcon Route to the Central
Corridor.- This both freed up capacity for other traffic along the Transcon Route and
built BNSF's traffic and service frequency along the Central Corridor. Indeed, by June,
1998, BNSF handled 4,467 loaded units on the Central Corridor, averaging .38 average
monthly trains along this route.
Although the number of trains and volumes of traffic on the Central Corridor were
growing in 1998,- the quality and efriciency of BNSF s service was being adversely
impacted by UP congestion and UP crew shortages west of Salt Lake City.

BNSF was

unable to meet customers' expectations on tr'jnsit time, consistency, and service
performance, and BNSF was faced with possible traffic loss.

In all cases, no rerouting occurred until BNSF was satisfied that it could meet its
customers' needs for competitive and consistent transit performance by rerouting such
traffic to the Central Corridor.
The 1998 growth was. in part, attributable to the fact that BNSF handled a onetime spot movement of coal for Utah Railway from Sierra Pacific Power at Valmy, NV
which temporarily increased BNSF's volumes on the Central Corridor.

mm

Therefore, in earty August, 1998. BNSF implemented a number of steps to
address the impact of such crew shortages and congestion. BNSF rerouted most of its
Central Corridor merchandise trains between Weso (just east of Winnemucca. NV) and
Stockton over the former SP Donner Summit route through Reno/Sparks, NV. While this
required BNSF to power trains with an additional locomotive each way, due to mountain
grades on this route compared to UP's Feather River Canyon Subdivision route through
Portola, CA, it relieved pressure on UP crews on the Canyon Sub and helped relieve
congestion there as well, benefitting UP during its service problems in 1998. The
rerouting also permitted BNSF to offer improved service to new cjstomeis it had gained
access to as a result of the merger conditions at Fernley and Sparks, NV. At the same
time, BNSF began rerouting overhead manifest traffic off of the Central Corridor to
BNSF'3 Transcon Route.Use of the Transcon Route in this context made sense for BNSF and its
customers. The Transcon Route is under thvj control of BNSF, and BNSF is well-aware
of the route's capabilities. BNSF could meet its commitments to customers relating to
transit time, consistency, and service performance. Therefore, for the one market CPUC
appears most interested in ~ Midwest-California traffic ~ BNSF rerouted nearty all traffic
to the Transcon Route. Since rerouting these flows to the Transcon Route, BNSF has

BNSF also developed a plan for using its ov^n crews for Central Corridor
operations beginning January 1, 1999. However, the rerouting of trains over the
Transcon Route and the relief of congestion ov the UP lines have made it unnecessary
for BNSF to use its own crews on the Central v^orridor.
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not received custom.er complaints about its service or transit time. Indeed, for the most
service sensitive traffic between the Midwest and Southern California - intermodal traffic
- Union Pacific reports it is following BNSF's geographical preference by upgrading the
former Southern Pacific Golden State Route (also known as the "Tucumcari Line") to
compete more aggressively and effectively with BNSF for this traffic.
Concerning CPUC's criticism of BNSF for using UP crews in Central Corridor
operations wes* of Provo, UT, BNSF and UP determined prior to UP/SP merger approval
that the post-merger UP would have excess crews in this area. At the same time, UP
was faced with the possibility of having to displace its operating employees in this area,
BNSF was considering having to hire and train crews to commence trackage rights
operations. Through a cooperative effort briween the railroads, it was d'=?termined that
the best solution for the involved employees was to use UP crews to handle BNSF ti ains
(with BNSF power) in this area. BNSF cr^ws have since been added between Stockton
and Roseville, CA, for trains operating over the SP route through Reno/Sparks, NV,
displacing UP crews in this p >rtion of the Central Corridor operations.
At some point in the future, BNSF may have to reconsider placing BNSF crews
on Central Corndor trains between Roseville and Stockton, CA and Provo, UT. This step
would occur in conjunction with UP input, if UP could no longer supply crews or if BNSF
merchandise trains in this corridor were facing consistent delays due to crew shortages.
At the present time, however, BNSF believes that its Central Corricor trackage rights
trains are operating as efficiently with UP crews as they would with BNSF crews.

2.

BNSF Has Provided A Competitive Discipline To UP's Central Corridor
Rates and Services

In their July 1, 1999 Annual Reports, both UP and BNSF presented extensive data
regarding BNSF's Central Corridor traffic volumes. As evidenced by the chart attached
hereto as Attachment 1, these traffic volumes continued to grow in late-June and July.
BNSF handled 2,932 loaded units in July, up from 2,891 loaded units in June.
Nevertheless, traffic volumes ~ regardless of v/hether they have increased or
declined - are not in and of themselves indicative of whether BNSF is offering a
competitive alternative to UP for Central Corridor traffic

In its first oversight decision,

the Board found that "BNSF market share . . . should not be a decisive criterion by which
the level of competition is judged. BNSF must have sufficient traffic to sustain service
levels that allow it to be a realistic choice for shippers, but the traffic level could be far
less than that of an independent SP." Fin. Dkt. No. 32760 (Sub-No. 21), Decision No.
10 at 4-5. The Board went on to conclude that "the most important indicator of the
impact of the trackage rights conditions is the effect BNSF's presence in the market has
on the rates offered by UPSP." !d, at 5.
CPUC does not allege - nor does it provide any evidence - that BNSF is not a
realistic alternative for the Central Corridor shippers tc

^'ch BNSF gained access as

a result of the merger conditions. Central Corridor shippers, on the other hand, have
consistently indicated that they in fact consider BNSF to be a realistic alternative to UP
and a competitive restraint on ihe market place. Additionally, no shipper has lost access
1 > BNSF as a result of BNSF's reroutes off of the Central Comdor.
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Further, CPUC offers no evidence that BNSF has not provided a competitive
discipline to the rates offered by UP tor Central Corridor traffic. To the contrary, the
evidence presented by UP and BNSF in their Quarterly and Annual Reports includes
numerous examples of significant tratfic movements that BNSF has captured using its
Central Corridor trackage rights.

See, n.g., UP/SP-366 at pp. 72-74, Appendix B.

Additionally, UP h^4S stated, and provided evidence to support, that it has improved its
rates and service in response to strong competition trom BNSF for Central Corridor
traffic. See, e.g., UP/SP-366 at pp. 19, 72-74, Appendix C.
Reflecting a further improvement in BNSF sen/ice and BNSF's commitment to the
Central Corridor, in March, 1997, BNSF began providing competitive local switching,
pickup and delivery service for the largest group of Central Corridor shippers to which
BNSF gained access, those in Utah

BNSF formed a unique partnership with the local

Utah Railway, a carrier with Utah presence, resources, knowledge, capabilities, and 85
ye.ars of operating experience in the state. The combination of BNSF roadhaul service
and Utah Railway pickup and delivery provides Utah customers with a viable, competitive
service option independent to UP which has been difficult to replicate elsewhere. While
Utah Railway's service was impacted, as was BNSF's, by UP's service difficulties in 1997
and 1998, BNSF was able to utilize Utah Railway's service capabilities to provide
customers with a local service option independent of UP.-

In other areas, BNSF was forced to either switch customers directly or rely on
UP's local ser/ice for haulage and reciprocal switch, thereby iorcing BNSF traffic into the
UP conges .ion.
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3.

BNSF Offers Competitive Intermodal Service for Shipments Between The
Midwest and California

CPUC also repeats .ts persistent argumen* that intermodal shipments by BNSF
through the Central Corridor are virtually nonexistent.

Comments, p. 5.

In its 1997

oversight comments, CPUC stated that BNSF appears to have made little use of its hght
to run intermodal trains in the Central Corridor."
However, as UP pointed out in its reply to those 1997 comments, UP never
projected that BNSF would use its Central Corridor rights to operate any significant
volumes of intermodal traffic between points east of Denver and the Bay area. See
UP/SP-311 at p.

1 fn. 7. Further, CPUC purports to express concerns on behalf of the

Port of Oakland, noting that "BNSF is not participating to any degree in the movement
through the Corridor of container shipments from the Port of Oakland, the nation's fourth
largest container port." Comments, p. 5. However, in a June 30, 1998 letter attached
hereto as Attachment 2, the Port of Oakland acknowledged that it never anticipated that
BNSF would use its Central Corridor trackage rights for intermodal shipments and
expressed satisfaction with BNSF's intermodal service into and out of the Port of
Oakland using the Transcon Corridor. The Port of Oakland stated that:
it is, and always has been, our understanding that BNSF trackage
rights over the Central Corridor could not be used as a route to serve
double-stack intermodal markets in and out of the Bay Area. This is
because restricted tunnel clearances on the route make it impossible
for BNSF to provide double-stack service. Unfortunately, it is not
feasible to clear the tunnels, particularly those that are located in
Colorado due to both cost and environmental considerations. We
believe that the existing BNSF route out of Northern California
through Barstow already provides excellent transit times. We feel
10

that this routing offers our customers the best opportunity to have
competitive rail service throughout the United States.CPUC also addresses the clearance project that UP has underway on the Donner
Route in east-central California, to which BNSF has access, but states that BNSF "has
a huge disincentive with respect to ever utilizing the Donner Summit portion of the
Central Corridor [because] . . it would become liable for paying one-half cf the cost of
the UP clearance project". Comments, p. 5, n. 2. However, use of the Donner Summit
for intermodal shipments, particularty double-stack container traffic, would not resolve
BNSF's major Central Corridor clearance obstacle because that obstacle is not located
in California, but rather in Colorado. BNSF's route west from Denver requires passage
through a number of clearance-restricted tunnels, including the six-mile long Moffat
Tunnel.-

The alternative route SP had to bypass the Moffat Tunnel route, via the

Tennessee Pass route, has been taken out of service by UP and is not accessible to
BNSF. Even if the Tennessee Pass route were in operation, the route involves slowspeed, steep-grade, mountainous track which does not lend itself to high-speed, servicesensitive intermodal operations. Thus, while the UP route via the Central Corridor over

The Port of Oakland recently informed BNSF that its position has not changed
since the time of the June, 1998 letter.
Regarding the Moffat Tunnel, UP's En-iployee Denver Area Timetable #1, effective
October 25. 1998, attached hereto as Attachment 3, contains the notation 'Doublestack
cars or other cars exceeding 19 feet ATR (above top of rail) must not be handled
between C&S Junction (Denver) and Phippsburg' (p. 24).
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which BNSF has trackage rights can not handle domestic double-stacks,- such
intermodal traffic moving beiween the Midwest and Southern California is extremely well
suited to BNSF's Chicago-California mainline.
CPUC's assertions regarding BNSF's use of the Central Corridor demonstrate a
fundamental misunderstanding as to the difference between traffio moving between two
regions of the country (Le,, the Midwest and California) and the route over which the
traffic moves. Thus, while UP and BNSF both move traffic between the Midwest and
California, UP primarily operates on the Central Corridor for traffic moving between the
Midwest and California while BNSF pnmarily uses routes located to the north or soutn
of the Central Corridor to handle such traffic.
Although BNSF currently does not use the Central Corridor trackage rights it
obtained in the UP/SP merger for intermodal traffic, it provides an extensive intermodal
service offenng between the Bay Area and Midwest using its Transcon Route. Currently,
BNSF operates a total of 62 scheduled intermodal trains per week over its Bay AreaMidwest corridor, including 36 westbound and 26 eastbound intermodal trains. These
totals include scheduled intermodal train services only and do not include "extra' trains
operated on as-needed basis tc accommodate increased business volumes. BNSF
offers third day expedited intermodal service, eastbound and westbound, between its
Richmond, CA and Chicago, IL intermodal terminals.

Similarty competitive service

^'
Prior to the UP/SP merger, SP did not USP
Central Corridor route to handle
double-stacks. Therefore, intermodal shippers
* not lose a transportation routing
option when BNSF received trackage rights to replace SP in the Central Corridor.
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offerings are provided to and from other Midwest points and the Bay Area, including
Kansas City and Memphis. BNSF's intermodal service offerings are truck-competitive
for its intermodal shippers, including international shippers through the Port of Oakland,
where BNSF has been able to caplure international container traffic from UP in the past
year.
Thus, BNSF's competitive capability for traffic moving between the Midwest and
California is not dependent on use of the Central Corridor route, particularly for
intermodal traffic.
4.

BNSF Has Demonstrated Its Desire To Compete For All Traffic A vailable
To It Under The Trackage Rights Conditions and To Invest In The
Trackage Rights Lines

In its Comments, CPUC also raises questions regarding BNSF's willingness to
invest in the trackage rights lines and BNSF's willingness to compete for Central Corridor
traffic. Comments, p. 5. With regard to the first point, certainly the CPUC is a»varf; that
BNSF already has put substantial investment into improving its Central Corridor trackage
rights lines, including constructing additional yard space at Midvale, UT, on property
leased from UP; restoring two 50 car tracks at Ogden which were out of service in the
former Denver & Rio Grande Western Railway ("DRGW") yard; and constructing a
crossover from the east end of Utah Railway s yrrd lo the UP mainline at Provo.
Further, since the UP/SP merger, BNSF also has repeatedly demonstrated that
it will aggressively seek to capture all traffic available to i: along the trackage rights lines.
As outlined in BNSF's Juiy 1, 1999 Anrtual Report. BNSt- marketing representatives
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have continued in their efforts to contact potential customers and market BNSF s
services to customers located along the trackage rights lines. In the p^st year alone.
BNSF marketing representatives worked with UP to identify the following Central Corridor
customers and facilities which can be accessed by BNSF: Campbell Soup, Sacramento,
CA; Capital City Warehouse, West Sacramento, CA; Diamond Plastics Co., Golconda,
NV; Dust Chemical, Carlin, NV; J. E Higgins Lumber Co., Sacramento, CA; Mells Cargo
Supply, Inc., Sacramento, CA; Mine Service & Supply, Dunphy, NV; Montgomery Ward
& Co. Distribution Center, West Sacramento, CA; Nevada Freeport, Elko, NV; Nevada
Ice & Cold Storage, Elko, NV; Par Gas, Elko, NV; Saga Exploration Co., Barth. NV;
Thatcher Chemical Co-Nevada, Carlin, NV, Trearure Chest, West Sacramento, CA; and
Weyerhaeuser Wastepaper Recycling Plant, Salt Lake City, UT. Thus, as of August,
1999, BNSF had identified a total of 278 Central Corridor customers and facilities to
which BNSF has access under the merger conditions.
During the past year, BNSF also has worked with customers to establish new
facilities along several trackage rights lines, including the Central Corridor. As reported
in BNSF's July 1, 1999 Annual Report, BNSF has sought access to new customer
facilities along its Central Corridor trackage rights lines including the BNSF Quality
Distribution Center at Sparks, NV; Tahoe-Re io Industrial Center at Patiick, NV;
ANDALEX Resources, Inc., at Wellington. UT; Crown Energy Corporation at Gary. CO;
Quebecor Printing at Fernley, NV; Total Petroleum and Conoco at Durham (Grand
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Junction), CO; and Valley Joist at Fernley. BNSF also has additional projects involving
the location of new customer facilities in this corridor currently underway.
Further, BNSF's willingness to aggressively market its services in the Central
Comdor was demonstrated by BNSF's efforts to establish a transload at Sparks. NV to
serve the R.R. Donnelley facility av Reno. NV. When UP denied BNSF access to that
facility, BNSF filed a Petition for Clarification with the Board, and the Board granted
BNSF access to the facility. Certainly, if BNSF was not willing to inve«5t in its Central
Corridor operations, it would not have gone to the efforts to access the R.R. Donnelley
facility.
5.

CPUC's Concerns About Abandonment Of UP's Central Corridor Route
Ignore Commercial Realities As Well As BNSF Operational Needs

In its Comments. Cr J C raises the concern that UP will not need both the UP and
SP Central Corridor routes over the long-term, and that one of the routes will be
abandoned, particularly at the California end. CPUC states that "[ejventually, the rest
of the line, including the Feather River Canyon route, will become ripe for abandonment.
Certainly BNSF, with nierely trackage rights, would have little reason to invest in that
secondary line." Comments, p. 5.
CPUC's argument, however, ignores comnr;ercial realities and BNSF's operational
needs.

BNSF's operation from Denver is via trackage rights obtained in the UP/SP

merger over the fonner SP (ex-DRGW) route to Salt Lake City, then over the former UP
(ex-Western Pacific Railroad ("WP ")) route to Alazon, NV. West of Alazon, UP and SP
operated tv/o parallel single-track lines as a paired-track arrangement, with both earners
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operating directionally over both lines. BNSF s trackage rights permit it to replicate SP s
operation, running over both the former SP and former UP routes, with access to all
customers between Alazon and the west end of the paired track at Weso, NV. just east
of Winnemucca. From Weso ^o Stockton, CA, BNSF has trackage rights over both the
UP (WP) Feather River Canyon rr^te and the former SP route via Donner Summit.
The former SP route east of the Salt Lake City area, as CPUC alludes to, serves
a substantial coal franchise on intersecting branch lines and along the main line, as wel!
as a growing merchandise market at a number of points, including in the Grand Junction.
CO area, as reflected in BNSF s access to new customer facilities in that area. (In
addition, this is an established Amtrak route). To view this line as an abandonment
candidate appears unfounded.
Likewise, the former WP line from Salt Lake City to Alazon serves a number of
on-line customers and provides needed infrastructure in this corridor, complimenting the
former SP's single-track line across the Great Salt Lake farther north. As pointed out
in merger filings, this trackage lines up well for BNSF in its alignment with the former
DRGW route east of Salt Lake City used by BNSF. Further, BNSF views the paired
track across Nevada between Weso and Alazon, NV as trackage which provides
necessary capacity and infrastructure to both BNSF and UP. To view either line in this
area as an abandonment candidate also appears unfounded.
The western end of UP's former WP route, now referred to as the Canyon
Subdivisior. is used by BNSF to link its former ATSF trackage Stockton, CA s(;-Jth v/ith
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its owned trackage from Keddie, CA north. It is the connecting link to BNSF's 1-5
Corridor. Suggesting that tl.is line could be abandoned ignores both the customers
along the route in communities such as Oroville, Quincy, Portola, and Hertong, CA and
Gerlach, NV as well as the route's inherent benefits of lower grades than the former SP
route over Donner Summit. This route's importance to BNSF. the additional capacity it
appears to offer UP, and its inherent efficiencies suggest that it, too. would not be
subject to abandonment.
6.

Another Railroad Would Not Be Positioned To Offer More Competitive
Service Than BNSF Along The Central Corridor

CPUC concludes its arguments regarding the Central Corridor by stating that "the
Board should begin a process wtiereby another railroad, willing to take over the corridor's
secondary line between the Midwest and Northern California and reinstitute aggressive
competition, can be selected." Comments, p. 8. CPUC is plainly wrong in suggesting
that another carrier could offer more competitive service to UP than BNSF. Shippers
would lose the benefits of the broad geographic scope of BNSF's single line service and
ratemaking capability, and they would also lose the benefit o BNSF's extensive
equipment inventory and other resources.
B.

BNSF HAS PROVIDED COMPETITIVE SERVICE ALONG THf. ^-5
CORRIDOR

CPUC states that significant gaps exist in the level of competition taking p'ace in
the 1-5 Corridor and proposes that the Board grant BNSF ttcCkage rights over the UP
from Marysville, CA to Eugene. OR. Comments, p. 9.
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CPUC is correct that additional trackage rights over UP's 1-5 Route betv.'een
Marysville, CA and Eugene, OR would be required ^or BNSF to offer the same level of
service in the corridor that UP offers. However, as the traffic data indicate, BNSF is
effectively competing with UP in the corridor, and the service it offers is as good or better
than pre-merger SP was able to offer with multiple carrier service via the Bieber Route.
Further, in its filings with the Board during the UP/SP merger proceeding, BNSF did not
represent that it planned to provide competitive intermodal service in the 1-5 Corndor.
In addition, CPUC overlooks that reality that BNSF would have to perform
substantial upgrades on its line between Salem, OR and Eugene, OR in order to handle
time-sensitive intermodal traffic, and that BNSF operates on trackage rights over UP's
former SP route into Portland.
The evidence nonetheless demonstrates that BNSF's trjffic along the 1-5 Corridor
has grown steadily since it began operations - with no initial traffic base - on July 1,
1997.

Indeed, as indicated on the graph attached hereto as Attachment 4, BNSF

handled 4,202 loaded units on the 1-5 Corridor in July, 1999. Further, Confidential
Appendix J to UP's July 1, 1999 Annual Report provides more than 44 examples of
traffic movements that have benefitted from BNSF's single-line 1-5 Corndor service.-

CPUC exhibits a lack of understanding regarding BNSF's 1-5 Corridor operations
when its states that the "only BNSF train service involving a PNW location west of the
Cascade Mountains (where the centers of population and industry are located) consists
of five freight trains a week from Vancouver, WA to Barstow, CA." Comments, p. 9.
BNSF trains operating in the 1-5 Corridor connect at a number of points along BNSF's
network in the Pacific Northwest with other BNSF trains, thereby providing through
service for all BNSF points and customers, as well as connecting carriers, in this region.
18

Further, BNSF has invested, and continues to invest, to ensure that its 1-5 Route
is competitive for the core mercriandise and grain traffic that it envisioned handling at the
time of the UP/SP merger. For example, working with UP. BNSF completed major track
realignment and constnjction projects to improve the movement of trains at Stockton and
El Pinal. CA, n^cluding new track connections, signal work and new switch connections.
The track connections make it possible for BNSF trains to enter and exit the Central and
;-5 Corhdors at Stockton, en route to and from BNSF's Riverbank, CA yard, without
requiring backing or run-around movements involving UP's Stockton yard.
As a further example of service improvements, in recognition of traffic growth on
the 1-5 Corridor, BNSF surfaced track, installed slide fencing, cleaned ditches, stabilized
embankments, replaced culverts, and installed 80,000 ties and 14,859 curve blocks to
improve the stability of the track structure on the mountainous route of its Gateway
Subdivision.- This work had to be performed before a substantial upgrade to BNSF's
1-5 Corridor mer^andise service offering could be undertaken, and has permitted BNSF
to operate longer trains over the 1-5 Corridor, increasing operating efficiency and capacity
for rail shippers.
In 199D, BNSF has made substantial service improvements on the 1-5 Corridor
and connecting routes. In April, 1999, BNSF's Merchandise Marketing group advised
BNSF Operations that daily service was required to be competitive in the 1-5 Corridor

The Gateway Subdivision between Bieber and Keddie, CA was purchased from
UP as part of the settlement agreement accompanying the UP/SP merger.
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from the Pacific Northwest tc Southern California. After analysis of the corridor, BNSF s
Service Design and Service Performance groups created a new service plan from the
Pacific Northwest to Southern California that would remove from 24 to 72 hours from the
existing .merchandise trains' schedules then operating in the 1-5 Corridor. After two
weeks of working with the Seattle and San Bernardino Service Regions, and as
discussed in BNSF's July 1, 1999 Annual Report, BNSF added new, five-day/week
southbound merchandise train service from Vancouver WA to Barstow, CA on June 15,
1999. This new service was increased to six-day/week service effective July 11, 1999;
and it was subsequently increased to daily service effective August 2, 1999. The new
service, train H-VAWBAR, departs from Vancouver, WA and arrives at Barstow, CA 62
hours later, in time to be processed for connecnon to outbound trains the same day.
The H-VAWBAR replaced four shorter trains which had operated south on the 1-5
Corridor. This new service, in conjunction with the existing merchandise tram service
connecting to and with trains in the corridor, is designed to handle existing carload
growth in the 1-5 Corridor and to encourage further growth by improving transit time,
speed and consistency.
In addition. BNSF's 1-5 Corridor Service Redesign Team is continuing to look for
additional operational or commercial actions BNSF can take to build and secure further
growth between the Pacific Northwest, California, and Arizona. The Redesign Team has
prepared the n^?rketing materials attached hereto as Attachment 5 and circulated them
widely to customers located along BNSF's 1-5 Corridor.
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Beginning in August 1999, BNSF introduced the use of distributed power to its 1-5
Corridor merchandise train services, permitting d'ese-l locomotives to be placed within
the irain consist as well as at the head end, all controlled by the engineer on the lead
unit.

Since this initiative was begun, approximately 20 percent of southbound

merchandise trains on the 1-5 Corndor have been operated with distributed power. One
of the main advantages cf distributed power has been the operation of longer, heavier
trains, allov^ing up to 2,000 additional tons per train. The near-term goal is to operate
approximately dO percent of southbound trains with distributed power, ultimately
increasing ihis amount to 50 percent.
BNSF is using the 1-5 Corridor to redistribute empty equipment between the
Pacific No.rthwest and Pacific Southwest. Currently, two southbound "bare table"
trains with empty intermodal cars are operated each day. This operation improves
equipment utilization and car supply to Southern California ports, permitting BNSF to
handle import traffic through these ports on a much more timely basis. BNSF is also
using the 1-5 Corridor to reposition empty unit grain trains from Stockton. CA to
Pasco, WA. Currently, this operation averages one emp'.y grain train every second or
third day. This operation imprc es equipment utilization and car supply to serve the
needs of grain prodi.xers in Montana. Finally. BNSF is using the 1-5 Corridor to
reposition empty autorack trains from the Bay Area to the Pacific Northwest,
permitting timely handling of automobile traffic moving over the PNW ports.
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I hus. BNSF iidb demonstrated its wiilingness to invest in the train 3er»'icc.
marketing and upgrading of the 1-5 Corridor to build its capabilities to compete with UP
for 1-5 Corridor traffic.
CONCLUSION
As the evidence submitted to the Board establishes. BNSF continues to offer
vigorous and effective competition to shippers located on its Central Corridor trackage
rights between Denvet, CO and Stockton. CA. and has demonstrated its desire to
compete for all traffic available to it under the UP/SP merger conditions and to invest in
its trackage rights lines. BNSF also offers competitive intermodal service for shipments
between the Midwest and California. Finally, another railroad would not be positioned
to offer more competitive service than BNSF along the Central Corridor. A key fallacy
cf CPUC's argument is it? failure to distinguish between traffic moving between regions i.e., between the Midwest and California ~ and the route over which that traffic moves.
In addition, BNSF offeis an effective and growing presence in the 1-5 Corridor, as
demonst: .ted by BNSF's increase in service offerings following its initial investment in
track and facilities improvements. BNSF continues to invest in improvements to ensure
that its 1-5 Route is competitive for the core merchandise ana grain traffic that it
envisioned handling at the time of the UP/SP merger.
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I
Ar.rr»rrtinnly, CPlJC's concerns as to co/npetition in the Central Corridor and !-5
Corridor do not warrant action by the Board.
Respectfully submitted.

Si'ko.

iu-c

Jeffrey R. Moreland
Richard E. Weicher
Michael E. Roper
Sidney L. S^nckland, Jr.

Enka ZA
Z7 Jones
Adnan L. Steel. Jr.
Kelley E. Campbell

The Burlington Northern
and Santa Fe Railway Company
2500 Lou Menk Drive
Third Floor
'-t Worth, Texas 76131-0039
'817, 352-2353

Mayer, Brown & Platt
1909 K Street, NW
Washington, DC 20006
(202) 263-3000

and
547 West Jackson Blvd.
Suite 1509
Chicago, Illinois 60661
(312) 850-567:
Attorneys for The Burtington Northern and Santa Fe Railway Company
September 3, 1999
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ATTACHMENT 1

1997-99 BNSF Loaded Units In UP/SP
Trackage Rights Corridors
Central Corridor
Units

08/31/1999

ATTAnHMENT 2

I
PORT OI OAKLAND

RAYMOND A BOYLE
Diiec'.o' ol Ma'fiime

June 30. 1998
Mr Ronald Ross
Western Governor's -Association
600 17th Street. Suite 12Q5
South Tower
Denver, CO 80202

Dear Mr. Ross.

Recently, it has come to our attention that a i-epresentat've of the California Public
Utilities Commission may have made certai,, statements Vi/h\ch referenced the Port of
Oaklant' during a presentation at the Western Governors Association Conference held
in Omahc' on May 5th and 6th We believe that these statements may have conveyed
the impression that the Port of Oakland w'ould be less c -mpetitive because of Burlmgton
Northem Santa Fe's (BNSF's) limited use of the Central corridor operating rights
obtained through the UP/SP merger for intermodal freight I wouid like to clarify the Port
Of Oakland's position as it relates to the BNSF use of the central corridor for movement
of international inte-'modal cargo
It IS, and always has been our understanding that BNSF trackage rights over the Central
corridor could not be used as a route to serve double-stack intermodal markets in and
out of the Bay Area. This is because restricted tunnel clearances on the route make it
impossible for BNSF to provide double-stack service Unfortunately, it is not feasible to
clear the tunnels, particularly those that are located in Colorado due to both cost and
environmental considerations.
We believe that the existing BNSF route out of Northern California through Barstow
already provides excellent transit times We feel that this routing offers our customers
the best opportunity to have competitive rail service throughout the United States.
The BNSF is working with the Port of Oakland as we develop our Joint Intermodal
Ten,una! which will provide the railroad with direct access to our international customers
in Oakland
We appreciate their support and we are confident that through our
cooperative efforts our business will continue to grow with the excellent BNSF services
available now and in the future.

530 Water street • Jack London Square • P.O. Box 2064 •
Telephone (510) 272-1100 •
Fax (510) 272-1172 . TDD (510) 763-5703

Oakland, California 94604-2064
.
Cable address, PORTOFOAK, Oakland

Please call me, or Michael Beritzhoff (510) 272-1463, if you have any questions or if we
can assist the Western Governor's Association in any way. Thank you for this
opportunity to clarify the Port's position in this matter.

Very truly yours,

Raymond A. Boyle
Director of Maritime

cc:

Jack Fields, BNSF

ATTACHMENT 3
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Maximum Spaed
Batwaan Mlla Post*
0.0 and 128.8
(Cxcape aa Balow)
0. C and 1.1
1. 1 and 1.6
1.6 and 3.4
3.4 and 3.5
3.5 and 4.0
4.0 and 7.0
7.0 and 12.0
12.0 and 17.2 - E
12.0 and 17.2 - W
17.2 and 18.2
18.2 and 23.1
23.1 and 28.0
28.0 and 29.3
29 . 3 and 31.3
31.3 and 31.8
31.8 and 36.0
35.0 and 37.0
37 .0 and 40.3 - E
37.0 and 40.3 - W
40.3 and 41.2
41.2 and 41.8
41.8 and 45.4 - E
41 8 and 45.4 - W
15 4 and 48.1 - E
45.4 and 48.1 W
48 .1 and 48 . 6
48.6 and 49.7
49.7 and 56.3
56.3 and 56.8
56.8 and 58.7
58.7 and 62.2
52.2 and 65.3
65.3 and 65.6
65.6 and 57.0
67 . 0 and 68 . 7
68.7 and 69.3
69.3 a.-id 73.0
73.0 and 74.0

MPH
FSOR TUT
79 60
lO 10
30 30
45 45
25 25
45 45
65 45
45 45
50 30
60 rO
35 30
25 23
28 25
25 25
28 25
25 25
28 25
25 25
43 30
43 40
25 25
33 30
40 30
40 40
50 30
50 40
28 25
33 25
40 40
35 35
40 35
30 25
65 55
35 35
55 55
30 30
25 25
30 30
35 35
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SI-14 MISC. INSTRUCTIONS
Six-axle loconotlvaa

^.st not be operated on Chem

OoublaatacJc cara or o t h e r cara exceeding 19 f e e t
ATR must not be nandled batwaan CSS Jcc. and
Phippsburg.
Rapaatar Signala: Repeater s i g n a l s designated by
the l e t t e r "R" are l o c a t e d at Wi.-.ter Park .M? 55. s
and Radiu.n MP 116.1 Repeater s i g n a l i n d i c a t e s the
aspect o£ the next absolute s i g n a l l o c a t e d beyond
the r e p e a t r r s i g n a l , when r e p e a t e r s i g n a l i s dar'<
or d i s p l a y s a f l a s h i n g red aspect i t i s an
i n d i c a t i o n t h a t the next a b s o l u t e s i g n a l w i l l be
d i s p l a y i n g a Stop i n d i c a t i o n . Repeater s i g n a l
aspects are f o r i n f o r m a t i o n o n l y .
Oparation Horth Yard: Sign a t MP 2 on InboundOutbound oead. North Yaiu bears word "APEX". T h i s
s i g n located at p o i n t where n a x i m j r grade l e a v i n g
North Yard begins. In s w i t c h i n g movements at
south end of North Yard s w i t c h e.ngme h a n d l i n g
cuts c o n s i s t i n g of s u f f i c i e n t cars t o malte i t
necessary t o pass t h i s s i g n ."nust have s u f f i c i e n t
a i r braltes coupled and o p e r a t i v e on head end or
cut t o assure necessary bralcmg pover t o stop
locomotive and cars being handled.
Danvar tnnlon Dapot: Unless switches are a c t u a l l y
in use, route must be l e f t j m e d from Track One
to the BNSF Buck .Main. DUT p r o p e r t y w i l l be
i n d i c a t e d by signs at the entrance t o DUT, i n
a d d i t i o n t o y a r d l i m i t signs at t h e same
l o c a t i o n s . Yard l i m i t r u l e a p p l i e s on a l l t r a c k s
w i t h i n DUT l i m i t s . Maximum speed on DUT tracl<3
and BNSF Buck Main i s 10 MPH.
S i d i n g Clayi Loaded coal t r a i n s must not occupy
Clay s i d i n g .
Oparation Moffat Tunnal: Not more than ono t r a i n
ac a time w i l l be p e r m i t t e d t o occupy traclc i n
Moffat Tunnel between East s w i t c h Winter Park and
West switch East P o r t a l except a helper
locomotive may be uncoupled from t h e rear of an
Eastward t r a i n i n s i d e Moffat Tunnel or east of
East switch Winter Parlc.
Helper locomotive c u t t i n g o f t of westward t r a m
at East P o r t a l , must not shove beyond absolute
s i g n a l at the west s w i t c h of East P o r t a l .
Absolute s i g n a l governing movements over West
s w i t c h East P o r t a l , m a d d i t i o n t o t h e i r s i g n a l
" u n c t i o n , w i l l not i n d i c a t e Procaad unless
v e n t i l a t i o n gate i s r a i s e d .
I f Crain crew f i n d s gate clcaed, c o n t a c t
d i s p a t c h e r immediately t o open gate. I f
d i s p a t c h e r c o n t r o l s w i l l not open gate and t r a m
IS i n s i d e the t u n n e l , v e n t i l a t i o n ahould
requested u n t i l the problem w i t h the gate i s
reaoIved.
Gate c o n t r o l switches are l o c a t e d on the soutn
unnel w a l l west of the gate and a l s o i n the
p o r t a l o f f i c e b u i l d i n g t o the south side o i the
rack. The gate w i l l open 30 seconds a f t e r
pushing "GATE OPEN* b u t t o n . A warning buzzer w i l l
sound d u r i n g t h i a 30 second p e r i o d . When gate i s
l o s i n g or about t o close, a rad s t r o b e l i g h t on
he n o r t h w a l l of the t u n n e l w i l l f l a s h and
buzner w i l l sound warning.
when t r a m or locomotive moveirtnt i a t o ba made
nto or out of the east end of t h a Moffat Tunnel
on oti'.ar Chan s i g n a l i n d i c a t i o n (e.g. v e r b a l
permission t o pasa s i g n a l d i s p l a y i n g Stop
n d i c a t i o n i . a u t h o r i t y must f i r s c be obcained
rom the d i s p a t c h e r before each and every mova
which r e q u i r e s chac movemanc ba made under
venCi'.aci.ig gate t o inaure t h a t g»ta i s locked i n
che r a i a a d p o a i t i o n .
Emergency e x i t a i r lock doors are l o c a t e d j u s t

I

tne gate
aate one on
nn each
m.
west of tne
s i d e of the t u n n e l
w a l l s . I f i t becomes necessary t o uae theae
emergency e x i t s when the gate cannot be r a i s e d
PRESSURE MUST BE EQUALIZED before attempting t o
open a i r lock doors. This i s done by v e n t i n g a
s p r i n g loaded r e l i e f valve located i n the center
cf each door. Always cloae and l a t c h door a f t e r '
uaa BEFORE v e n t i n g and opening next a i r lock door.

I f t r a i n or locomotive l a delayed i.n Moffat
Tunnel f o r any reason, t r a i n dispatcher should be
promptly n o t i f i e d by r a d i o or nearest telephone.
Telephones are l o c a t e d i n a l l Refuges i n Moffat
Tunnel, No. 1 chrough No. 21. I f necessary t o
co.Tvmunicate wich tha dispatcher using these
telephones, p i c k up r e c e i v e r and d : ^ l 911 t o
i r . i t i j t e an emergency c a l l t o the .i.spaccher, or
d i a l '82 i-> i n i t i a t e a i o n - emergency c a l l t o the
dispatcher.
Emergency Scott Scram u n i t s are s t o r e d i n a
y e l l o w p l a s t i c b a r r e l ac Refuges No, 1 through
No. 21.
Exceptions.
Refuge No. 2
Located on top of che s i g n a l case.
Refuge No. 20 - Located i n bungalow.
Refuge No. 21
w a l l . Cabinet - Located i n locked cabinet on eaat
18 locked w i t h a UP switch lock.
Wm-.ar Park Tool House;
Eaat Porcal i n e n t r y room adjacent t o t u n n e l .
Yellow b a r r e l s have a threaded l i d which op-ns by
unscrewing c o u n t c c l o c k w i s e .
To a c t i v a t e che Scoct Scram u n i t , place che hood
over your head and p u l l the a c t i v a t i o n p i n . This
w i l l provide approximately 15 minutes of oxygen.
I f Scoct Scram u n i t or other b r e a t h i n g equipment
i n c l u d i n g the MSA type W-65 s e l f rescue u n i t i s
used, r e t u r n i t t o the MTO's o f f i c e f o ' s e r v i c e
or replaceii.enc along wich a wriccen summary of
-rcumscances t h a t caused b r e a t h i n g equipment t o
be necessary.
Do not smoke or be around open 'lames immediately
t e r using a Scott Scram u n i t .
P r i o r t o o p e r a t i n g chrough Che Moffat Tunnel
employee must r e c e i v e t r a i n i n g on the propar use
of t h e Scoct Scram and MSA type W-65
Self-Rescuer
u n i t s . Every t r a i n and engine crew member i s
req'uired t o have a W-65 Self-Raacuer u n i t i n
t h e i r possession w h i l e working between Plain and
Winter Park. W-65 Self-Rescuer u n i t can be
o b t a i n e d from tha .MTO at Denver North Yard and
Phippsburg. Each employee must check t h e i r W-65
Self-Rescuer u n i t t o make sure che aeal i a not
broken.
I f an emergency c o n d i t i o n e x i s t s and use of W-65
Self-Rescuer u n i t i s r e q u i r e d , t r a i n di'tjatcher
must be n o t i f i e d ac che f i r s c opporcunicy. Each
person using cha W-65 ?elf-Raacuar unic mute t u r n
m t h e used u n i t ac f.rac cia-up poinc and
receive
new r e s p i r a t o r .
Any new or t r a n s f e r r e d employee must contact and
advise MTO or MOP chac ehey need c r a i n i n g on
Scoct Scram and w-65 Self-Rescuer unics p r i o r Co
b j i n g c a l l e d f o r a.hy assignment which w i l l
operate chrough che Moffac Tunnel.
O p a r a t i o n Bond - C r a l g i Whenevtr eastward s i g n a l
1296 i n d i c a t e s o t h e r than c l e a r eastward t r a i n s
must remain i n c l e a r of road c r o s s i n g and contact
t r a i n dispatcher for inatructio.isBefore ^nc^ring Phippaburg Yard, t r a i n s muat
cont«'.c t r a i n d i s p a t c h e r f o r i n s t r u c t iona on
wl .cn t r a c k t o use.
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1997-99 BNSF Loaded Units In UP/SP
Trackage Rights Corr idors
1-5 Corridor
Units
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2,000
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• 97 Totals
• 98 Totals 2,310
• 99 Totals 2,954
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Feb

1,911
2,172

Mar

2,476
3.127

A.pr

1,741
3,759

May

1,504
2,913

Jun

1,165
3,298

Jul

Aug

177
1,024
1,762 2,152
4,202

Sept

Oct

1,317
2,464

1,680
2,705

Nov

Dec

1,847 2,096
2,572 3,001
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BNSF QDC Network
Truck Like Service....
Rail Like Economics!
Combines rail economics with QDC's
independent transload expertise to provide a
total distribution package:
• One single bill for rail, transload. and
trucking.
• Up to 4 truck deliveries from one railcar
for facilities locaied off rail.
•Forward inventory to be closer lo your
customers rather lhan move last-minutc
shipments al premium truck rales
• Maintains a steady flow of product in the
pipeline while taking advantage of low-cost
rail rates to reduce transportation costs.

Richmond
Stockton

•Permits easier long-range scheduling
because shipments can be warehoused
locally or near markets.
•Can be tailored to meet a customer's
specific distribution and storage needs.
Phoenix

•Offers "just-in-timc" deliveries.

Train Schedule in Days
Origins
Vanc(XMr,6C Seattle Poitland Spokane Pasco

Oeitinations
Barstow
Kaiser Area
Los Angee
ls
San De
i go
Ptwenxi

Transit limes represent
scheduled terminal departure
to local train availability.
Look for actual performance
measurements on our website
soon.

Contacts & Information
•Service redesign to
improve consistency
for 1-5 Customers;
•Truck alternative in 1-5
corridor;
•Delivering Transportation
Value - Door to Door
delivery through QDC
•BNSF Quality
Distribution Centers (to
serve nonrail customers)
- see middle panel inside
•Major Interline
Connections with CN,
CP,SRY, BCOL

Phone Numbers
Customer Service
Equipment Ordering
Car Tracing
Marketing
Service Assurance

1-800-289-2673
1-800-234-8440
1 -800-809-2673
1-817-352-6399
1-800-769-2673

CALIFORNIA
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Id

BNSF

Website Infonnation
General Info
www.bnsf.com
QDC
www.bnsf.com/website/qdc.nsf
Car Trac i ng... w w w. bn s I. c( )m/c w s/cq pt race/
Public Rales.... www.bnst.com/rpms/
15 service
www.bnsl.com/i5 (coining
s(X)n)

...your 1-5 pipeline

I
I

between your buy and $ell
C ^ u c i l i f y DiilnbuliOD CentcTi (QDC ') grc ci paitnership betweeri BNSF und a network of
certified building materials and paper centers providing eHicienI and cost-effective distribution
' and consolidation sei vices for you and yoyr customers

Wiffi 3 4 . 0 0 0 route miles covering 2B

states two Canadian provincns a n d five contiectionj wrtK Mexico, BNSF offers you access to
rpore markets ffian ever before, including fcxJciy's beil alternative to the I 5
CtfcnbiniiSg tail eccxiomics vvitb ODC 'expertise providos you lha total suppjy chain package with
an eos*; pf doing business
, I • A single bill for roil transit and offier value added services including
door lo doOr delivery lo multiple customeVs from the seime r>ailc(ir
Easier long range scheduling for |ust in time inventory replenishment
,

vi(ith youi product warehoused closr-r to the end user

I"

Serve t i m e . Stay o n e step a h e a d o f the m a r k e t .
Call o u r Forest P r o f urts t e a m ot: j(817) 3 5 2 - 6 3 9 9 .

I •-i-H—K

BIVSF

H
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Finance Docket No. 32760 (Sub-No. 21)
UNION PACIFIC CORPORATION. UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
AND MISSOURI PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPAMY
CONTROL AND MERGER -SOUTHERN PACIFIC RAIL CORPORATION. SOUTHERN PACIFIC
TRANSPORT ATION COMPANY. ST. LOMS SOUTHWESTERN RAILWAY
COMPANY. SPCSL CORP. AND THE DENVER AND
RIO GRANDE WESTERN RAILROAD COMPANY -- OVERSIGHT

APPLICANTS' REPLY TO COMMENTS
What a difference a year makes. By August 1998, UP's service crisis was winding
down but some competitors and shippers continued to seek signiticant concessions from UP, and
the Board was embroiled in related litigation. This year. UP's primary annual report on merger
implcmer^ation drew few comments. DOT expressed relief that UP's improved service appears
to be stable and that BNSF and l ex Mex competition continues to be healthy, even with UP
returning to full competitive strength. NITL, noting positive trends, a.sked for continuation of the
oversight piocess. BNSF again reported on its many competitive successes, although it could not
resist the temptation to take a few passing shots at UP on minor issues. As we show below in
Part A, these comments were unjustified. His>ory demonstrates that BNSF and UP are able to
resolve, usually on a cooperative basis, conflicts that arise between these two aggressive
competitors without Board involvement.

-2Only one entity, the California Public Utility Commission ("CPUC"). seeks
changes and additions to the conditions impo.sed by the Board. As we explain in Part B, CPUC
presents no factual or legal predicate for any of the relief it seeks. We also show that, for reasons
overlooked by CPUC. the conditions it seeks would harm the interests of California and its
shippers, and particularly the interests of the Port of Oakland.
A.

BNSF's Comments in Its Annual Report
l he information contained in BNSF's annual report confirms the evidence

uresented in UP's report that the competition-preserving conditions imposed by the Board in the
UP/SP merger have continued to work well. BNSF reports that its "traffic volumes over the lines
to which BNSF received access as a result of the merger continue to grow"; that it "has also
experienced traffic growth where [it] works with "2-10-1' shortlines and regional carriers"; and
that it "has also steadily grown its traffic volumes for traffic which BNSF or its agent (for
example, Utah Railway) switch customers directly." BNSF Report, p. 16.
BNSF also describes the many ways that it has worked cooperatively with UP to
resolve issues arising out t)f the implementation of the merger conditions. For example, BNSF
describes how the two railroads have agreed to add customers to the list of "2-to-l" facilities that
BNSF can access, kl. BNSI- describes how the two railroads have worked together to
implement BNSF service on the Baytown and Cedar Bayou branches, iii., pp. 10-11. and how
they have worked together to coordinate maintenance-of-way windt ws on UP routes in
Califomia. iil., p. 13. BNSF also describes how the two railroads are working togetner to resolve
problems relating to data exchange issues that cause delayed and misrouted cars. Id., pp. 20-21,

-3 It is refreshing to see BNSF report that "UP has been very receptive and willing to work with
BNSF's customer service and support staff to successfully resolve these problems." 1^., p. 21.
The vast majority of BNSF's report is overwhelmingly positive, but BNSF cannot
resist the urge to complain about something, even if the complaints have been shown to be
meritless or have been resolved long ago.
For example, BNSF resurfaces its false allegation that UP crews its own trains
first in the Central Corridor. Id. UP showed nearly one year ago that this allegatioi

s not true,

and that BNSF could resolve any concems it had by providing its own crews in the Central
Corridor. UP/SP-361, Sept. 30, 1998, pp. 21-24. Since that time. BNSF has acknowledged that
Central Co ridor operations no longer present a problem, and it has decided not to supply its own
crews. ^

BNSF-PR-10, Jan. 4, 1999, p. 4.
BNSF also makes fhe inflammatory allegation that UP "disrupted BNSF traffic on

a daily basis" by refusing to spot or pull BNSF cars to an inspection track near Eagh Pass.
BNSF Report, p. 22. But when one reads past BNSF's hyperbole, one discovers that the dispute
involved an average of "two cars per week," and that an agreement was quickly worked out once
BNSF agreed to compensate UP for the service it was providing. IdSimilarly, BNSF complains that UP threatenc J to exercise its option to cancel a
shipper's lease of UP property when the shipper was considering using BNSF, but in its next
breath reports that UP agreed to extend the shipper's lease even though the shipper decided to
rout^ its traffic via BNSF. Id-

-4BNSF also alleges that UP has engaged in a "pattem" of "delivering messages"
concerning BNSF's right to access customers through customers, rather than directly to BNSF.
Id-, p- 23. But a closer reading reveals that BNSF's report refers to only one shipper (Cargill).
Ses; BNSF-PR-11. p. 14. In fact UP went out of its way and met with both BNSF and the shipper
to clarify that it was the responsibility of BNSF and the shipper to reach an agreement on how
BNSF would serve the ship|jer.
BNSF also apparentK felt the need to note its "concerns" about the impacts of the
construction of the Port of Brownsville rail bypass, but admits that haulage .service in the area
"has irpproved and enabled BNSF to provide competition to UP." BNSF Report, p. 23.
Similarly. BNSF notes past delays in the Sacramento area, but reports that instituting its own
train operations "appears to have improved service" and tliat UP and BNSF are cooperating to
resolve any remaining issues. Id., p. 24.
Finally, BNSF describes a dispute with UP involving service to Econorail in
Baytown. Id-, P- 21. UP and BNSF have met to discuss whether BNSF has the right to serve a
non-shipper facility like Econorail by reciprocal switch, or whether it must serve such a facility
dircctiy, and UP and BNSF have a meeting scheduled later this month to discuss the issue again.
If the parties canno' resolve their disagreement, they may have to arbitrate it, bi't given that good
faith efforts to resolvi this matter are ongoing, there was no reason for BNSF to complain to the
Board.
In sum, the evidence presentee" by BNSF shows that the merger conditions are
v^ orking as the Board intended. Even BNSF's complaints, when stripped of their inflammatory
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language and hyperbole, demonstrate that UP and BNSF have worked diligently to resolve issues
that have arisen regarding the implementation of the merger conditions.
B.

CPUC's Request for New Conditions
Despite the absence of complaints from shippers, and DOT's conclusion that the

Board's conditions to preserve competition "are having their intended effects" (D()'r-4. p. 5).
CPLIC unexpectedly calls for several new conditions. Specifically, it a.sks the Board to identify a
railroad other than BNSI- to "take over" a Central Corridor route between the Midwest and
Northern California, and it requests trackage rights for BNSF over UP between Marysville,
California, and Eugene, Oregon. CPUC Comments, pp. 8-9. It also wants UP to upgrade its
route to Mexico via Calexico and Mexicaii. Jd.. p l l .
CPUC's requests are wholly unwarranted by any diminution of competition
or other adverse effect of the UP/SP merger. They are based on fundamental misunderstandings
of regulatory law and railroad operations. They would also have devastating effects on the
interests CPUC purports to represent.
1.

Competition for Northern California Shipments

CPUC says BNSF has provided only "token competition" in the Central Corridor
and describes the BNSF" trackage rights in that corridor as a "non-starter." Particularly for an
agency charged v/ith represenling the interests of Califomia siiippers, these conclusions border
oa the bizarre. CPUC presents not a shred of evidence to show that any Califomia shipper has
lost rate or service competition due to the UP/SP merger or the BNSF conditions, while UP
produced voluminous, detailed and specific evidence to the contrary. LJP showed that BNSF is

-6running more than enough trains to provide shippers in the Central Corridor with a competitive
option to LfP service and that BNSF has been successful in capturing "2-to-l" traffic moving in
the Central Corridor.'
Ultimately, CPUC's concern tums out to be not whether BNSF provides shippers
(none of which complains about loss of competition) with quality service or competitive rates,
but instead about which of two altemative routes BNSF chooses to move overhead shipments
between Northern California and the Midwest.
As a result of the BNSF-UP settlement agreement, as modified and imposed by
the Board, BNSF obtained access to every Northem and Centr?.! C^'ifomia shipper that otherwise
would have lost competitive service as a result of the UP/SP merger. Decision No. 44, pp. 12124, 138-40. BNSF has the option of moving shipments betw een those shippers and the Midwest
via trackagerightsover the former DRGW Central Corridor route or via BNSF's own Santa Fe
route through Arizona and New Mexico (the "Southern Route"). As a general rule, BNSF uses
the Southern Route, one of America'sfinestand fastest rail lines, for overhead traffic. CPUC

'
CPUC complains that BNSF's traffic level in the Central Corridor "pales in
comparison to the huge daily volume of UP activity." CPUC Comments, p 7. But the Central
Corridor is the core of UP's system, and m. one should expect BNSF's traffic levels in that
corridor to match UP's. As the Board has recognized, the relevant queslion is not whether
BNSF's volume is equal to UP's, but whether BNSF has "sufficient traffic to sustain service
levels that allow it to be a realistic choice for shippers." Finance Docket No 32760 (Sub-No. 21),
Union P icific Corp.. Union Pacific R.R. & Missouri Pacific R.R. — Control &. Merger —
St)uthern Pacific Rail C:orp.. Southern Pacific Transportation Co.. St. Louis Southwestern Rv..
SPCSL Corp. & Denver & Rio Cirande Western Rv.. Decision served Oct. 27, 1997. p. 5. As we
ha v'e shown, BN SF offers a realistic choice to shippers in the Central Corridor. Applicants'
Third Annual Report on Merger and Condition Implementation, July 1, 1999, pp. 64-74, &
Confidential Appendices B & E.

-7praises that route as "premier and heavily double-tracked." CPUC Comments, p 4. Much of
BNSF's massive capital investment in recent years has gone into that corridor.
CPUC offers no plausible explanation why BNSF's routing choice for Northern
California-Midwest overhead shipments should be of any concern to shippers or to the State of
California. If shippers are receiving competitive service and rates, routing of overhead traffic has
no impact on the public interest. T he government should not be in the business of making
railroad operating decisions.
CPUC asserts that shippers are "missing out on lower rates" (id., pp. 4-5). but its
assertion is unsupported. There is no reason to believe that BNSF's ase of its highly efficient
Southem Route would raise BNSF's rates. CPUC also objects that BNSF carries few intermodal
shipments on tht Central Corridor trackage rights, but that is because the former DRGW route
over which BNSF has trackagerightswas never a fully competitive intermodal route. It is
slower than competing routes and cannot accommodate full-size doublestack shipments. As
CPUC should recall, prior to the UP/SP merger most of SP's Oakland-Chicago intermodal
service moved via El Paso, not over the Central Corridor. BNSF's Southem Route remains the
leading intermodal route between the Midwest and Northem Califomia.
CPUC's complaint that BNSF is not participating in Port of Oakland traffic is
especially peculiar. The BNSF-UP settlement agreement provided BNSF with its first-ever
direct access lo the Port UP is vacating a rail yard adjacent to the Port lo facilitate both Port
expansion and highly etTicient direct BNSF service to the Port. Once the Port is dredged to make

-8it more competitive, both BNSF and LJP will be ready to serve it with excellent intermodal routes
— thanks to the UP/SP merger and its competition-enhancing conditions.
CPUC says it fears that UP eventually will drive BNSF out of the Central
Corridor and then abandon the former Western Pacific ("WP") line in Northern California. These
fears could not be more unfounded. BNSF traffic to and from local shippers in iSevada, Utah
and Colorado is growing, not shrinking, so UP is not driving BNSF out of the corridor.- And UP
requires the WP line as a low-grade route for hea\ y trains to avoid the 2.4 percent giades over
Donner Summit. Only 30 months ago, UP spent tens of millions of dollars to rebuild the WP
route to higher standards after massive floods.
CPUC's proposal would be debilitating for precisely those Califomia shippers
CPUC seeks to protect, for reasons CP 'C appears to have overlooked. Today, the shippers
who gained access to BNSF in the UP/SP merger enjoy comprehensive access to the entire
BNSF network, with single-line service and ratemaking throughout the West. They also enjoy
use of BNSF's alternati v'e routes, incluuing the "premier" Southem Route. If CPUC':; condition
were granted, however, those shippers would find themselves served by a different railroad wilh
onlv one route into the West, the DRGW Central Corridor route. They - as well as all BNSFserved shippers in Nevada and Utah - would lose BNSF's single-line service and ratemaking
capabilities throughout the West. T hey also would lose their access to BNSF's high-speed
Southern Route. I hey would be forr ed to rely on a much smaller rail operator, confined to a

^
As CPUC says, BNSF's recent reduction of carloads in the Centra! Corridor
results from rerouting overhead traffic.

Central Corridor route through the Rockies that is not fiilly competitive for intermodal business.
For all practical purpo.ses the Port of Oakland — which requires doublestack trains — would lose
competing rail service because the DRGW route cannot handle full-size doublestack shipments.
In short, CPUC would replace highly capable BNSF service with a carrier with all the limitations
of the old DRGW Central Corridor route.
2.

-5 Corridor Service

CPUC's request for expanded BNSF rights in the north-south 1-5 Corridor along
the West Coast reflects a profound misunderstanding of the history and purpose of those rights.
As a result of the UP/SP merger and the associated BNSF-UP settlement agreement, BNSF and
UP created two single-line routes in this corridor for the first time in histor . Rail competition in
the 1-5 Corridor is far stronger today than before the merger.
Prior to the UP/SP merger. SP's routes from Califomia ended at Portland, where
SP interchanged traffic with BNSF or UP. I he altemative "Inside Gateway" route via Bieber had
historically been a three-carrier route (BN-WP-.ATSF) and was by 1996 virtually moribund.
The merger created two new direct single-line routes from Seattle and the
Canadian border to California, Arizona, New Mexico and Mexico. UP and SP combined to
create one of those routes. By acquiring trackage rights over UP between Stockton and Keddie,
California, and buying UP's line from Keddie to Bieber, BNSF transformed the Inside Gateway
into a second direct single-carrier route stretching from British Columbia to San Diego. UP
granted BNSF those concessions not to resolve any loss of competition as a result of the UP/SP
merger, but as a quid pro quo in the negotiations between BNSF and UP to enhance competition

- loin the corridor. UP described the resulting new competition in its July I report at pp. 77-79 and
Confidential Appendix J.
Looking this gift horse in the mouth, CPUC complains thai the horse does not
run fast enough. C PUC .seeks trackagerights'or BNSF over almost 500 miles of UP's mainline
between Marysville, California, and l^ugene, Oregon, so that BNSF can be more competitive for
intermodal and other traffic. As the Inside (Jateway route is more competitive today than it has
ev er been in history, and the UP/SP merger enhanced competition in this corridor, there is no
regulatory predicate for these expanded trackage rights.^ The Board has no legal basis for giving
onc railroad rights over another simply to make its service even better than it already is. Such
trackage rights should arise only from a further voluntary exchange of rights.
CPUC also seeks new conditions to "expand BNSF participation in rail traffic
west of the Cascades." CPUC Comments, p. 10. But the UP/SP merger did nothing to harm
BNSF access to and from the region west of the Cascades, but instead enhanced it. And PNSF
has much more extensive trackage in western Washington than UP, which owns trackage only
between Tacoma and Seattle, a distance of 34.-* -les, and three small spurs. BNSF's track
mileage dwarfs UP's.
In light of CPUC's mistaken concern that UP might abandon a former WP line it
badly needs, CPUC should be similarly concerned about a collateral effect of the condition it

'
Lhe Inside Gateway route carries for more traffic today than before the UP/SP
merger. Before the m.erger, it carried had service only three times a week and moved only 6.000
cars a year. Ses UP/SP-23, Nov. 30, 1995. Peterson V.S., p. 161. Today, as CPUC notes, it
operates almost one-third as many trains as UP.

proposes in the 1-5 Corridor. CPUC's condition likely would cause a 200-mile rail abandonment
in Northern California. If FiNSF gains trackage rights over UP's 1-5 Corridor mainline, as CPUC
advocates, it almost certainly would abandon the Inside Gateway route betv/een Keddie,
Calilornia, and Klamath Falls, Oregon, l hat line generates insufficient local traffic to support its
costs and is viable only because of overhead traffic that the CPUC condition would reroute.
3.

The Calexico-Mcxicajj Rail Border Crossing

CPUC requests a vaguely-defined condition requiring UP to upgrade its line
between Calexico on the California-Mexico border and Niland, Califomia. on UP's Sunset
Route. T here is, again, no merger-related basis for such a condition, and CPUC offen: none.
Only SP served lhe Mexican border gateways west of El Paso before the UP/SP merger, and the
merger had no adverse etfect on competition v ia those gateways. The merger did not affect
service or track quality via Calexico and Mexicaii. If CPUC aspires to upgrade a rail line beyond
the level justified by available traf fic, it should fund the upgrade.
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CONCLUSIQN
Thf lioar'l should reject the only requests for new or changed coiiditions, those
recommended by CPUC.
Respectfully submitted.
CARL W. VON BERNUTH
Union Pacific Corporation
1416 Dodge Street
Room 1230
Omaha, Nebraska 68179
(402) 271-5777
JAMES V DOLAN
LAWRENCE E. WZOREK
Law Department
Union Pacific Railroad Company
1416 Dodge Street
Omaha, Nebra.ska 68179
(402)271-5000

ARVID E. ROACH II
J. MICHAEL HEMMER
MICHAEL L. R(JSENTHAL
Covington & Buriing
1201 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
P.O. Box 7566
Washington, D.C. 20044-7566
(202)662-5388
Attorneys fr)r Union Pacific Corporation,
Union Pacific Railroad ('ompany and
Southern Pacif ic Rail Corporation
September 3. 1999

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I, Michael L. Rosenthal, certify that, on this 3rd day of September, 1999,1 caui,ed
a copy of the foregoing document to be served byfirst-classmail, postage prepaid, or by a more
expeditious manner of delivery on parties of record in Finance Docket No. 32760 (Sub-No. 21),
and on
Director of Operations
Antitrust Division
Suite 500
Department of Justice
Washington. D.C. 20530

Premerger Notification Office
Bureau of Competition
Room 303
Federal T rade Conimission
Washington, D.C. 20580
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August 16. 1999

Honorable Vemon A. Williams
Secretary
Surface Transportafion Board
1925 K Street, NW
Washington, DC 20423-(X)01
Re:

Finance Docket No. 32760 (Sub-No. 21), Union
Pacific
Corpnrct'ion,Union Pacific Railroad Company and Missouri Pacific
Railroad Company - Control and Merger - Southern Pacific Rail
Corporation, et al - Oversight

Dear Secretary Williams:
Pursuant to the Boaid's decision in this proceeding. The Nauonal industrial
Transportation League ("League') hereby submits its comments in this
proceeding.
In Decision No. 44 in the control proceeding, the agency imposed, as a
condition to the approval of the merger of the UP and SP, oversight for five years
"to examine whether the conditions we have imposed have effectively addressed
the competitive issues they were intended \"> remedy." Decision No. 44, p. 146.
The League has participated actively in the agency's oversight since the issuance
of Decision No. 44, and has followed closely the written reports of the carriers
required by the agency's oversight condition.
Reports from League members clearly indicate that the service problems
experienced by the UP during 1997-98 have abated. Moreover, the reports filed
by the BNSF in this proceeding indicate that BNSF's traffic over the trackage
rights lines has grown since the approval of the merger. Traffic growth by BNSF
since the approval of the merger is clearly a positive development.
However, il is tvQi possible to conclude, either from the BNSF figures or
from olher sources, particularly given the time that has passed since the service
crisis, that BNSF has been able to completely and permanently replicate the rail-
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to-rail competition that existed pre-merger. As one example, a flattening of traffic
gr(»wth by BNSF, or even worse, a reversal of thaf traf..: growth, may suggest that
additional steps are needed to encourage a competitive rail environment in one or
more regions of the count.7 affected by the UP/SP merger. Continued oversight is
clearly necessary, '.n addition, continued ovi.*rsight is necessary to ensure *hat, if
necessary, evidence can be provided lhat UP is impeding implemenlafion of the
merger conditions. Cf, Decision No. 86 in this proceeding (served July 12, 1999)
at 5.
The League applauds the Board for mandating the oversight process, and
urges the Board to continue to require the quarterly and annual reports by the
carriers. The League intends to continue to closely examine those .-cpc'*s, and
asks the Board to instruct its staff to continue to analyze whether there is effective
rail competition in the area of the nation affected by lhe merger.
Sincerely,

^ NICHOLAS J. DIMICHAEL
cc: .Ml parties of record

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I have on this 16* day of August, 1999, served a copy
of the foregoing comments on all parlies of record in this proceeding by first-class
mail, postage prepaid, in accordance witli the Rules of Practice.
Shannon R. Harris
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GENERAL COUNSEL

400 Seventh St, S W
Washington, DC 20590
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Augus 16,1999*
SIB

Vemon A. Williams, Secretary
Surface Transportation Board
Suite 700
1925 K Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20423-0001
Re: Fin. Dkt. .32760 (Sub-No. 21)

Dear Secretary Williams:

Enclosei i herewith are an original and ten copies or the Comments of the United
States D p^rtment of Transportation in the above-referenced proceeding. I have
also enclosed a compu' -'r diskette containing these comments in a format
readable by WordPerfect 7.0. Included as well is an additional copy that I
request be date-stamped and returned to the messenger deliveruig these
documents.
Respectfully submitted,

Paul Samuel Smith
Senior Trial Attomey
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F.D. No. 32760 (Sub-No. 21)

COMxMENTS OF THE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
Introduction
The Surface Transportation Board ("STB" or "Board") instituted this
proceeding to asse.ss the oversight conditions it imposed in Finance Docket No.
32760, the merger of the Union Pacific ("UP") and the Southern Pacific ("SP")
railroads (collectively, "UP/SP"). Decision No. 1, served May 7,1997
("Decision"). In this proceeding the Board at least annually seeks input on the
effects of the merger, on the efficacy of the conditions used to address the
trans.nction's competitive harms, and other matters.

at 2. The most important

of these conditions were extensive trackage rights awarded to the Buriington
Northern Santa Fe Railway Co. ("BNSF") to enable it to replace the competition
previously provided by SP.
The United '^t'^tes Department of Transportation ("DOT" or
"Department") has participated in this proceeding in each of the last two years.
DOT-1 (filed August 1,1997); DOT-2 (filed August 20,1997); DOT-3 (filed

,.f.

September 1,1998). Since the merger we have been concemed primarily about
three issues: the safet)' of railroad operations, the adequacy of service levels, and
the state of intramodal rail competition, id- We will continue to address these
issues, since we share the Board's goals of maintaining competition while
assuring that rail safety and service reach and remain at acceptable levels.

Approximately one year after the merger, in its first oversight decision the
STB preliminarily concluded that the merger, as conditioned, had not caused
substantia! comperitive harm. Decision No. 10 (served October 24,1997) at 2.
The Board also expressed concem over post-merger safety and service problems.
Id. at 13-14.'
Last year was the second year following the merger, and UP/SP was still
suffering from what had become an unprecedented service crisis. After
reviewing the record the Board concluded that "notwithstanding ... the effects of
the UP service crisis, the UP/SP merger has not thus far caused any substantial
competitive harm." Decision No. 13 (served December 21,1998) at 8 (emphasis
in original). The competition provided by BNSF appeared to the STB to be "at
least as effective as the pre-merger UP vs. SP competition." I^L at 11. The Board
also found that "the UP service situation, although still not perfect, has improved
considerably and all indications are that it will continue to Improve." Id^
Finally, the Board noted that CXDT had found no safety problems requiring action
in the context of the general oversight proceeding, l i
The most fundamental issue in this proceeding, in the Department's view,
is safety. The Federal Railroad .Administration ("FRA") continues to monitor the

'/ Indeed, the Board instituted separate proceedings to address UP/SP's then-growing ser.'ice
crisis. E.g., Rail Service in the Western United States. STB Ex Parte No. 573 (served Octobei 2,
1997); Ioint Petition for Service Order. STB Service Order No. 1518 (served October 31,1997).

safety of rail operations in the relevant area. As discussed below, it has found
significant improvements in rail safety on the UP/SP.
As to competition and service, DOT had concluded last y ar that the
UP/SP service crisis had so skewed rail operations in the affected area that it was
impossible to judge the efficacy of the trackage rights conditions. DOT-3 at 5-7.
We were concerned that BNSF's initial success at gaining market share might
have resulted more from UP/SP's poor service than from BNSF's ability to
compete via trackage rights. M- ' '"/SP and BNSF have now submitted their
comprehensive progress reports

ine implementation of the merger and the

associated conditions. UP/SP-366; BNSF-PR-12.
Tl-.e Department must still review the comments of other parties. A more
complete record may make it necessary to modify or expand our preliminary
views. Based on the repoits of the carriers, however, it appears that service
levels have recovered and, '.ve are heartened to note, that competition between
BNSF and UP/SP still seems to be vigorous. Implementation of the merger thus
appears to be proceeding satisfactorily and no significant modifications to the
applicable conditions are warrar.ied at this time.

Safety
FRA has worked closely with labor and management on the UP/SP to
improve safety. Under the auspices of the FRA's Safety Assurance and
Compliance Program ("SACP"), the carrier, its labor unions, and FRA have
formeo a strong partnership dedicated to improving safet)'. Considerable
piogress has been made: one employee fatality occurred during the year 1998 as
a result of train accidents or incidents, compared with nine . ich fatalities during
1997. This is an impressive achievement. Unfortunately, four UP/SP employees
were killed in other accidents in 1998, so the safety focus must be continued.
We offer several concrete examples of the progress made to date. Of
particular interest has been the efforts of the merged carrier to eliminate safety

problems resulting from fatigue. UP/SP is now the only major railroad with a
system-wide policy 'hat provides train crews with guaranteed time off. An
aggressive hiring program added 3,917 new employees into the Train Engine and
Yard rank.s during 1998. Another 3,124 employees were brought on board by
UP/SP in other areas. A Fatigue Workin-; Group was formed that has led to
training and education programs to combat problems stemming from fatigue,
agreements to improve accommodations for away-from-home employees, and
company policies to limit fatigue.
UP/SP has also taken steps to reduce dispatcher workload, as a result of
an FRA study of dispatcher positions in Omaha. The carrier has adjusted
workloads, established a dispatching center in Spring, Texas, added dispatcher
positions, and trained additional managers to assist, mentor, and supervise
dispatchers. Finally, in 1998 UP/SP hired 114 new dispatchers, and it plans to
hire an additional 124 train dispatchers by the end of this year.
Progress has also been made toward improving signal accuracy and
reliability, saft ty training, and policies rela ing to maintenance-of-way personnel.
^vised procedures for locomotive operatic n and inspection and rail car
inspection are now in place.
Improvements have made the railroad's culture more supportive of safety
by enhancing employee morale and quality of life. UP/SP management has
established policies to foster a w^ork environment where employees may openly
and honestly report accidents, injuries and safety concerns.
In SUI , over the past year, safety on UP/SP has :substantially improved.
FRA will continue to work with the carrier and its employees to build on that
progress.

Service
UP/SP reports that it has overcome its service crisis and that service has
now been fully restored and continues to improve. UP /SP-366 at 2. Several

indicia of service quality are offered as evidence. For example, UP/SP notes that
average train speed (which, in this case, includes time in yards) fell as low as 12
m.p.h. during the service crisis, but was restored to 17.3 m.p.h. in January, 1999,
which the carrier reported was "normal." I i at 6. By mid-June of 1999, UP/SP
claims average train speed had climbe<i to 18.7 m.p.h., indicating continued
improvement. Id. at 6. Another measure of service quality, UP/SP's average
terminal dwell time, has declined from 43.9 hours during the service crisis to 31.3
hours by early June of this year. I i at 6. Sidings blocked by cars and delayed
trains have declined from 150 at any given time during the crisis to 25 this past
January, and to ^8 by early June; UP/SP claims that this last figure is consistent
with normal operations under which it "stages" trains in sidings from time to
time. I i a t 7
BNSF appears to agree that the service crisis is over. BNSF-PR-12-23.
However, it is in this area in particular that the Department is interested in
reviewing comments from customers regarding the restoration of service.

Competition
The Department expressed concern last year that the marketplace success
BNSF had enjoyed at the expense of UP/SP might be the result of the latter's
service problems and might not reflect the adequacy of the conditions ordered by
the Board. DOT-3 at 5-7. As noted above, DOT believed that a true test of the
adequacy of the trackage rights and other conditions would have to await the
completion of tbe merger integration and a resumption of normal service levels.
Id. With UP/SP apparentlv now able to offer such service, the data in the record
thus far suggests that the conditions are having their intended effects.
According to UP/SP, "[e]ach of the competitive conditions continues to
work to provide effective competition." UP/SP-366 at 64. In particular, "BNSF
continues to provide vigorous and effective competition using the rights that it
received as a condition to the merger." Id- UP/SP reports that SNSF's traffic on

its trackage rights continues to grow, with BNSF operating more trains, longer
trains and carrying more tonnage than in preceding years. In May of 1999, BNSF
operated 751 trackage rights trains, compared to 703 for the same month a year
earlier; gross tons increased to 3.8 million tons from 3.3 million tons in May of
1998, and cars in trackage rights trains increased to 47,176 in May of 1999, from
40,802 in May of 1998 and 17,834 in May of 1997. Id. at 66. UP/SP also cites
numerous examples in its confidential appendix of rate reductions to retain
traffi:, traffic lost to BNSF, and customers benefiting from the merger by shorter,
single-line service. UP/SP 367. These figures overall indicate that BNSF is a
robust competitor, gaining business and presumably earning enough from such
traffic to warrant continued active participation in the market.
For its part, BNSF also reports that its carloads have increased on the
trackage rights lines, reaching 33,419 loaded units (presumably cars and
intermodal containers) in May of 1999 on "UPSP Merger Condition Lines," up
from 26,212 in May of 1998 and 11,450 m May of 1997. BNSF-PR-12 at
Attachment 2. The steady three year increase in traffic speaks well of BNSF's
willingness and ability to compete over these lines. Further confirmation of
BNSF's commitment to serving the customers on :«-s trackage rights lines is the
investment BNSF has made in these lines to allow it to provide better service.
BNSF-PR-12 at 12-14.
The Board also awarded trackage rights to the Texas Mexican Railway
Company ("TexMex") in order to address the possible loss of competition at the
Laredo gateway into Mexico and to proteC the essential services provided by
that carrier. Finance Docicet No. 32760, Decision No. 44 (served August 12,1996)
at 148-51. The record compiled to date shows that TexMex has enjoyed similar
success using these rights. UP/SP reports that the volume of traffic handled by
TexMex to and from Laredo has more than doubled since the merger.
UP/SP-366 at 80. TexMex's share of total ti affic moving over the Laredo

gateway has also increased. M. at 81. Clearly, the TexMex has remained a
competitive force for traffic through the Laredo gateway.
Conclusion
The merged UP/SP no longer presents a singular safety concem to FRA.
Rail service appears to have retumed to normal levels on the merged carrier.
The Board's conditions seem to have maintained intramodal rail competition.
Barring the submission of inconsistent information filed by shippers or other
interested parties, it appears that the merger is now progressing in a reasonable
manner. Under these circumstances, the Department tentatively believes that it
is not now necessary to revisit the conditions imposed by the STB. The Board
should of course continue these oversight proceedings for the entire five-year
period originally contemplated.
As the merger implementation progresses, it is the adequacy of these
conditions to allow effective competition that will continue to be of greatest
interest in assessing the competitive impact of the consolidation. This area will
continue to merit close scrutiny in future progress reports.

Respectfully submitted.

NANCY
General
August 16,1999
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result of operations over the southernmost portion on which IP is located for 1996. These data
clearly are more representative of current trafTic levels and demand for services over the Norman
Branch than the older 1993 data. Moreover, because AMR has continued to operate, and indeed is
currently operating, the southernmost portion to serve IP, that portion of the line plainly has a GCV.
Indeed, the Shippers themselves have presented evidence lhat supports this conclusion, by ai guing
during the ICCs feeder line proceeding that the projected difference in operating results if IP s
traffic is not included is the difference between a $124,701 per year lo«s and $264,649 per yf ar
profit. In these circum,«'tances, even though have required AMR to sell the line as a sine'^ line, it
is appropriate to add the GCV of the southernmost portion of the line to the NLV for the rest of the
line to develop an overall valuation for this line nursuant to 49 U.S.C. 10907(b)(2).
In determining the GCV f'or the line's souihem portion, we used data furnished by the
Shippers ar d AMR in their supplementalfilingslhat reflect AMR's operations over the southem
portion for the year 1996. These data show mat in 1996, AMR realized revenue^ of $425,660 for
moving 2,867 cars on the southem portion. AMR repo.ted incurring \ ariable costs of $297,000.
Applying a multiplier of 17.7% od'^et^ on the 1996 pretax cost of capital rate for the railroad
industry,^" we have computed the GCV of the southem portion at $726,893.
Our GCV estimate does not include costs associated with rehabilitating the approximately 3mile southem portion on which AMR continues to ^erve IP. It is unclear from the evidence
submined how much rehabilitation will be necessarj' for the southem portion. Inasmui;h as trains
are regularly using lhat portion of •he line to serve IP, we have assumed that the aniount of
rehabilitation on that portion will minimal. Because the purchaser would be rehabilitating
primarily the northem portion, ano ' ' ^ause that portion of the line has no GCV since AMR is not
operating it, the Shippers' projected rehabilitation c^sts for that segment are not relevant for our
GCV analysis.
Also, we have not includedfixedcosts in our GCV for the southem portion. AMR has
Ct mended that there would be no fixed cost savings if the Norman Branch were eliminaied. and
there is nothing in the record lhat would pinpoint anyfixedcost decreases. Furthermore,fixedcosts,
by definition, are those that do not vary with volume. Tiius, we have not includedfixedcosts m
determining GCV for the southem portion.
In Caddo ^. the ICC set the NLV based on evidence tAx\ vrlued the line in 1994. Oi.remand, neither party has presented any supplemental evidence to update the NLV of the Norman

In Railroad Cost of Capital—1996. STB Ex Parte No. 558 (STB .served July 16, 1997), we
found that the after-tax cost of capital for 1996 is 11.9%. The pre-tax cost of capital equivalent of
this number is 17.7% (which assumes 35% Federal and 2% state tax rates) is an appropriate number
for use as an earnings multiplier here. As noted, we used a 1996 cost of capital here because the
parties' evidence was for *996.
-15-
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Branch. Without additional evidence, we have no choice but to use the NLV set in Caddo 2. even
though that value may not totally reflect current conditions on the Noiman Branch.
The value of the entire line using the GCV for the southem portion and NLV for the
northem portion is as follows:
Southem segment GCV

Amount

Revenues

$425,660

Variable Costs

$297,000

Net Contribution Before Fixed Costs

$128,660

Estimated Fixed Costs

0

Net Revenue After Fixed Costs
Earnings Multiplier

$128,660
17.7%

GCV

$726,893

Northem segment NLV

.'5901,834

Total Value

$1,628,727

The statute provides thrt the constitutional minimum value of a line shall be the greater of
the NI V or the GCV. 49 L'.S.C. 10907(b)(2). The value of the emire line at $1,628,727, adding
the GCV for the southem portion ($726,893) to the NLV for the remainder of the Nomian Branch
($901,834), exceeds the NLV for the entire line ($961,096.24). Accordin^ly, to provide AMR the
constitutionally required minimum value, we will set the selling price of the line at $1,628,727.
Financial Responsibility
The feeder line procedures require us to detem.ine if the purchaser of the line is a
"financially responsible person." The statute defines a 'financiallyresponsible person" as a person
who (I) is capable of paying the constitutional minimum value of the line; and (2) is able to assure
that adequate transportation is provided over the line for at least 3 years. Wher. it originally
reviewed the application in Cad(}p l . the ICC found (at p. 6), that CALM would be able to obtain
the necessar>' funding from the Shippers to operate the northem 49.2 mile portion of the line. We
are revisiting the issue in light of the court's instruction that we detennine whether CALM has the
financial resource: to operate the entire line, in light of DRRC/CALM's cessation of interim
operations and the substitution of ETC.
-16-
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The Shippers reconfirm their intent and willingness to acquire the Norman Branch, stating
that they would acquire the Norman Branch through a newly formed corporation that will be jointly
owned by GS Roofing, Bean, and Gifford Hill. They indicate that GS Roofing and Bean will each
pay half of the purchase price of the line. The Shippers also submitted confidentialfinancialdata
under seal showing that GS Roofing and Bean have thefinancialresources necessary to acquire the
line. GS Roofing and Bean state that each is committed to providing the necessary funds to assure
rail operations for at least three years.
Tne Shippers state further that, in the past three years, they have covered many of the costs
of rail operations over the Norman Branch over and above the freight rates they paid to UP. They
explain that they shared in the purchase of locomotives and other operating equipment and track
materials. They also assertedly covered the costs resulting from a major derailment in 1994. In
addition, GS Roofing evidently created a separate fiind which was used to purchase ties.
In their supplemental statements, the Shippers submitted new projections of future operations
on the line, assertedly showing that the line will be viable after being rehabilitated, a process which
is anticipated to lake about three year^ to complete. The Shippers point out that their new
projection-; are based on experience gained by three years of operations over the entire line. They
claim lhat, as the line is rehabilitated, operating speeds will increase, thereby reducing operating
expenses. In addition, they expect thatfinancialresults will improve because they would not have to
pay trackag rights fees to AMR for operating over the southem portion.
The Shippers expect that under their ownership the line would generate additional revenues
ensuring the line'sftitureviability. Gifford-Hill, IP, and Barksdale likely would maintain their
current traffic levels. However, the Shippers anticipate that GS Roofing and Bean will increase their
traffic over the Nomian Branch, and, in tum, generate additional revenues. A verified statement
Curt Bean indicates that Bean has opened a new facility in Kansas City, KS, which will receive rail
shipments that originate on the Norman Branch. John W. Smith testifies that GS Roofing intends to
use its facility at Birds Mill as the primaiy source of roofing granules to supply its manufacturing
facilities in Little Rock, AR, Charleston. SC, and Shreveport, LA. The Shippers expect that GS
Roofing's shipments of covered hoppers from its Birds Mill facility will provide the major source of
revenues realized from operating the Norman Branch.
In response to our request for additional information, the Shippers also updated the record to
show that they would cover expenses for service over the line for at least 3 years after they acquire
the line, as required by section I IM .3(a)(3)(ii) of our regulations. The Shippers also submitted a
cashflowanalysis, which is set forth in Appendix A to this decision. The data indicate that revenues
will exceed expenses in each of thefirst3 years of operating the iine. As a result, the Shippers do
not expect that they would have to provide any subsidy. However, in the event thai operations are
unprofitable. GS Roofing and Bean state that they are committed to providing funding necessary to
assure rail operations for at least J years.
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The Shippers further indicate that they propose to spend more than $2 million to rehabilitate
the line over three years. In thefirstyear, they propose to replace ties on all curves on a portion of
the line between milepost 447 and milepost 479.2, brash-cut the entire line, and perform 17 miles of
ditching and drainage work at a total estimated cost of $799,705. In year 2, they propose to replace
ties on tangent track h,etween milepost 447 and milepost 479.2, surface and dress tangent track and
replace ties and rai.'s on Gifford-Hill lead at a total estimated cost of $617,422. In the third year,
they propose to replace ties, and surface and dress track between milepost 447 and milepost 426.3,
at a total estimated cost of $604,691. The proposed rehabilitation is detailed in Appendix B to this
decision.
The Shippers also submitted an operating plan, which indi
that, after completion of year
1, maximum speet' will be increased from 5 mph to 10 mph for th
.tion between M P. 447 and
M.P. 479.5. The increased speed will allow CALM to make a complete tum on a daily basis, which
would give the Shippers complete daily service. According to the plan, train operations during
rehabilitation would be adjusted by Pinning trains early or late so as not to disrapl constraction
during the day. FoUowmg completion of the initial phase of the rehabilitation process, the Shippers
expect that train speed on the entire Norman Branch should be 10 mph.
According lo the operating plan, following acquisition of the entire line, rail sei-vice to IP
will continue on a daily basis as currently provided by AMR With the exception of the IP
operations which now are being conducted by AMR, the proposed operations will be comparable to
the operations which have been conducted by DRRC/CALM and ETC since April 1994 under
Serv ice Order No. 1516.
AMR complains that the Shippers have not clarified the identity of the operator of the line or
established itsfinancialresponsibility. AMR further asserts that the Shippers have not submitted
adequate infonnation regarding how the purchase will beftmded.Without this information, AMR
claims, the Shippers have not shown that the operator isfinanciallyresponsible within the meaning
of the statute. However, the Shippers have adequately explained that they reached an agreement
with ETC to replace DRRC/CALM as the operator of the line. Consistent with the requirements of
49 CFR 1151.3(a)(7), ETC sutmilled a detailed operating plan. ETC also has provided an updated
pro forma cashflowstatement which details the anticipatedfinancialsituation for thefirstthree
years after acquisition. Moreovjrr, the Shippers submitted extensive evidence under seal showing the
financial condition of the prospective purchasers of the line.
Wefindthat the Shippers have provided sufficient infonnation to show financial
responsibility with.n the meaning of section 10907. The Shippers have shown that they will control
and providefinancialbacking to the operators and insure that operations are conducted for at least
three years. A'so, the supplementalfinancialinformation in the record shows that GS Roofing ana
Bean have ample resources to purctiase and rehabilitate the line andfinanceits operations for three
years. Both shippers project increases in their iraffic to generate additional revenues, and both have
shown that they are committed to providing the funds to acquire the line and assure that operations
will continue for three y.-ars. This is adequate to satisfy the statutory requirement of financial
-18-
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responsibility. See Chenev R. Co.—Feeder I .me Acq 5 l.C.C 26 250, 263 (1989), afTd sub nom.
Cheney R. Co.. Inc v. ICC 902 F.2d 66 (D.C. Cir.), cert, denied. 498 U.S. 985 (1990).
Exemption
Under section 10907(g)(!), ETC has elected to be exemptfi-omthe provisions of part A of
Subtitle IV of 49 U.S.C, except the joint rate provisions of chapter 107.
Labor Protection
ICCTA removed mandatory labor protectionfromthe feeder line procedures now in section
10907. However, the statute provides that we shall require, to the maximum extent practicable, the
use of employees who would normally have performed work on the line at issue. 49 U.S.C.
10907(e). In the P'oposed Decision provided by the Shippers, the Shippers suggest that ETC be
required to employ ^VMR employees currently on the line for a 90-day probation period, and that, at
the end of the probatio.n period, each employee be evaluated for further employment. We believe the
Shippers' approach reptcscnts a reasonable accommodation of the statute, and it will be imposed as
a condition.

Closing Terms
To ensure tht smooth transfer of ihe line, we will establish the fol owing terms: (1) payment
will be made by cash or certified check; (2) closing will occur within 90 diys after the service date
of this decision; (3) A'
will convey all property by quitclaim deed; (4) / vMR will deliver all
releases from any moUfeages and original document.'; conveying interest in the right-of-way to the
Shippers or theif designee within 90 days from closing; (5) all taxes should be prorated as of the date
of closing; and (6) deed recording fees should be paid by Shippers. Mortgage or lien releases, taxes
and recording fees should be paid by AMR. Fhe parties may modify the terms of sale by mutual
agreement.
SUMMARY
Given thefindingsof the court in Caddo and GS Roofing, we have little choice but to
conclude that the circumstances surrounding the embargo require afindingthat the Shippers have
met their burden as to the first two criteria of the PC&N standards in 49 U.S.C. 10907(c)(1). We
also find that, at the price we are setting, a sale to the Shippers wiii not cripple AMRfinanciallyor
operationally. Finally, wefindthat a sale will lead to better service.
This action will not significantly affect either the quality of the human environment or the
conservation of energy resources.
It is ordercii.
-19-
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1. The feeder line application is granted.
2. The Shippers must notify the Board and AMR by August 23, 1999 whether they accept
or reject our determination.
3. The purchase price of the Norman Branch is set at $1,628,727. The sale is subject to the
labor protection condition voluntarily undertaken by the Shippers and tlie other terms of sale set
forth in this decision.
4. This decision is effective September 11, 1999.
By the Board, Chairman Morgan, Vice Chairman Clybum, and Commissioner Burkes.

77^4/AU
Vemon A. Williams
Secretary
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Appendix A
NORMAN BRANCH
NORMAL CASH FLOW PROJECTIONS
FOR THE YEARS 1,2 & 3
Ycarl

Year 2

Freight
Incidental

1,473,136.00
ii.-'iQiW

1,512,918.00
56.875.00

1,553,088.00
58.000.00

Gross Profit

I,52b,886.00

1,569,793.00

1,611,088.00

87,010.41
49,836.58
10,265.00
12,035.02
42,489.13
617.422.30
28,235.55
•^9,379.41
5,L32.50
3,504.35
5,845.75
29,767.06
6,691.88
57,973.85
74,230.78
128,169.75
i i . m - 50
212,664.89
34,410.25
11,764.68
4,065.56

89,316.19
51,157.24
10,537.02
12,353.95
43,615.10
604,691.91
28,984.82
40,422.97
5,268.51
3,597.21
5,795.36
30,555.89
6,869 21
59,510.15
•6.197.88
i : 1.566.25
12,635.70
218,505.81
35,322.12
12,076.44
4,173.29

Year 3

Projected Revenues:

Costs and Expenses:
MOW Wages
Repairs & Mam. - Roadway
Repairs & Maui. - Structure
Signals & Interlockers
Other Main of Way Expense
Track Rehab. - Phase I. II & III
Wages - Mechanical
Locomotive Repairs
Car Repairs
Other Equipment Repairs
Equipment Rental
Equipment Depreciation
Other Equipment Expense
•Conductor Wages
'Engineer Wages
Train Fuel
Other Train Fuel
Adminisr.alive Expense
Insurance
i^fhcT General Expense
Station Expense (Pike City)
General Depreciation

84,''o4.16
48,550.00
10,000.00
11,724.33
41,392.24
799.705.00
27,507.60
38,362.80
5,000.00
3,413.88
5,500 00
28,998.60
6,519.12
56,477.20
72.314.43
124,86C M
11,991.72
207,369 60
33,521.92
11,460.96
3,960 60

Total Cost (f; Expenses

1,633,393.10

Earnings (lessfromoperations)

(104,509.10)

Other Income and Expenses:
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1,473.205.19

1,483,153.04

96,5S7.8I

127,934.96
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Payroll Taxes
Income LcAr.i. Road &. Equipment
Car Hire Expense
Misc. Non-Operating Revenue
Interest Income
Misc. Income
Interest of Funded Debt
Other Income & Expense
Misc. Income Charges

(64,351.76)
0.00
(18,000.00)
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
200,000.00
0.00

(66,057.08)
0.00
(18,477.00)
0.00

Total Income & Expense

117.648 24

f84.534.081

Net earnings (loss) for year

13,139.14
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0.00
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0.00
0.00

12,053.74

(67,807.59)
0.00
(18,966.64)
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
f?$.77422}
41,160.63
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APPENDDC B
NORMAN BRANCH PROPOSED REIL\BILITATION
Year 1
CURVES ON NORTH END
Milepost 447 To Milepost. 479.2
32.2 MILES
1. Brash Cutting Entire Line
(machine and operator)

$ 10,639.00

2. Crossties (7' x 9' x 8'6" industrial grade)! 11
l,?.QQ per mile @ $18.00 each x 17 i.iiles

$550,800.00

3. Ballast (10,000 tons (§ $4.50 per ton)

$45,000.00

4. Spikes (400 kegs$86.00 each)

$34,400.00

Tieplates (1500 (a} $2.00 each)

$3,000.00

6. Surfacing and Dressing Curve
(17 miles @ $.65 per

ft)

$58,344.00

7. Drainage work (17 miles)

$30,000.00

8. Track Gang Labor (262 days)
9. i eased Equipt"pnt
1 tie inserter @ $4,000.00 month x 3 months
1 tie cranes $2,500.00 month (each) x 3 mo
1 spike driver @ $3,000.00 month x 3 monihs
1 ballast plow @ $3,500.00 month x 3 months

*41,022.00

10. Less Salvage Ties (10,000 @ $2.00 each)

($20,000.00)

Total of Year 1

$12,090.00
$15,000.00
$9,000.00
$10,500.00

$799,705.00

-23-
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Year 2
TANGENT TRACK ON NORTH END
Milepost 447 To Milepost 479.2
15 Miles
IBSgflB
^^Hpi:

1. Crossties (7' x 9' x 8'6" industrial grad'^)
1,500 per mile @ $18.00 each x 15 miles

$405,000.00

2. Ballast (10,000 tons @ $4.75 per ton)

$47,500.00

3. Spikes (360 kegs @ $86.00 each)

$30,960.00

4. Bridge Tics (800 @ $35.00 each)

$28,000.00

5. Surfacing and Dressing Curves
15 miles @ $.55 per ft)

$43,560.00

6. Track Gang Labor (131 days)

$15,902.00

7. Leased Equipment
1 - tie inserter @ $4,000.00 month x 3 monihs
2 - tie cranes f§ $2,500.00 month (each) x 3 mo
1 - spike driver $3,000.00 month x 3 months
1 - ballast plow @ $3,500.00 month x 3 months
Total of Year 2

$12,000.00
$15,000.00
$9,000.00
$ 10,500.00
$617,422.00
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Year 3
SOUTHERN END
Milepost 426.3 To Milepost 447
20 Miles
1. Crossties (7' x 9' x 8'6" industrial grade)
1,000 per mile

$ 18.00 each x 20 miles

$360,000.00

2. Ballast (12,500 tons @ $4.75 per ton)

$59,375.00

3. Spikes (325 kegs @ $86.00 each)

$27,950.00

4. Suriacing and Dressing Curves
(20 miles $.65 per
5. Track Gang Labor (142 days)

ft)

6. Leased Equipment
1 - tie inserter @ $4,000.00 month x 4 months
2 - tie handler @ $ 1,800.00 month (each) x 4 mo
I - spike gacger @ $4,000.00 month x 4 months
I - ballast plow @ $3,500.00 month x 4 months
Total of Year 3

$68,640.00
$28,326.00
$ 16,000.00
$ 14,400.00
$16,000.00
$14,000.00
$604,691.00
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CADDO ANTOINE AND LITTLE MISSOURI RA

ROBERT J IRVIN
RAILWAY LABOR EXEC. ASSN
10 G ST. NE STE. 480
WASHINGTON DC 20002-4213

RICHARD H STREETER
BARNES & THCRNBURG
1401 I STREET NW SUITE 500
WASHINGTON DC 20005 US

FRITZ R KAHN
1100 NEW YORK A\^NUE NW SUITE 750 WEST
V/ASHINGTON DC 20005-3934 US

LAURENCE R LATOURET'^E
PRESTON GATES ELLIS ETAL
17 3 5 NY AVE NW SUITE 500
WASHINGTON DC 20006-4759 US

LISA M HELPERT
PRESTON GATES ELLIS
1735 NEW YORK AVENUE N W, SUITE 500
WASHINOTON DC 20006-4759 US

EDWARD D GREENBERG
GALLAND, KHARASCH, GREENBERT, FELLMAN & SWIRS
1054 THIRTY-FIRST STREET NW
WASHINGTON DC 2 0007-44 92 US

H PETER YOUNG
FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION
888 FIRST STREET, NE STE I I F
WASHINGTON DC 20426 US

HON. PHIL GPJ'iMM
UNITED STATES SENATE
WASHINGTON DC 2 0510 US

HONORABLE JOHN BREAUX
UNITED STATES SENATE
WASHa.NGTON DC 20510-1803 US

HON. DICK ARMEY
UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
WASHINGTON DC 2 0515 US

HONORABLE TIM HUTCHINSON
U. S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
WASHINGTON DC 20515 US

HONORABLE JAY DICKEY
U. S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
WASHINGTON DC 2 0515 US

HON. J I M MCCRERY
U S HOUSS CF REPRESENTATIVES
UASHINGTON DC 20515-1805 US

CHARLES E MCHUGH
INTERNATIONAL PAPER COMPANY
64 0 0 POPLAR AVENUE
MEMPHIS TN 38197 US

ROBERT S HAI<GRAVES
PO BOX 519
3 00 EXCHANGE SUITE A
HOT SPRINGS AR 71902-0519 US

ARKANSAS MIDLAND RAILROAD CO. INC.
P O BOX 696
MALVERN AR 72104 US

JAMES M. MOODY, JR.
2200 WORTHEN BAI.'K BLDG
200 WEST CAPITOL AVENUE
LITTLE ROCK AR 72201 US

RONALD W FINLEY
GIFFORD-HILL & COMPANY
923 HICKORY
TEXARKANA AR 72502 US

GIFFORD-HILL & COMPANY ETAL
SUITE 900
552 5 MACARTHUR BLVD
IRVING TX 750 3 3 US

HON PHIL ORAMM
UNITED STATES Sr ''ATE - ATTN BRETT BREWER
2323 BRYAN ST STE 1500
DALLAS TX 7 5201 US

HON. KAY BAILEY HUTCHISON
ATT. MARY FAE KAMM
10440 N CENTRAL EXPRESSWAY SUITE 1160 LB 606
DALLAS TX 75231 US

RICHARD WELSH
NARPO
50 505 GRAND TRAVERSE
LA QUINTA CA 92253 US
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STATF. o r CALIFORNIA

GRAY DAVIS Giivernor

PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
505 VAN '^KSS AVENUE
SAN PRANCISCO. CA 94102-3298

August 13, 1999

VIAFEDERAL EXPRESS

The Honorable Vemon A. Williams
ENfEBED
Office of the Secretary
Ofllce of the SeoreWy
Surface T»-nsportation Board
AUG 1 6 1999
1925 KSticn, N.W.
Part o*
Washington, D.C. 20423-0001
Publkc Racord
Re:

'A

S7/^%

Finance Docket No. 32760 (Sub-No. 21)
Union Pacific/Southern Pacific Merger Oversight

Dear Secretary Williams:
Enclosed p!ease find an original and 11 copies of a document titled "Comments of
The Califomia Public Utilities Commission on The Annual Reports Filed by UP
and BNSF Pursuant to Merger Over.jight Requirements."
Pleasefile-stampthe extra, enclosed copy and retum it to the undersigned in the
enclosed stamped, self-addressed envelope. Thank you for your attention to this
matter.
Sincerely,

James T. Quinn
Commission Attorney
JTQ:jmc

Enclosures (12)

mm
0»« °
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BEFORE T H E SURFACE TRANSPORTATION

BOARD
^

FINANCE D O C K E T NO. 32760 (SUB-NO. 21)
UNION P A C I F I C C O R P O R A T I O N , UNION P A C I F I C R A I L R O A D
COMPANY
AND MISSOURI P A C I F I C R A I L R O A D C O M P A N Y
-CONTROL AND MERGER SOUTHERN PACIFIC RAIL CORPORATION, SOUTHERN PACIFIC
TRANSPORTATION COMPANY, ST. LOUIS SOUTHWESTERN RAILWAY
COMPANY, SPCSl CORP. AND THE DENVER AND
RIO GRANDE WESTERN RAILROAD COMPANY - OVERSIGHT

COMMENTS OF THE CALIFORNIA PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
ON THE A'.NUAL REPORTS FILED BY UP AND BNSF PURSUANT TO
MERGER OVERSIGHT REQUIREMENTS

PFIERARIH. JR.
LIONEL B. WILSON
JAMES T. QUINN
Attomeys for the Public Utilities
Commission of the State of Califomia

August 13. 1999

50.'^ Van Ness Avenue
San Francisco. CA 9410.7
Phone:(415) 703-1697
Fax: (415) 703-2262
jtq@cpuc.ca.gov

^

BEFORE THE
SURFACE TRANSPORTATION BOARD

FINANCE DOCKET NO. 32760 (SUB-NO. 21)
UNION PACIFIC CORPORATION, UMON PACIFIC RAILROAD
COMPANY
AND MISSOURI PACIFIC ILXILROAD COMPANY
-CONTROL AND MERGERSOUTHERN PACIFIC RAIL CORPORATION, SOUTHERN PACIFIC
TRANSPORTATION COMPANY, ST. LOUIS SOUTHWESTERN RAILWAY
COMPANY, SPCSL CORP. AND THE DENVER AND
RIO GRANDE WESTERN RAILROAD COMPANY - OVERSIGHT

COMMENTS OF THE CALIFORNIA PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
ON THE ANNUAL REPORTS FILED BY UP AND BNSF PURSUANT TO
MERGER OVERSIGHT REQUIREMENTS

The Califomia Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) herein comments on the
July 1. 1999 reports filed by Union Pacific Corporation (UP) and the Burlington Northem
and Santa Fe Railway Company (BNSF) in accordance with merger oversight
requirements. I he CPUC is an administrative agency established pursuant to the
Constitution and statutes of the Slate of Califomia. .^mong its duties, the CPUC oversees
the safe operation of trains in Caiifomia and participates in railroad merger and
abandonment proceedings. I he CPUC was an act've parly in the UP-Southem Pacific
(SP) merger ca.se.

I
Introduction
It is plain that the focus of thefive-yearoversight period is to see that efTective
competition is attained. Thus, in its decision authorizing the UP/SP n • rger, the Board
stated the following:
"Oversight: We impose as a condition tc approval of this
merger oversight for 5 years to examine whether the
conditions we have imposed have effectively addressed the
competitive issues they were intended to remedy.'
UP/SP Merger, STB Docket No. 32760, Decision No. 44 (servec Aug. 12, 1996) (Merger
Decision), p. 146 (mimeo). The Board went on to state that BNSF will be expected to
"compete vigorously for the traffic opened up to it by the BNSF agreement" and that
"competition provided by BNSF w ill be one of the key matters to be considered in the
oversight proceeding." Id , pp. 146-147.
BNSF slates in its instant report that it "has aggressively continued its efforts to
compete with UP on the UP/SP lines" and that ••[gjcnerally. (it) continues to be efTective
in marketing its services o\ er those lines." BNSF Quarterly Progress Report (BNSF
Report), July I , 1999, at p. 2. For its part, UP claims that the merger and its competitive
conditions "have strengthened rail competition in f'u v'est." Applicants' Third Annual
Report (UP Report). July 1, 1999. p. 48. Indeed.'P subsequently comments as follow:"It is now more clear than ever that BNSF. w ith its extensive
Westem network and infrastructure of temiinals and other
support facilities, was uniquely situated to mount fully
competitive service over the new rights, and that there is no

reason why BNSF cannot regularly handle 50%. or even
more, of the entire available universe of traffic - through, as
always, UP will fight for every carload."
Id., p. 71.
In its comments, the CPUC looks at BNSF s competitive performance in two
corridors vital to Califomia - the east-west Central Corridor and the north-south 1-5
Corridor. At the three-year mark in the oversight process, is BNSF, in its own words,
"providing the fully effective competitive service the Board envisioned when it approved
the UP/SP merger." BNSF Report, p. 23. Finally, the CPUC rctums to a subject it
addressed several times during the merger case — the Calexico/Mexicali border crossing ~
to see what steps, if any, UP has taken to enhance rail transportation at this intemational
crossing point.

II
The Central Corridor
Perspective on the Central Corridor
The Central Corridor (aka "the Overland Route") connects Northem Califomia and
the nation's midwest heartland and has long been a vital rail tran.sportation corridor for
Califomia and the West. It encompasses two routes. From Chicago to Califomia, the
original route involved three railroads: the Chicago Northwestem Railway (ChicagoCouncil Bluffs). UP (Omaha-Ogden), and SP (Ogden-Oakland via the Donner Summit).
Subsequently, a competing route was put together comprising the Chicago, Burlington &

Quincy Railroad (Chicago-Denver), the Denver & Rio Grande Westem Railroad
(Denver-Salt Lake Cily) and the Westem Pacific Railroad (Salt Lake City-Oakland via
the Feather River Canyon).For most of the century , the Central Corridor has been the scene of intense
competition. One of the most controversial aspects of the UP/SP merger was its proposal
to give UP control of both Central Corridor routes. The question became: How could
competition be maintained under such a regime? UP's answer was to give BNSF
extensive trackage rights through the corridor. In approving this solution, the STB's
expectation was that BNSF would "compete vigorously" for Central Corridor traffic.
Merger Decision, p. 146.
Today, three years later, the prv)posed solution is a non-starter. BNSF has done
little w ith its Central Corridor trackage rights and is providing only token competition.
The vast bulk of its California-midwest traffic is still routed fhe same way as before the
merger, namely, over BNSF's premier and heavily double-tracked route between
Southem Califomia and Chicago. In short, the heralded Central Corridor head-to-head
competition between the West's two giant Class 1 railroads has not happened.
This situation negatively impacts the West and portends an even greater problem
in the futuic. Califomia shippers, receivers, and the public are not benefiting from the

- The merger with SP ha; made UP the owner of all portions of the two Central Corridor routes, with the exception of the
Chicago-Denver segment which BNSF owns.

lower rates that strong Central Corridor competition would produce. Indeed, intermodal
shipments by BNSF through the Corridor are virtually nonexistent and UP completely
dominates that important field. Among other things, this means that BNSF is not
participating to any degree in the movement through the Corridor of container shipments
from the Port of Oakland, the nation's fourth largest container port. The weaker the rail
competition at Oakland, the less attractive its port becomes as a West Coast point of
entry.
As noted, however, the biggest negative impact will be experienced in the future
when, if UP's dominance continues undisturbed, the Central Corridor likely w ill become
only a one-route corridor. While fhe merger has given UP control of both Central
Corridor rail routes. UP itself does not need both lines. When the current project to
enla'-ge Donner S."T^mit tunnels is completed, UP's premier Central Corridor route will
be establi shed.- Only those parts of the secondary or competing iine needed to service
big shippers, e.g.. Colorado coal traffic, will justify' an investment in maintenance.
Eventually, the rest of the line, including the Feather River Canyon route, will become
ripe for abandonment. Certainly BfJSF, with merely trackage rights, would have little
reason to invest in that secondary line.

- Pursuant lo the BNSF Agreement that I P and BNSF formulated pnor to the merger, BNSF has a huge disincentive with
respect to ever utilizmg the i:>onner Summit portion of the Central Corridor for double-stack intermodal shipments. If BNSF
were to send double-stack intermodal traffic via the Donner route, it would become liable for paying one-half the cost of the
UP project whereby Donner route tunnels are being enlarged to accommodate double-stack containers.

When this occurs, Northem Califomia (and Southem Oregon), as well as shippers
in Nevada, Utah, Colorado, Nebraska and other midwest states, will be lett with only one
Central Corridor rail route, flilly controlled by UP. Far into the future, Northem
Califomia shippers and receivers will wrestle with higher transportation costs, because of
a lack of competition in th'* Central Corridor.
BNSF's Weak Competition
Numerous factors support the view that BNSF is not a competitive force in the
Central Corridor. One is the manner in which BNSF service is conducted. As regards
traffic to and from Califomia, BNSF crews only handle such trafficeast of Salt Lake
City. Between Salt Lake City and Califomia. BNSI- trains are manned by UP crews. Last year BNSF infomied the Board that it intended to use its own train crews for all its
Central Con-idor Operations. efTective January 1, 1999. This did not happen and BNSF
makes no mention of further plans in its instant (July 1, 1999) report. UP/SP Merger, STB
Finance Docket No. 32760 (General Oversight), Decision No. 13 (Served Dec. 21, 1998),
p. 25 (mimeo); "Traffic World," July 20, 1998. p. 22.
Thus, while UP is claiming -- three years after the merger -- that the merger's
competitive conditions "have strengthened rail competition in the West," BNSF does not
even deem its service to and from Califomia in one of the West's most important rail

- Another way that BNSF mmimizes the use of its own crews in the Central Corridor is by hiring the Utah Railwa> (UR) to
perform vanous functions. Indeed. UR performs like a short line, switching cars and gathering traffic for the BNSF.

corridors to be such as to warrant utilizing its own operating personnel west of Salt Lake
City.
A look at the nuniber of BNSF trains in the Central Corridor helps explain BNSF's
limited use of its own crews. As reported by BNSF, its trafficis miniscule. Insofar as
Central Comdor traffic involves Northern Califomia, it consists of one train daily from
D*»nver to Stockton and three trains a week from Riverbank, CA to Denver. BNSF
Report, Attch. I . The level of this transportation pales in comparison to the huge daily
volume of UP activity. While UP sets forth no train frequency numbers in its instant
report,figuresfrom late 1998 show 28-30 UP Central Corridor trains daily to anu from
Northem Califomia. BNSF's share of Central Corridor traffic between Northem
Califomia and Utah and beyond is approximatelyfivepercent.
Further, BNSF traffic is not only much less than UP's. its 1999 level has not kept
pace with its own 1998 carloading figures. During the first five months of 1999, BNSF
carloads traveling over the Central Corridor declined by 3,250 from what they were in the
corresponding five months of 1998. BNSF Report, Attch. 3. A principal explanation for
this drop-off in carloads is BNSF's decision to reroute westbound through manifest traf fic
from the Central Corridor to BNSF's premier southem route between the midwest and
Southem Califomia. BNSF Report, p. 9; UP Report, p. 70, fin. 10. fhis shows a wholly
reasonable BNSF preference for its own route, where it pays no trackage riplits fees. It
also is another example of BNSF limiting its use of the Central Corridor.

As can be seen, three years into the merger, instead of the vigorous competition
between BNSF and UP that the Board anticipated, the Central Con-idor exemplifies UP
domination.
Need for New Remedy
In establishing itsfive-yearoversight period "to examine whether the conditions
we have imposed have effectively addressed the competitive issues they were intended to
remedy," the STB made provision for further remedial action. The Board's UP/SP
merger decision plainly stated this as follows:
"We retain jurisdiction to impose additional remedial
conditions ii^ and to the extent, we determine that the
conditions already imposed have not effectively addressed the
competitive harms caused by the merger."
Merger Decision, p. 146.
It would be difficult to imagine a situation where merger competition has fallen
farther short of its goals than in the Central Corridor. As mentioned, even after a threeyear span, BNSF handles only a tiny percentage of the Corridor's traffic and then largely
in trains crewr-d by competitor UP. These circumstances make a travesty of the merger
conditions as they affect the Central Con-idor. Further, as the comments describe,
allowing the present imbalance to continue could lead to the Central Corridor becoming a
onc-rouic corridor.
There can no longer be any doubt about the negative impact the UP/SP merger has
had on competition in the Central Comdor. l he BNSF has had three years to initiate
truly competitive service and has not done so. As outlined above in the merger decision,
the Board should begin a process whcicby another railroad, willing to take over the
corridor's secondary line between the midwest and Northem Califomia and reinstitute
aggressive competition, can be selected.

If effective competition is still the goal, soniething else should be tried while time
remains in the oversight period.
HI
The "1-5 Corridor"
Af^er a slow start in the 30-called 1-5 Corridor connecting Califomia and the
Pacific Northwest (PNW), BNSF now offers a developing fomi of competition which
nonetheless has much room for improvement. - While the route that UP travels over is
superior to BNSF's "Inside Gateway" line, the cmcial difTerence in BNSF's situation (the
1-5 Corridor as opposed to the Central Corridor) is that BNSF owns most of the 1-5
Comdor route over which it operates.- Not surprisingly, BNSF has made a substantial
investment in improving its Inside Gatev ay (1-5) route.
UP's superiority shows in a number of ways, however, and first of all in its
dominant trafficfigures.UP mns aboul 119 trains a week compared to competitor
bNSF's 31 per week. BNSF Report, Attachment I . Also, based on loaded car per train
statistics, BNSF mns smaller trains. For thefive-monthperiod of January through May
1999. the average number of loaded cars per BNSF train for the 1-5 Corridor was 24, 21,
25, 24 and 21, respectively, l i . . Attachment 10.
The limited nature of the competition that BNSF provides can further be seen in
the PNW locale it serves. The only BNSI tiain service involving a PNW location west of
the Cascade Mountains (where the centers of population and industry are located) consists
of five freight trains a week from Vancouver, WA lo Barstow, CA. Id., Attachment. 1.

~ ' 'sing the '1-5 Corridor" appellation as a generic title for both the UP and the BNSF routes can be somewhat confusing In
California, UP's line does generally parallel the 1-5 Highway that links the large urban centers of Califomia. Oregon and
Washington. BNSF's "Inside Gateway" line, on the other hand, rur.s through more remote Califomia terrain, about 40-60
miles east of the 1-5 Highway.
- Only between Keddie and Stockton (and in Oregon between Klamath Falls and Chemult) does BNSF operate via trackage
rights.

BNSF also is limited in the type of traffic it handles. BNSF s route apparently
does noi lend itself to the faster delivery times generally required for intermodal service.
As a result, intermodal competition is essentially nonexistent. BNSF trains going to and
from Califomia in the 1-5 Corridor include little, if any, intermodal shipments. On the
other hand, UP - which is "ery strong in the 1-5 Corridor - transports substantial
amounts of intermodal traffic along its 1-5 route.
In light of the above, the Board should consider how BNSF's presence in the 1-5
Corridoi could be intensified. Especially it might look at what is hindering BNSF
involvement in 1-5 intermodal competition. Also, the Board might consider fomiulating
conditions that would expand BNSF participation in rail traflfic west of the Cascades.
As a means towards these goals, the following remedy is proposed. Trackage
rights could be granted to BNSF over the UP from Mary sville, CA (north of Sacramento)
to Eugene, OR. At Eugene the BNSF could connect with its own line north lo Portland,
and beyond. - This would substantially shorten the Inside Gateway's reach to Portland,
Seattle and Vancouver, B.C. It therefore would help develop a competitive 1-5 Co.-ridor
intermodal service between Califomia and PNW/Wesiem Canada.
In summary, sufficient time has gone by since the UP/SP merger to permit the
Board to clearly see where the BNSF is falling short of full-scale compelition in the 1-5
Corridor. With only two years left in the oversight period, the Board should impose
"additional remedial conditions" where needed. Otherwise, in the years ahead, California
will be saddled with afiawedtype of north-south rail compelition thai, for one thing, will
not include intennodal competition between UP and BNSF.

~ As the Board is aware, BNSF tracks extend as far north as Vancouver, British Columbia
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IV
The Calcxico-Mexicali Rail Border Crossing
One of the results of the merger was that UP gained possession of SP's
intemational rail border crossing at Calexico-Mexicali. This former SP line mns north
from Calexico to El Centro and through the Imperial Valley's rich agricultural land.
Continuing north to Niland, it joins the fonner SP line mnning between Los Angeles and
Yuma, Arizona.
The Niland-Calexico line was not well maintained and remains in marginal
condition. The hope in Califomia, as expressed in CPL'C merger filings, was that new
(UP) ownership would bring capital improvements to the line and further develop it for
NAFTA trade.
Despite extensive commercial development (maquiladoras) on both sides of the
border, UP's line remains essentially as it was at the time of the merger. Presently the
area generates 3 high volume of trnck traffic into Califomia and beyond. This has led to
the constmction if a highway bypass east of Calexico. UP's r?il line, which mns through
Caiexico's central district, likewise could benefit from a bypass, especially as the pace of
NAFTA trade increases. South of Calexico and the border, a Mexican rail line,
Ferromex, operates to Hermosillo, then along the Gulf of Califomia to Guadalajara and
on to Mexico City.
Ideally, the improvement of UP's line to Calexico wouid be part of a general
rehabilitation of regional rail facilities. This would include the rebuilding and restoration
of the neighboring San Diego and Imperial Valley Railroad (SDIV) whose operations
extend into Mexico. For many years through passage along the line has been blocked by
tunnel and trestle problems. Presently, the SDIV is opeiational between San Diego,
Tijuana and a point in Baja Califomia seven miles west of Tecate.

II

If repaired, SDIV operations from San Diego and Fijuana would continue ea.st in
Baja Califomia until reaching the border near Tecate where the line crosses back into the
United States. The line then proceeds on to Plaster City, CA where for many years the
railroad participated in the transportation of wallboard from gypsum plants. From there
the SDIV proceeds east to El Centro where it connects with UP. The rehabilitation of the
SDIV would provide rail competition for the California-Mexico Border area, linking it
and San Diego with Mexico and the rest of the United States.
A critical first step tc vards accomplishing these NAFTA and regional goals is for
UP to upgrade its Niland-Caiexico line.
V
Con%.'lusioii
The three-year mark in thefive-yearoversight proceeding offers a sound vantage
point for evaluatiiig how the UP/SP merger has worked out for Califomia, arguably the
state most impacted by the merger. By any fair measurement, BNSF is not providing
effective competition in the Central Corridor. Moreover, the BNSF Report offers no
reasonable basis for assuming that changes are about to occur that could offset UP's
thorough domination. It plainly is time for the Heard "to i npose additional remedial
conditions" for the benefit of Califomia shippers and the public.
While the north-south 1-5 Corridor does not present as bleak a prospect as the
Central Comdor, significant gaps exist in the level of competition taking place there.
BNSI- 's Inside Gateway route provides no intermodal competition and has only a scant
presence w est of the Ca.scadcs. The Board must discern w hat additional remedies w ill
render 1-5 Corridor competition more direct and meaningful.
///
///
///
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Finally, the CPUC again proposes that UP improve its line to Calexico for NAFTA
rail transportation purposes. This in tum could lead to other improvements in the region's
rail facilifies.
Respectfully submitted,
PETER ARTH. JR.
LIONEL B. WILSON
JAMES T. QUINN

By:

JAMES T. QUINN

/ ^

Attomeys for the Public Utilities
Commission of the State of Califomia

August 13, 1999

505 \ an Ness Avenue
San Francisco. CA 94102
Phone: (415) 703-1697
Fax: (415) 703-2262
jtq^:cpuc.ca.gov
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I have this day caused the foregoing document to be served
upon all known parties by mailing byfirst-classmail a copy thereof properly addressed to
each.
Dated at San Francisco, Califomia, this 13th day of August, 1999.
'9

James T. Quinn
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Honorable Vernon A. W i l l i a m s
Secretary
Surface T r a n s p o r t a t i o n Board
1925 K S t r e e t , N.W.
Washington, .D.C. 20423-0001
Re:

Dear S e c r e t a r y

Finance Docket No 32760 T5ub-No. 2 1 ) , Union
P a c i f i c Corp., e t a l .
C o n t r o l & Merger -Corp.. e t a l . -- O v e r s i g h t
Williams:

Enclosed f o r f i l i n g i n t h e above -referenced docket a r e
an o r i g i n a l and t w e n t y - f i v e copies of t h e A p p l i c a n t s ' T h i r d
Annual Report on Merger and C o n d i t i o n Implementation.
We have
enclosed i s a 3.5-inch d i s k e t t e c o n t a i n i n g t h e p l e a d i n g i n
WordPerfect f o r m a t .
A l s o enclosed are an o r i g i n a l and t w e n t y - f i v e copies o f
the C o n f i d e n t i a l Appendices t o A p p l i c a n t s ' T h i r d Annual Report on
Merger and C o n d i t i o n Implementation, c l e a r l y marked " H i g h l y
C o n f i d e n t i a l , " along w i t h a d i s k e t t e c o n t a i n i n g t h e c o n f i d e n t i a l
appendices, t o be f i l e d under s e a l .
A p p l i c a n t s have served t h e Report on a l l p a r t i e s o f
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APPLICANTS' TIIIRD ANNUAL REPORT
ON Ml RGHR AND CONDITION IMP! i:MENTAT10N
Applicants UPC, UPRR and SPR' hereby submit their third annual leport on their
progress in implementing the UP/SP merger, and on the implementation and effective-iess of th.*
competition-preserving conditions imposed by the Board in its decision approving the merger.
This report is being submitted in compliance with Decision No. 13 in this oversight sub-dccket,
served Dec. 21. 1998.

'
Acronyms used herein are the same as those in Appendix B of Decision No. 44.
l he following original applicants have been merged with UPRR: MPRR (on January I . 1997);
DRGW and SPCSL (on June 30, 1997); SSW (on September 30, 1997); and SLT (oc February 1,
1998). For simplicity, and in light of the fact that SPT has merged with UPRR and no longer has
any separate existence, we generally refer to the combined UP/SI' rail system herein as "UP."

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT
At the time of the last annual oversight proceeding, much attention had been
focused on UP's serious service problems, and UP had devoted much of the prior year to
overcoming the service crisis and ensuring that no such crisis would occur again. This past year,
and particularly in 1999, with the service crisis behind it, UP has renewed its focus on delivering
more of the benefits of the merger. Ihis year's annual report on meiger and condition
implementation describes the fruits of this renev/ed focus.
Part I provides an update on UP's .service today and UP's progre.'.s on merger
implementation. We review UP's success in overcoming the service crisis, and we present a
number of performance measurements that confirm that UP's service has recovered fvilly and
continues to improve. We also review progress during the past year with respect tu mergerrelated service enhancements, including rebuilding the former SP Roseville Yaid; implementing
expedited intermodal and automotive services; and implementing directional operat!ons and yard
specialization plans. In addition, we review the progress in installing TCS and other support
systems; in integrating workfor'^es; in merger-related capital investments (including a special
report on investment in the Houston-Gulf Coast region); in consolidating and improving
terminals and yards, and in enhancing the safety of the merged system's operati.ins. Finallv.
we review the status of merger-related abandonments and, in an attachment, environmental
compliance.
Part II address; s competition. It begins by reviewing how the merger is
continuing to produce competitive benefits ir the form of single-line ser\'ice and shorter routes.

improved equipment supply, and reduced switch charges. It then shows that, for a third straight
year, the competition-preserving conditions imposed by the Board have clearly demonstrated
their effectiveness. BNSF and Tex Mex trackage rights volumes have continued to grow. "2-toI •• shippers ha\ e continued to benefit both from access to BNSF and from rate and service
initiatives that UP is taking in response to BNSF competition. Also, as the Board found would
be the case, there has been no competitive harm to '•3-to-2" shippers, or to shippers of Utah and
Colorado coal. Gulf Coast chemicals, or grain. To the contrary, these shippers continue to enjoy
better service, lower rates, and the benefits of the creation of two much more competitive,
comprehensive rail systems in the West.
In keeping with the Board's preference for a focused proceedi;<g, we again have
not presented lengthy verified statements of UP otTicers or asked numero. ^ shipp rs and other
affected parties to submit statements. Instead, as we have done for two years, we are s -.bmitting
this report in verified form. We have also included, as confidential appendices, several hundred
specific examples of ways in which shippers are benefitting from the merger and the
competition-preserving conditions.
I.

MFROER BENEFITS AND IMPLEMENTATION
A.

An Update on UP Ser\ ice
It is a pleasure to be able to report that UP service remains stable and, in fact,

has continued to improve since last summer. Service in UP's Southern Region, where the
service crisis began but which had largely recovered by April 1998, has been consistently strong
throughout the last year ana continues lo improve. In April, for example Dow Chemical asked

UP to discontinue issuing a daily report on delayed cars — a report UP had been preparing for
Dow for almost two years. There are no longer enough delayed cars to merit a report.
UP devoted the second half of 1998 to recovering from the service crisis, working
on service consistency and buttressing its operations and resources to ensure that service remains
reliable and continues to improve. .\s it moved into 1999, UP's focus turned back toward
delivering more of the benefits of the UP/SP merger. We begin with a discussion of service on
UP today, and then turn to the service improvements of the last year.
1.

Service Measurements Reported to the Board

For well over a year, beginning in October 1997, UP provided weekly and, later,
bi-weekly reports to the Board that listed numerous measurements of its performance. Taken
together, tnose measurements provided a picture of UP's overall service quality. The reports and
measurements reflected sustained serv ice improvement in the Gulf Coast area by early April of
last year, as UP implemented the UP^SP merger and directional operations from Missouri to
Texas. They confirmed that the merger cured the service crisis of 1997-98 - a much faster cure
than SP had been able to effect of its three-yerx "World War IN" service crisis of 1978-81. which
was "'cured" by a majo'- recession. By July 31.1998, the Board was able to declare the service
emergency over in Houston and the Gulf Coast region.
On September 18, 1998, UP reported to the Board that its recovery in that region
was stable and that its servic; equaled or exceeded pre-merger service "UP's Opposition to
Condition Applications," Finance Docket No. 32760 (Sub-No. 26). p. 75. In the Far West. UP
had experienced a temporary service decline after July 1, 1998, when UP installed its

comprehensive Transportation Control System ("TCS") on SP lines, but service in that area
recovered by mid-August. UP's service through its Central Corridor, particularly on the line
hc^\cen Kansas City and Gibbon Jet.. Nebraska, has improved significantly, but major
upgrading and capacity work will continue through rriid-2000. UP continues to expand capacity
on that line.
Although UP no longer supplies reports to the Board, the measurements we
provided for so long provide insight into UP's service quality. They show much improved
railroad service getting ever better. Wc will discu^^s the principal measurements that UP reported
to the Board, uptlatcJ th.-ough the week ending June 5, 1999. the last week before the Conrail
breakup in the l ast began to distort UP's measurements.-

Please no»e thit the measurements UP

calculated for the Board and that we discuss below are prepared in a different manner than those
UP and other railroads report under AAR auspices. The two sets of data are not comparable. We
discuss some of the differences beiow.
When UP reported to the Board for the last time in January of this year, the total
number of freight cars on the system had dropped from over 353,000 at the height of the service
crisis to onh 316.698. Notwithstanding substantial growth in carloadings since January, UP's
on-li.ie inventory has continued to decline, reaching only 310,475 in early June. The Texa.s-

- B% the second w eek of June. L'P observed a drop in its on-line car inventory and a
substantial rise in car inventories on the eastent carriers. UP's interchange paUems with CSX
and NS also changed. For example, both curriers asked UP to divert traffic that was to be
inioivhanged in the Chicago area to the Memphis gateway. UP is providing train crews and
leasing 66 locomotives to CSX and NS. and those carriers cunentiy have on their sj stems about
200 more UP locomotives thar. normal.

-6Louisiana car inventory dropped from 93,347 in Januar)' lo 88,510 by early June. Both of those
declines reflect the greatly improved fluidity of the railroad, which is able to move more traf fic
more quickly than at any time since the merger. Much of this traffic is moving faster than i l did
before u.e merger.
Another important measure of system performance is average train speed, which
is the average train speed for all through trains on the railroad. For purposes of its Board reports
and this submission, average train speed includes time in yards, reducing the average speed.
Calculations published by AAR for all major railroads exclude yard time and therefore are not
comparable to this calculation. UP's average train speed as reported to the Board fell as low as
12 m.p.h. during the service crisis. When we last reported in January, system train speed had
climbed to 17.3 m.p.h., within the normal range. By mid-June, that figure stood at 18.7 m.p.h.
UP also measures the efficiency of its operations by computing how much work
its locomotives perform. It computes gross ton-miles per horsepower-day, the number of tons
moved during a 24-hour period by each unit of horsepower in its locomotive fleet. In January,
this figure stood at 108.4 gross ton-miles per horsepower-day, a substantial improvement over
service-crisis levels as low as 93.7. In early-June, it had climbed to 127.7 gross ton-miles.
Throughout the reporting period. UP reported terminal dwell time at its yards. As
calculated by UP, this is the amount of time cars spend in a geographic terminal area, and is not
limited to time within a specific freight yard. The AAR reports employ a narrower definition of
terminal time, including only time within a specific freight yard. UP's average terminal dwell
time rose as high as 43.9 hours during the service crisis, but it was only 31.3 hours per car

- 7by early June. UP's major Houston yards continue to reduce their dwell times. When UP
discontinued reports to the Board, Settegast Yard's dwell time was 47.0 hours; it is now 39.9
hours. At Englewood Yard, dwell time stood at 37.4 hours per car. UP has reduced that number
further to 34.3 hours.
During the service crisis, UP regularly reported that more than 150 sidings were
blocked by cars and delayed trains at any given time, more than 100 of them on lines south of
Kansas City. By the time of our last report in January, only 25 sidings were blocked, only nine
of them south of Kansas City. As of early June, the system average was only 18 block sidings,
with seven of them south of Kansas City. These numbers are consistent with normal operations,
under which UP "stages" trains in sidings from time to time. For example, UP frequently must
place rock and grain trains in sidings when loading and unloading facilities are unable to accept
them.
During the worst of its service troubles, UP was forced to place a second crew on
20 to 25 percent of its trains because the first crew could not complete its assigned run. The
recrew rate is now closer to ten percent. During April, UP's Southem Region recorded its lowest
recrew rate ever, at only five percent. During April, eight UP Service Units in the Southem
Region recorded no rccrews at all during at least one 24-hour period, an extraordinary
accomplishment. The Houston Service Unit accomplished that feat more than once.
We regularly reported to the Board on car shortages. There are no car shortages
on UP today, notwithstimding recent reports suggesting shortages of cars for lumber. In recent
months, UP filled all customer car order requests, including requests for grain cars. UP is storing

excess gondolas, equipped gondolas, 50-foot plain boxcars, mechanical refrigerator cars,
bulkhead fiat ca^^,, pip? flat cars, centerbeam flat cars, open top hoppers, woodchip cars and large
capacity covered hoppers — a total of 18.230 stored cars as of June 1.
All of these measurements reflect a railroad operating nomially. UP's
performance in the Texas/Gulf Coast area has been consistent since last spring. In the Far West,
the service recovery was complete by late summer, after the TCS cutover in July. And in the
Central Corridor, UP has consistently improved service throughout 1999. UP continues to install
segments of double and triple track in that corridor, with 22.8 more miles of double track ready
for operation early this month between Gibbon and Oxbow. Nebraska, on the route to Kansas
Cit> . Tht service crisis is a dark spot on UP's ??rvice history, but it is history.
2.

Houston and Ciulf Coast Service

Every component of UP's service in the Houston/Gulf Coast region has recovered
fully and now equals or exceeds pre-merger standards. We discuss several types of service that
sufl'ered during the crisis.
Chemical shipments. By the time the Board declared the transportation
emergency in Houston and the Gulf Coast to be over, UP's transit times for shipments to and
from the area had improved very substantially. Shippers remained concerned, however, about
whether those gains were stable. During the subsequent year, UP service has continued to
improve and to become more reliable. UP is now delivering the vast majority of shipments
originating on the Gulf Coast in compliance with transportation trip plans, w ith the percentage of

compliance above 90 percent in many corridors. The following are merely examples of a highly
consistent pattern:
Transit time from the Bayport/Strang area to Chicago declined from twelve
days and higher during the service crisis to an average of between six and
seven days last fall to an average of between five and six days now.
From Baytown to Chicago. UP's service-crisis transit time ranged from
eleven to 13 days. It fell to about seven days last fall and is now generally
about 5.5 days. More than 90 percent of shipments in this lane comply with
their trip plans.
Bloomington/North Seadrift-to-Chicago transit times, which averaged
approximately seven days and occasionally much longer during the service crisis,
are now reliably in the four-day range, thanks to direct service to North Little
Rock and reliable connections beyond.
Transit times to the Salem/East St. Louis gateways exhibit the same pattem.
From the Angleton/Freeport area, transit times during the service crisis often
exceeded eight days. Shipments now arrive in 4.3 to 4.6 days, with trip plan
compliance above 90 percent.
f rom Formosa/Lolita to Salem/East St. Louis, transit times dropped from ten
days during the service crisis to five days or less in recent months.
Shipments from Orange, Texas, to Salem/East St. Louis interchanges took more
than ten days in early 1998. By last August, transit time was seven to eight days
on av erage. Now, shipments rarely require more than five days to reach those
interchanges.
During the service crisis. UP could not accurately compute transit times from
tlie Gulf Coast to Southem '"^lifornia because TCS had not been implemented
in the Far West. Transit n r from Bay town just to the New Mexico/Arizona
border averaged about 14 days. When the first measurements were taken of
transit time to Southem Califomia last August, they averaged about 25 days. UP
shipments now regularly reach destinations in C Jifomia in ten to eleven days.
Transit times from Bayport/Strang to Southem Califomia are even faster,
averaging eight to nine days, compared to twenty days last August and si'rely
longer during the serv ice crisis.
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Transit time from Freeport/Chocolate Bayou to the New Mexico/Arizona
border hovered at about 15 days during the service crisis. By last fall, transit
time all the way to Southem Califomia was down to 12 to 15 days. UP's
normal transit time is now about 11.5 days.
From BIoomington/North Seadrift to New Orleans, UP's service-crisis transit
times ranged from seven to ten days. By last fall, transit times averaged four to
five days. For the last three months, transit times have generally been in the 2.8
to 3.3-day range, and trip plan compliance is regularly well into the 90 percent
range.
For cars released from the SIT yard at Spring, transit times to New Orleans
have dropped from about nine days during the service crisis tc about five days
last fall to four days or less in recent months.
The pattem portrayed in these examples is consistent for all of UP's major
chemical origin areas (Freeport/Chocolate Bayou; Bloomington/North Seadrift; Baytown;
Orange; Bayport/Strang; Formosa/Lolita, and the Spring SIT yard) and all major gateways
(Chicago; Salem/East St. Louis; Memphis; New Orleans; Southem Califomia; SweetwaterBNSF). Undeniably, UP is now providing normal service for Gulf Coast shippers, and service
qualit) is stable.
Intermodal Service. UP lost many of its intermodal customers, both systemwide
and in the Texas lanes, during the service crisis. UP had to discontinue a number of intermodal
schedules in order to free locomotives and track capacity, forcing some custom ^rs to use other
carriers. UP has reinstated those services, and is providing generally reliable intermodal service
today. During April, for example, eight Southem Region intennodal terminals, including both of
UP's Houston ramps, completed all loadings on time. Two intermodal terminals in the region
departed every one of their trains on time during that month, and five others exceeded 90 percent
on-time departures. At last check, the new Memphis intermodal facility at Marion. .Arkansas,

4HP

-11 had departed every train on time for 128 consecutive days, and the streak was still growing. As
always, UP continues to work on improving over-the-road performance once trains leave their
terminals.
Texas Ay^rctiates. Impelled by increased highv.'ay constmction and rapidly
growing population, the Texas constmction industry continues to prosper and its demand for rail
transportation remains strong. UP is continuing to meet shipper requirements. During the first
fi\ c months of 1999, UP handled 31.000 more carloads of aggregates and cement in Texas than
during the same period of 1998. It expects to increase total carloadings from 230,000 last year
to over 300.000 in 1999. By reopening 16.7 miles of second main track in the New Braunfels
area northeast of San Antonio. UP sharply reduced congestion that limited rock operations in the
past.
I ^-^redo Gatewav. Last spring, shortly before and after the Mexican govemment
privatized rail routes between Mexico City and Laredo and Brownsville, Texas, UP experienced
severe delays in interchanging traffic to the Mexican railroad, especially at Laredo. Up to 3,000
extra Mexico-bound cars congested UP lines as far north as Kansas and severely impeded UP's
service recovery throughout the Gulf Coast area. UP worked hard with TFM in Mexico. Tex
Mex in the U.S.. and gov ernmental authorities on both sides of tlie border to resolve this
additional and unwelcome crisis.
There has been no repetition of Laredo congestion and delays. UP is moving
more business than ever through the Laredo gateway, yet the border crossing is fluid. Last year
at this time. UP and TFM interchanged an average of sme 700 cars per day In recent weeks.

- 12UP and TFM interchanged between 833 and 913 cars per average day. The increased volume iias
not impaired UP service. During the Laredo service crisis, UP sometimes had as many as 5,000
cars on its lines destined for Laredo and the TFM. Now. even though traffic is heavier, the
pipeline to Mexico typically contains 1.900 to 2,000 cars.
B.

Additional Service Improvements Resulting; From the I.IP/SP Merger
With the service crisis now well in the past, UP is taking advantage of

opportunities to improve service afforded by the UP/SP merger. We describe the recent
vievelopments and upcoming improvements. Note that we describe only merger-related
improverr'='nts, not all changes to UP service.
1.

1 he New Jerrv R. Davis Yard at Roseville

On May 26. 1999. UP officially opened the J.R. Davis Ynrd in Roseville,
California, named in honor of UP's long-time Executive Vice President of Operations, aud more
recently Chairman, Jerry R. Davis. Jerry also served as SP's President prior to the merger and as
the senior operating officer at CSX for several years. Known for his commitment to safety and
his accessibility to employees, he richly deserved this honor.
The UP/SP mei ger Operating Plan called for a $38.2 million upgrade of this
former SP yard and adjacent tracks. Instead, UP rebuilt it from the ground i".p at a cost of over
$142 million. UP completed the project on time, even though it found 16 unexploded Vietnam
War-era bombs. 4.31 tons of bomb fragments and 65.78 tons of ferrous material, all of which had
been driven into the earth in a massive 1973 explosion. UP also had to contend with unusual
winter rains

twice the normal level — from Novembf;.-1997 through June 1998.
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Originally built in 1906, Davis Yard is now the nation's most modem rail
freight yard. As depicted in the attached diagrams (Exhibits 1 and 2) and an aerial photograph
(Exhibit 3), Davis Yard is more than six miles long and contains 136 miles of track and 338
turnouts. Once the initial "bugs" are resolved, it will be capable of humping 2,300 cars per day
over a "mini-hump" only 5.15 feet high, greatly reducing the amount of energy required to slow
cars rolling down the hump into the 55 classification tracks. The yard uses 6,824 lowmaintenance, continuous-speed-control retarders to slow cars to precise speeds for coupling to
other cars without the squealing associated with traditional retarding systems. All eight arrival
and eight departun- tracks are adjacent to access roads so that mechanical forces can inspect and
repair most freight cars without removing them from arriving or departing trains. The yard's car
repair facility, efficiently located adjacent to the hump yard, can repair and release cars in 24
hours or less, reducing delays by two or more days for each repaired car. Many of the yard's
features, including a unique handle on each manual switch that makes them easy to throw
without back strain, were designed based on employee recommendations. UP made every effort
to reduce the risk of injury and ensure that Davis Yard provides the safest possible working
environment.
The yard is so extensively automated that yardmasters' duties are greatly reduced.
Onlv one yardmaster oversees all operations, compared to three on duty before the
reconstruction. An electronic diagram shows the yardmaster the status of all tracks and even
the movement of individual blocks of cars into the classification tracks. A new dispatching
office in Roseville will control all tracks and mainline switches within 50 miles of Roseville,

Roseville Yard

•

Union Pacific Railroad

Union Pacific Railroad
780 Acres
6 Miles Long
136 Miies of Track
338 Turnouts
1,785 Cars Switched Daily
600 Locomotives Repaired Monthly
2,350 Locomotives Serviced Monthly
2,350,000 Gallons of
Fuel Dispensed Monthly

w• • •

Classification Yard 55 Tracks
Future Classification Yard

• • • •

Receiving Yard 8 Tracks
Future Receiving Yard

- • " •

Departure Yard 8 Tracks
Future Departure Yard

•••
Mainlines
Future Mainlines
Diesel Tracks
Roads

—
One Spot Repair Yard 4 Tracks
- • - - Future One Spot Repair Yard
Local Yard

11 Tracks

By-Pass Trarks
•

3 Tracks

Maintenance of Way
Tracks 3 Tracks

•

Yard Office

"One Spot' Car
Repair Facility

a

Crest Building
Diesel Stiop

•

Turntable

Exhibit 1

- 14including the Sacramento terminal area. Davis Yard will cal' its own crews, providing local
contact between crew callers and train and yard crews and administrative support for departing
train crews.
Davis Yard is a technological and design marvel, but A'hat counts most is its
ability to improve service fo: hippers. It will do that in many ways. From arrival to departure,
the yard will process each car that goes over the hump in approximately half the time required
before reconstmction. It also will speed cars on trains that move through Roseville without
switching. The old Roseville Yard was a major bottleneck (some called it a "graveyard") for
through trains, such as intermodal, grain and automotive trains. Because of its inefficient design,
su Itching operations and traffic congestion frequently caused long delays lo through trains. The
redesigned yard includes two CTC-control led main tracks (with room for a third) on which UP
(and BNSF and Amtrak) trains will move without inte'-ference at 40 m.p.h., after an initial breakin period. This will elip-inate thousands of houis of train delay every year.
Davis Yard was designed to help as many cars as possible move as far possible
with as little additional switching as possible in order to reduce switching time at other yards
throughout the West. Historically, most of the cars SP switched at Roseville moved to and from
other terminals, such as Eugene. Oakland, San Jose, Stockton, Fresno and West Colton, where
they were switches, agam. Davis Yard will eliminate most of the second switches. In a sense,
Davis Yard acts as a local switching yard for terminals from Fresno, Califomia, ail the way to
Eugene, Oregon.
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within outlying terminals. Trains will carry those blocks to the outlying terminals, where local
industrv' jobs can simply pick up their blocks and go to work, without reclassification. When
they retum, the local jobs can place most of their cars into a track for movement as a train to
Roseville, again with little or no switching. UP will be able to reduce not only transit time but
also switching costs, and potentially will be able to release yard space at the satellite terminals.
One train will operate to Sacramento with six blocks of traffic for that terminal; it
or another train will return w ith cars lor Roseville. Another train will mn to Stockton, with
seven blocks of Stockton traffic. A train to Tracy, Califomia, will tarry two more Stockton
blocks as well as Tracy traffic. .An Oakland train will take two blocks to Siiisun, Califomia, and
three to Oakland. A Fresno train will take seven blocks to that San Joaquin Valley terminal.
And the San Jose train will carry cars for Newark, Califomia, and four blocivD of San Jose traffic.
Other local service trains will deliver shipments to numerous additional points throughout
Northem Califomia.
Davis Yard will speed serv'ce to and from more distant locations as well. It will
launch three daily Central Corridor tra;,.., to the Midwest. One will be a new expedited schedule
running lhri>ugh to Proviso Yard in Chicago, There, many of its cars will be switched into trains
for destinations throughout the NS and CSX systems across the eastem third of the nation. UP
expects this expedited schedule to make rail service more competitive for perishable traffic, most
of which has been lost to trucks in recent years. UP recently acquired 30 new high-capacity
refricerator cars with improved refrigeration units to serve this market. Davis Yard also will
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beyond. Other Central Corridor trains will provide service to all points between Roseville and
Salt Lake City via both UP routes.
Davis Yard will greatly improve carload service in the 1-5 Corridor as well.
Beginning in August. UP w ill operate a new train between Hinkle, Oregon, site of UP's largest
yard in the Pacific Northwest, and Roseville. This train will provide the first service on UP's
merger-related trackage rights over BNSF between Bend and Chem' 't in Oregon, which was one
of the pro-compeii'; /e "quid pro quos" in the UP-BNSF merger settlement agreement. The new
train will avoid a much longer route through Eugene and Portland, saving 120 miles for each car
and avoiding switching in Eugene. The southbound train will carry a through block of cars from
CP's Calgary. Alberta, yard — to our knowledge the first such service ever offered. And it will
deliver pre-assembled blocks of traffic for points in Southem Califomia. A new manifest train
will de.ivcr traffic to City of Industry Yard and J Yard in the Los Angeles Basin (see Exhibit 4),
reducing switching in that area. Cars for Arizona and east through the Southem Corridor will
move on a train to West Colton.
UP has negotiated new agreements for mn-through service with two regional
railroads in the Pacific Northwest, avoiding switching and interchange delays and saving one to
two days of transit time for all affected traffic, a total of some 300 cars per day. Those railroads
expect the improved serv ice to increase their business. The Central Oregon and Pacific
("CORP") and the Willamette & Pacific ("W&P") will build mn-through trains with run-through
locomotives for Roseville, bypassing switching now performed in Eugene Y'ard. For W&P, UP
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Yard and Klamath Fails will build blocks of cars for W&P as well, which the new train will pick
up at Klamath Falls. UP will also operate a run-through train from Portland to CORP at Eugene,
primarily to return empty cars from the Midwest and East.
2.

Expedited Intermodal and Automotive Services

On April 20, UP reinstated one of the signiticant new services made possible by
the merger. Using a combination of UP and SP line segments, UP trains ZMNLT and ZLTMN
prov ide expedited intermodal service between UP's new Marion. Arkansas (Memphis)
intermodal ramp and Southern and Northem California. The combined route is 200 miles shorter
than the pre-merger SP route and saves even more mileage compared to the pre-merger UP route.
These trains offer second moming service between Memphis and the Los Angeles area and third
morning service between Memphis and Lathrop in the San Francisco Bay Area. The trains ran
briefly during 1997 before UP encountered service problems in Texas, when UP was forced to
cancel them because of on-line congestion and in order to redeploy locomotives to address the
crisis.
UP is also moving rapidly to transform its "Tucumcari Line" into primarily an
expedited serv ice route between the Midwest and Southern Califomia. Although this route dips
all the way down to the Mexican border at El Paso, has slower train speeds and less capacity, it is
virtually identical in mileage between Chicago and Los Angeles tc the BNSF mainline, and it has
significantly less rise-and-fall and curvature than the BNSF route. By the end of 1999, UP
expects to increase the number of trains on this route by eight additional trains per day. UP has
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Clinton. Iowa and Kansas City. This route allows direct service between UP's "Giobal"
intermodal facilities, which are located on former CNW lines in Chicago, and Southem
Califomia using the Tucumcari Line, UP's trackage rights over BNSF between Kansas City and
Chicago are very difficult to reach from the Global terminals.
UP continues to operate intermodal trains between Seattle and Southern
Califomia. and recently added a second weekly Roadrailer train for Svift between Portland and
Los Angeles Although UP is providing reliable service in the 1-5 Corridor, further development
in traffic volumes will require incieased clearance in snowsheds and tunnels in the Cascade
Mountains, which will allow UP to operate doublestack trains. That work probably will not be
completed any earlier than 2001. To support its current and future 1-5 Corridor service. UP
decided to retain the Los Angeles Transportation Center (LATC) on the east side of downtown
Los Angeles. The UP/SP Operating Plan had proposed closing this facility.
Thanks to the UP/SP merger, UP is expediting movement of intermodal and
automotive traffic to and from the L.A. Basin. Traffic on the Tucumcari and Sunset Routes to
and from the east moves over a new connection at Colton, Califomia, between the former SP line
and the faster and more direct former UP line to East Los Angeles t'nd ICTF, saving hours of
transit time. See Exhibit 4. Similarly, automotive trains that once operated over UP from
Kansas City to the Mira Loma auto unloading facility via Ogden, Utah, now take the much more
direct Tucumcari Line and use the Colton connection to reach Mira Loma, west of Riverside.
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Califomia at Pomona, Colton, Keenbrook and Cajon Summit, UP effectively enjoys triple main
track between Los Angeles and the top of Cajon Pass. UP uses these routes to improve expedited
services. For example, UP's intermodal trains from Los Angeles t

-ver originate at East Los

Angeles on the UP line, move to the SP line through a new connect'

at Pomona, then retum to

UP at a new connection at Summit at the top of Cajon Pass, avoiding longer and more congested
routes.
In the Central Corridor UP's expedited service between Chicago and Lathrop,
Califomia. v ia Reno, which uses a combination of UP and SP routes, continues to seek premium
tratfic. UP slowed this schedule during the service crisis, but it is working to improve transit
times in order to regain traffic lost during that period. UP employs the former Western Pacific
("W P") route for doublestack shipments. It uses the yard at Portola. Califomia. to exchange
blocks of cars between trains so that it can send full trains from Portola to Lathrop on the fomier
WP and to Oakland via the SP route west of Sacramento.
During the service crisis, UP used its Texarkana, Arkansas, yard to perform
relief switching for Ft. Worth and Houston. UP has convert.ed Texarkana into a transfer facility
for expedited automotive traffic trom Mexico, Louisiana and Te.xas lo the Upper Midwe.st.
Dedicated automotive trains frcm Laredo (with Mexican shipments); .Arlington. Texas; and
Shreveport. Louisiana, meet in lexarkana to exchange cars. Trains ALDIN and .AARIN run
from Texarkana to Indianapolis with blocks for locations on the expanded CSX system. Trair.
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trains avoid switching at North Little Rock and East St. Louis.
3.

(General Freight (Manifest) Services

UP's directional operations from Texas through Arkansas and Louisiana to
Memphis and southeastem Missouri — which were among the most important factors in solving
the service crisis — - continue to support fast train speeds and quality service. They also are
working well for train crews, which complete their runs more quickly than if they were meeting
large numbers of trains coming the other way. Where BNSF and Tex Mex have Irackage rights
on directionally operated lines, they also benefit. Those who predicted during the merger
proceedings that directional running would never work or that UP would abandon the SP routes
were mistaken. On the northbound routes from Houston to North Little Rock, average train
speed is up to 20.3 miles per hour. The SP southbound route from Missouri through Pine Bluff
to Central Texas now operates at an average freight train speed of 28.0 miles per hour.
As important as it was to eliminate hundreds of daily train meets, with attendant
delays of from ten minutes to an hour each, il was al least as important lo allow major yards lo
play specialized roles for which they are best suited. Notably, Englewood Yard — which is
a poor >ard for building long trains — continues to receive inbound cars to the Houston
terminal and makes only three through trains per day, all destined for points south of Houston.
Meanwhile, Settegast Yard, which is a good train-building yard, is UP's primary outbound
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C'>ast region.
As predicted in the Operating Plan, UP's modem Livonia Yard near Baton Rouge
is classifying rail traffic for points throughout the southeastem states and operating run-through
service to CSX and NS. The final blocking plan is slightly different than depicted in the
Operating Plan due to ch;inges in traffic pa tems, but it is at least as extensive. For CSX, UP
builds tiirough blocks and trains for Atlanta; Baldwin. Florida (near Jacksonville); New Orleans;
Greenwood, South Carolina; Hamlet, Nort!. Carolina; and Birmingham, Alabama. For NS, UP
builds through blocks and trains for Birmingham; New Orleans; Chattanooga, Tennessee;
Knoxvilie, Tennessee; and Macon. Georgia. Those railroads build blocks for Livonia and
Houston on UP.
As also predicted in the Operating Plan. LP assigned specialized funcfions to its
classification yards at North Little Rock and Pine Bluff, Arkansas. Instead of making duplicate
blocks for the same destinations in both directions at boih yards. Pine Bluff generally handles
southbound Iraffic and North Little Rock generally handles northbound traffic, with each yard
making more numerous blocks for it£ destination regions. Pine Bluff is blocking for and running
trains to points throughout Texas and Louisiana. For example, blocks consisting primarily of
empty cars for chemical shippers move without switching from Pine Bluff to Bloomington.
Sinton (near Corpus Christi), Mont Belvieu. Strang and PTRA. Similarly, Pine Bluff separates
cars into blocks for several Dallas/Tt. Worth-area j ards — Mesquite (east of Dallas), Browder
(central Dallas), Ariington. and — in Ft. Worth — Ney and Centennial Yards — thereby
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merger.
At North Little Rock, UP continues to build blocks for A&S at East St. Louis,
BNSF at Memphis and IC at Memphis. In addition, it is building blocks of traffic for CN
destined to Battle Creek, Michigan; Flint. Michigan; and Toronto, Ontario. Yard speciali7.atior
also positions UP to provide excellent service to the Northeast once CSX and NS settle into
normal operating routines in former Conrail territory. North Little Rock now creates a long list
ofblocksforCSX andNS:
CSX Blocks:

HS_Ekl£ks:

Bruceton, Tennessee
Buffalo. New York
Cumberland, Mary land
Indianapolis, Indiana
Nashville, Tennessee
Selkirk. New York

Bellevue, Ohio
Chattanooga, Tennessee
Knoxvilie, Tennessee
Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania
Sheffield, Alabama

All of these blocks move on mn-through trains either via Memphis or over routes that bypass
both St. Louis and Chicago.
With the combined v olume of UP and SP manifest traffic, UP also will be able to
provid«; much improved service through Chicago in connection with CSX and NS. UP operates
a major manifest switching yard in the Chicago area at Proviso Yard. UP will run trains to
Proviso from Roseville and from Portland, both avoiding intennediate switching anywhere in the
West. Other trains will arrive in Proviso from Nortii Platte, from the Twin Cities and
Milwaukee, and from local points throughout Iowa and Illinois. Proviso Yard will combine
traffic from all those sources into mn-through trains for points throughout the Upper Midwest
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and Northeast on both eastem carriers. UP will run three daily mn-through trains to CSX
northeastem points, including Selkirk, New York (near Albany); Na.shville, Tennessee; and
Cumberland. Maryland. UP also will create three daily run-through trains for NS destined to
Pittsburgh; Chattanooga, Tennessee; and Bellevue, Ohio. Both eastem railroads will retum
comparable numbers of trains with traffic blocked for Proviso, Milwaukee and North Platte.
Compared to pre-Conrail-merger service, these operations ultimately will reduce transit times
by 24 to 39 hours for every one of several hundred cars per day.
UP is now operating througb train service over trackage rights acquired from
BNSF under the UP-BNSF merger settlement agreement. In Southem Califomia. U? has
established scheu'iled service between Yermo on UP (near Barstow) and Bakcrsficid, using
BNSF trackage rights between Barstow and Mojave. The eastbound trains expedite perishable
traffic from the southern part of the San Joaquin Valley to the Midwest and East via North Platte,
saving time and mileage compared to the former route via Stockton, Califomia. As noted above,
UP will also soon operate Hinkle-Roseville trains over BNSF between Bend and Chemult in
(Oregon.
UP has improved manifest service to and from Southem California F> combining
UP and SP traffic flows and coordinating >ards and routes. The former SP West Colton Yard
builds through trains for the UP route to Pocatello, Idaho, serving the Intermountain -egion. It
also builds trains to North Platte. Both trains bypass Ogden, where those trains used to be
switched, saving transit time.

244.

Consolidated and Joint Dispatching with BNSF

UP and BNSF achieved extraordinary success with their consolidated and
joint dispatching center in Spring. Texas, north of Houston. Although Tex Mex and KCS
unfortunately elected not to participate. BNSF and UP placed all of their dispatchers and
supervisors who control rail lines in the Gulf Coast area in the same room and gave them the
tools to work cooperatively to keep rail traffic moving throughout the region. By discussi ig
daily transportation plans face to face, employees of the two railroads avoid operating conflicts
that cause congestion and delays, and. when problems arise, they develop interiine solutions in
minutes that once took hours or v/ere never found.
This new concept in inter-railroad cooperation played a significant role in curing
the service crisis. During the last year, UP continued t . add Texas dispatching territories to the
Spring Center. It now controls trains on UP lines all the way from New Orleans to El Pasc on
the Sunset Route and to the Mexican border at Laredo and Eagle Pass, as well as UP directional
routes leading to Houston from the north. UP and BNSF added a third dispatching position for
the Houston terminal, sii^nificantly improving the fluidity of train movemenLs and dispatcher
response time.
BNSF and UP took the concept of consolidated dispatching, in which separate
railroads co-locate their dispatchers, a step further. (3n jointly-ovvned track in the Houston
terminal and between Houston and New Orieans, BNSF and UP employ true joint dispatching.
.A director employed by and reporting to both carriers supervises dispatchers who conduct train
operations to serv e the best interests of all operators. This experiment has been extremelj'
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between BNSF and UP about about impartiality.
Encouraged by their successes at Spring, UP and BNSF are consolidating
dispatching in other jt>;atly-served areas. On June 15-16, 1999, UP relocated lour dispatching
positions responsible for UP territories throughout Southem Califomia to bNSF's San
Bernardino. California, region;'! dispatching office. San Bernardino-based dispatchers now
coordinate movements on all freight lines between the Mexican border and Bakersfield.
including critical links used by more than IOO trains per day of ^oth railroads to cross mountain
ranges through Cajon Pass and Tehachapi Pass. UP and BNSF invited Metrolink. which
operates commuter trains throughout the Los Angeles Basin and controls freight operations on
some former SP lines, to participate in this consolidated center, but it has indicated a lack of
interest.
BNSF and UP also are developing plans for a consolidated dispatching center to
control train operations throughout the FCansas City temiinal area and the surrounding region.
They will invite NS. IMRL, KCS, KCT and GWRR to participate in this center, which they
expect to open in 2000.
In an attempt to reduce chronic and severe delays on the jointly-owned coal line
that serves the Pow der River Basin in Wyoming, UP on May 15 and 16, 1999 moved two of its
dispatchers and their supervisors to BNSF's National Operations Center in Ft. Worth. Their goal
is to control UP trains moving to and from the Basin in conjunction with BNSF dispatchers who
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variety of reasons, and delays of 24 hours or more remain common.
C.

Progress in Merger Implementation

1.

Safety

L'P continues a multi-year trend of ever-safer operations. For the first five months
of 1999, reportable injuries declined 10 percent compared to the same time period in 1998, as UP
continues to bring SP's higher incident rate into line with UP standards. Injuries resulting in loss
of a day or more of work declined by 18 percent. UP also achieved a four percent reduction in
the number of grade crossing accidents and a 27 percent decline in the number of injuries in
those accidents. UP continues to work with local communities to reduce the number of grade
crossings, which is the surest way to avoid such accidents.
2.

Technologv and Support Systems

All UP and SP support technologies have been integrated as planned. UP
completed the critical Transportation Control System ("TCS") implementation on SP lines a year
ago today, when UP adopted TCS on the SP westem region. This caused disruptions and
congestion tor approximately six weeks, but service in that area recovered strongly after midAugust. UP spent approximately $40 million to train more than 16,000 employees to use TCS,
which provides the information backbone for UP service. UP's "Oasis" system, which controls
inventory and operations at intermodal tenninals, was in use at all SP facilities by the end of last
year.
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systems. These separate systems will be maintained unti! early in the next decade, when UP
implements =ts enhanced "CAD 111" dispatching system across the railroad. UP continues to hire
train dispatchers, and since the merger, has achieved a net gain of 3C train dispatchers. As of last
month, 80 more candidates are undergoing therigoroussix-month training program to qualify
them as dispatchers. UP's goal is lo assign six dispatchers to each dispatching position to cover
ali shifts and provide more opportunity for training and familiarization visits in the field.
3.

Workforce Integration

UP is proceeding carefully and deliberately through the final stages of
implementing merger labor agreements. All agreements with labor o- [^anizations representing
on-board train operating personnel are complete, with the exception of a few remaining "hub"
ag.cements with locomotive engineers and train crews. The Kansas City hub agreements took
effect on January 16, followed on Febmary 16 by the Roseville hub agreements for yard and
local crews. On May 1. the second-phase Saiina hub agreements became effective. The San
Antonio hub agreements followed on June I . Two weeks ago, on June 16. UP, BLE and UTU
implemented the Portland hub agreements and the agreements covering road crews at Roseville.
Only a few hub agreements remain to be completed. In the Los Angeles area, UP
and BLE It adership reached an implementing agreement, but rank-and-file engineers did not
ratify it. The parties turned to arbitration, and the arbitrators adopted the negotiated agreement,
which UP hopes will take effect August 16. UP and uie two unions have also negotiated hub
aureements for the Dailas/Ft.Worth area. Those agreements are out for a ratification vote, and if
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September 16 with agreements covering the newly-designated "Southwest Hub," which
encompasses Tucson. El Paso and Dalhart, Texas. UP and BLE have reached agreement for this
area, and negcUiations continue with UTU. This implementing schedule is, as always, subject lo
change if agreements cannot be reached through negotiation and in response to changing
operating conditions.
Agreements for virtually all other crafts are in place. In two instances, involving
w ork equipment mechanics in the southem region of the railroad and v/ater service employees,
conflicts between competing unions are still being negotiated. UP also continues to negotiate
with the Brotherhood of Railway Signalmen to establish a collective bargaining agreement for
the entire system, with negotiations to continue on July 8-9. Finrlly, issues remain to be solved
in connection with a yardmasters agreement and in some areas with BMWE.
4.

Mertfcr-Rclated Capital Inves'ments

After spending $710.8 million to implement the UP/SP merger in 1997 and 1998,
LT expects to invest at least $292.8 million of aduitional capital on merger implementation in
1999. bnnging the three-year total to just over one billion dollars. The UP/SP merger application
predicted that the merger woulu require approximately $1.4 billion in capital investments. In
iatiL L'P's total capital expenditures to implement the merger will exceed that amount. Notably,
L"P «pent more than $ 100 million more on the rehabilitation of its yard in Roseville than the
iSKrger application predicted in order to obtain much greater service benetlts and operational
<HP»Wf», Hy the end of 1999, UP also will have spent almost $25 million more on information
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costs on SP, not reflected in the merger application at all, will have consumed almost $22 million
through 1999.
Through various memoranda of understanding with state, regional and local
governments, UP com'^ilaed services, properties and contributions valued at $100 million to
offset potential merger impacts. UP offered much of this contribution toward construction of
a depressed trainway through the gaming center of Reno, Nevada, and toward substantial
improvements in rail/street interfaces in Wichita, Kansas. Other expenditures have been made
or are committed to Truckee, California; Placer County, Califomia; and the East Bay Park
District in the San Francisco Bay Area.
Corridor Upgrades. UP continues to invest in upgrading rail corridors that, as a
result of the merger, allow it to offer shippers the benefits of more efficient routes. UP is making
these investments even though it has needed to place its highest priority in recent years on
expanding capacity on the UP's highest-density lines from Chicago and Kansas City to North
Platte and beyond to the Powder River Basin. Through 1999, UP will have spent almost $600
million on capital improvements to those lines, including creating triple track between North
Platte and (Jibbon Jet.. Nebraska, and double track between Gibbon Jet. and Marysville, Kansas.'
Although UP does not consider this spending to be attributable to the UP/SP merger, it improves
service in the Central Corridor for all traffic, including former SP traffic.

' UP recently acquired and upgraded a shortline railroad in northeast Kansas, effectively
giving it an additional main track between Kansas City and Marysville.
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first in the "KP Line," which provides the most direct route between Kansas City and Denver;
the Tucumcari Line between Topeka and El Paso; and the T&P (Texas & Pacific) Line between
Ft. Worth and El Paso. UP improved the KP Line primarily to provide a superior route for coal
originating on former DRGW lines in Colorado and Utah and destined to Mississippi River
transloading facilities and utility plants in the Midwest and Southeast. UP already has invested
more in the KP Line than was anticipated, and the investment program will continue into 2000.
UP will have spent $134 million by the end of this year on this rehabilitation and capacity
expansion project.
UP anticipated that it would need to add capacity on the line, and it is completing
a total of 13 new sidings. Each of those sidings will be equipped with remote conirol ^witches,
giving dispatchers the ability to control switch positrons. In addition, however, UP has had to
replace huge numbers of ties and upgrade substantial amounts of rail on the line. More
upgrading work will be performed next year to increase train speeds and enable the line to handle
the volume of traificthat UP needs to operate. Today UP retums empty coal trains from Kansas
City to Colorado via North Plaite, a circuitous route. Those trains will move down to the KP
Line in 2000 or 2001 when trackwork is complete.
UP's investments on the Tucumcari Line will allow it to carrj' primarily expedited
traffic between the Midwest and Southem Califomia. The railroad has already spent $96.1
million of a projected $145.8 million in capital for additional sidings. Centralized Traffic Control
("CTC") and track rehabilitation. In 1999, UP is installing CTC from Omlee, New Mexico, to
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is also relocating a siding from the tourist city of Alamogordo to Omlee and installing a siding at
Dalhart.
On the T&P Line, UP has spent $106.6 million of an estimated $125.4 million to
increase speeds and provide more capacity. This line, which links Ft. Worth and mainlines to
Memphis and St. Louis with El Paso and the Sunset Route to Los Angeles, forms the central
segment of UP's direct route between Memphis and Ca'ifomia. UP has invested tens of millions
of dollars in new ties and rail, in addition to placing two new sidings in service, with another on
the way this year. UP also will move a crew-change location from Big Spring to Sweetwater to
improve crew availability. The line now supports, in addition to local service, three pairs of
intermodal trains and three pairs of manifest trains daily. UP contiiiues to operate one MemphisLos Angeles intermodal train pair via San Antonio. As additional capacity i^ecomes available on
the shorter T&P Line, these trains may be rerouted, depending on tratfic paitems at the time.
Although it has performed limited upgrading work, UP has not rerouted traffic to
the OK T Line between Herington. Kansas, and Ft. Worth. It determined more than a year ago
that it could provide better service to coal receivers in Texas by continuing to route their trains
through Kansas City and improv ing in that route, rather than on the OKT. UP is likely lo use the
OK T as a grain route in the future. In Louisiana, UP has invested $30,4 million of a planned
$44.3 million on the line segments connecting Iowa Junction through Livonia with Avondale
(New Orleans), consisting of new and extended sidings and new rail and ties.
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Angeles, where traffic will approach the line's fluid capacity by the end of this year. One new
stretch of double track is already in place to eliminate a key bottleneck between Anapra and
Strauss (west of El Paso), and grading is complete for the second track between Raso and Luzena
(east of Tucson). In the Los Angeles Basin, this line benefits from UP's ability to reroute traffic
over the parallel UP line. As traffic expands on the Tucumcari Line, however, additional
capacity will be added. UP expects to increase capacity on Beaumont Hill in Southern Califomia
next year.
UP is postponing, and may not need to perform, the $20.5 million upgrade of the
Northern Nevada "Paired Track" — a segment of parallel UP and SP lines that were operated
directionally by the two companies for decades. With a single dispatcher handling both lines,
operations have been fluid and average train speeds are higher than before the merger. UP also is
deferring further work on the "Mococo Line" between Tracy and Martinez in Northem
Califomia. With the new traffic patterns made possible by the extensive reconstmction of the
yard at Roseville, this line is not needed at the present time.
TeriT.inal Upgrades. In the UP/SP Operating Plan, the applicants proposed to
spend $90.7 million on terminal upgrades and improvements. Tiirough 1999, UP expects to have
spent far more than twice that amount, a total of $203.9 million, primarily because of the more
ambitious Roseville project. UP also completed an expansion program at Livonia. Louisiana, to
enable that yard to process combined flows of UP and SP traffic and build run-through trains to
eastem can-iers. In 1999, UPfinishedinstalling second main track in the Dexter, Mis.souri, area
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SP line t'lat had been used by both railroads. UP is investing substantial capital to expand West
Coltor. Yard in Southern Califomia. building a secona mainline and additional yard trackage,
upgrading the hump comput.*r and creating a new coordination center for that region. Six new
d-parture tracks will keep West Colton fluid, allowing it to build more trains at one time
without disrupting switching operations. We discuss additional terminal investments in the
Houston/Gulf Coast area below.
Intemiodal Facilif s. Through 1999, UP's expenditures on intermodal facilities
related to the merger will total approximately $61,5 million, much of it spent to complete the
new Memphis-area ramp at Marion, Arkansas. UP deferred expenditures on some intermodal
facilities because it deferred expanding, and in fact curtailed, intermodal service during the
service crisis. Intermodal service consumes large numbers of locomotives and significant track
capacity, both of wh=.;h UP needed to ration in order tc improve service. In addition, UP's plans
to build a major new Chicago-area intermodal terminal encountered local opposition in the West
Chicago area.
Connections. During the last year, UP continued to build new connections to
integrate the UP and SP route networks. Many of these projects were in Souihem California,
where UP laced together a web of former UP and SP lines to create new through routes. As
shown on Exhibit 4, the UP route from Salt Lake City (using BNSF trackage rights between
Barstow and Riverside) crosses SP's Sunset Route at Colton, Califomia, From there to Los
Angeles, the UP and SP lines are roughly parallel but were not connected. The UP line has more
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carried more trains. By building a cmcial connection in the southeast quadrant of the Colton
crossing, UP can now route trains to and from the Sunset and Tucumcari routes over the UP
mainline in the L.A. Basin, making better use of capacity and r'^ducing transit times compared to
using the SP mainline. Automotive trains to the Mira Loma auto faciUty, the largest in the L.A.
Basin, also mn from Kansas City to Colton on the former SP, then directly to the ramp on UP.
As also shown on Exhibit 4, UP installed two additional connections between the
UP and SP mainlines ai Pomona and Montclair, California. These connections give dispatchers
fiexibility to move trains back and forth between the two routes. Trains to and from the ports can
use the more direct UP route west of Pomona and either route east of Pomona, By creating yet
another connection, this one between the former SP mainline and the do jble-track BNSF
mainline at the top of Cajon Pass on which UP has trackagerights,UP effectively created th'ee
main tracks between central Los Angeles and the siunmit of the Pass. UP trains can now use the
shorter SP route to the top of the pass, reducing transit time. The SP route over Cajon Pass dates
from the 1960s and has more modest grades than the downhill track on the BNSF route. Heavy
unit coal trains from Utah and export grain trains can descend the comparatively gentler SP line
vv ith less concern about braking systems and without helper locomotives.
In Northem California, UP — with BNSF s partial participation — has
completed a number of important connections. In Sacramento, at a point called Haggin, UP
rebuih two connections between the grade-sjparaled former WP and SP mainlines. Further
north at Marysville, UP constmcted a cormection in the northwest quadrant cf another crossing.
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-35again allowing trains lo move between the two mainlines. Together, these connections give UP
the flexibility to operate over either of two mainlines from Marysville to Sacramento and beyond
to Stockton. At Stockton, BNSF and UP completed the connection that permits BNSF trains to
run through the terminal without a backup movement, saving hours of transit time. UP also
added a connection in Reno, Nevada, between the UP Reno Branch and the former SP Donner
Pass route.
UP completed the critical Tower 87 connections in Houston, where the Suns5t
Route crosses the HBT East Belt. In the Operating Plan, the applicants proposed a connection in
the northvvi^ quadrant of this crossing, which is located adjacent to the former SP Englewood
Yard and just south of UP's Settegast Yard. The northwest quadrant connection allows trains
and engines to move quickly between the two yards, avoiding a circuitous route through the busy
Houston terminal. UP also installed a connection in the noitheM quadrant of the crossing,
which allows trains, such as those carrying chemical shipments from Dayton and the Baytown
Branch, to mn directly into Settegast. Using this crossing, BNSF could also route trains from
east of Houston onto the HBT for direct movement to its line northwest from Houston. All of
these trains on both railroads avoid central Houston trackage and reduce delays to other trains.
Repair Shoos and Other Facilities. To dale, UP has invested approximately $60
million in constructing, upgrading and consolidating repair shops and facilities. In addition to a
major new locomotive serving shop at Hinkle, Oregon, UP has improved locomotive servicing
and fueling facilities at several locations.
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Locomotives. Since the UP/SP merger, UP has acquired 618 modem, highhorsepower locomotives at a cost of some $2.5 million each, or approximately ihree billion
dollars. This influx of new locomotives .sharply increased UP's total available locomotive
capacity and, although not counted as merger spending, allowed it to eliminate SP's fleet of
older-ntodel. low-efficiency locomotives that had high maintenance costs and poor emissions
characteristics. SP could not have afforded such a wholesale replacement of its locomotive fleet,
and even those locomotives that SP did purchase were the most basic available models. In
addition, since the UP/SP merger, UP has rebuilt 1,380 loccinotives. a rebuild program far
beyond SP's means.
Report on Houston/Gulf Coast Region Infrastructure. In a May I . 1998 report to
the Board, UP recommended more than one billion dollars in capital investments that it and other
parties should make in rail infrastmcture in the Gulf Coast region over a multi-y.ar period.
Approximately $48.6 million represented projects previously identified m the UP/SP Operating
Plan, while the remainder were in addition to the Operatine I-'an proposals. Through 1999. UP
anticipates that almost $300 million will have been invested, including more than $70 million on
new capacity and connections, more than $30 million on terminal improvements, over $30
million on industry support facilities, and some $155 million on track upgrades and
improvements. Portions of those amounts come from other railroads through joint facility
pav ments or from govemmental entities.
In the Houston area, in addition lo the $6 million Tower 87 connection projects,
UP is spending $5 million in 1999 at another key rail junction, in the area of Tower 30. This is
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former SP Harrisburg Line from the west, SP's Galveston Subdivision to Strang, and PTRA's
route on the south side of the Houston Ship Channel. UP is establishing interlocking controls al
this intersection, which will allow trains to move much faster through the area, .ind constructing
a new connection in the southwest quadrant. Southeast of that intersection. Phase I of the Strang
Yard expansion is underway, us UP adds receiving and departure tracks to this capacityconstra'.icd faciiity serving large numbers of chemical shippers on the Bayport Loop. .And U'P is
bui'ding a new connection at Pierce Junction on the Harrisburg Line to improve switching
operations and coal train movements.
BNSF and UP (and Tex Mex, to a minor extent) have agreed to fund additional
trackage for capacity-constrained P TRA in Houston. They budgeted $8.8 million to construct
two additional long yard tracks at North Yard, which should be in service in two weeks, and two
more tracks al PTRA's Storage Yard. The authorized amount also includes three additional yard
tracks at Pasadena Yard on the south side of the Houston Ship Channel, for constmction in 2000
or 2001.

This will sharply reduce congestion episodes on P TRA. The Port of Houston is now

constructing a second main track between Strang and the Barbours Cut intemiodal terminal to
facilitate international container movements. UP is working with the Port on plans to extend the
second main track westward to Deer Park Jet.
On the west side of Houston. UT is upgrading and adding CTC to the Sunset
Route mainline this year between Chaney Jet. and West Belt Junction, the route used by UP,
Amtrak. Tex Mex and some BNSF trains to and from the west. On th? city's north side. UP is
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adding additional truckage for Storage in Transit ("SIT") at its Lloyd Yard in Spring, Texas. It is
installing a hump computer and scale at Englewood Yard, and completing expansion of the
locomotive servicing facility at Settegast.
UP is beginning to relocate the former SP mainline at Dayton, which will reduce
conflicts between switching operations and through trains, benefitting Amtrak. BNSF and Tex
Mex. as well as UP. UP will also begin this year the $24,7 million project to add a second track
on thf Baytown Branch, which serves a number of major chemical shippers. Tracks at ^' )nl
Belvieu. on the Branch 13 miles south of Dayton, will also be expanded at a cost of $2.5 million.
UP has completed its expansion of Coady Vard. which it uses as a base of operations for the
Baytown Branch and serves the adjacent EXKOII complex. UP and Bayer Chemical are also
constructing a yard to support service to the Bayer plant on the Baytown Branch.
Further east from Houston. UP completed a siding at Iowa Junction. Louisiana,
to facilitate movements between the fonner SP Sunset Roa'.J and UP's line to Alexandria and
Lovonia, At Lake Charles, UP is extending two yard •racks and connecting two other tracks to
the main body of the yard to improve switching and reduce transit lin

UP also is relocating the

mainline, which runs through the middle of the yard, to a 'lypass route. This will eliminate
existing delays to switching when through trains pass, and delays to v. .ough trains for switching.
BNSF and UP will benefit and are funding this $12.3 million project jointly. L'P planned to
increase track capacity for car storage in the Lake Charles area, but a local government declined
to approve actions necessary for that expansion. UP is looking for another location.
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north of Angleton, Texas, Angleton has long been a bottleneck on the Brownsville Subdivision
between Houston and Corpus Christi, and dispatchers are forced to use a yard track fcr train
meets and passes, blocking switching activity. The new siding wil! alleviate this situation, and
permit a retum to bi-directional operation between Houston and Placedo, Texas. UP will achieve
similar benefits from the $4 million project to build three new classification tracks and a new
switching lead at Bloomington, Texas, where switching today blocks the mainline. UP also
plans to construct $4 mill\on woith of classification tracks at Gregory, Texas, on the Rockport
Branch. This trackage will allow UP to classify chemical traffic more efficiently and possibly to
assemble fuli trains tor points north.
West of Houston in South Central Texas, UP added CTC between Eagle L,ake and
Flatonia this year. It completed siding extensions at Rosenberg and Sugar Land, adding capacity
to the Sunset Route. UP completed the $10 million installation of CTC beiween San Antonio
and Laredo, as well as a new siding on this segment at Moore, Texas. UP is also investing $1.5
million to exiend a wye track in t"" Laredo area to improve train flow. UP built a new cusloris
facility at the Laredo intermodal facility to expedite northbound customs inspections and reduce
delays. The facility, which reduces highway/rai Iroad grade crossing conflicts by removing train
inspections from downtown Laredo, provides protected ar^as for inspection and even a dog
kennel for canine units. In San Antonio, UP is perfoiming engineering work for the $3.9 million
construction of run-through tracks at SoSan Yard, It ai^ o is considering constructing two yard
tracks at Rvan's Ruin. Texas, to facilitate intemational movements through Eagle Pass. Further
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miles of double track and eliminating a severe bottleneck in an area where shippers originate
large volumes of aggregates and cement.
UP will continue to invest heavily in the Houston/Gulf Coast region, but it has
invested most heavily in the last year in the Central Corridor, where capacity needs are greatest,
and il will continue lo do so for the next year Those investments directly benefit many Gulf
Coast-area shippers, including Texas utilities that ship Powder River Basin coal over the Central
Corridor lines. Meanwhile, investments, operating changes and consolidated dispatching have
allowed UP to achieve unprecedented service levels in the Texas/Gulf Coast area. In recent
weeks, for example. UP's Southern Region has been operating at average train speeds of up to
19,0 m.p.h.. an increase of almost 50 percent since UP developed its infrastructure proposals.
This is equal to the highest average speed ever achieved by UP. SP or UP/SP in that region. By
comparison, average train speed in the Centt-al Corridor is somewhat slower, which explain.,
UP's current emphasis on that area.
5.

Terminal and Yard Consolidations

UP continues to combine yard and terminal facilities throughout its service area,
when doing so will improve service or allow UP to provide it more efficiently. In the following
sections, we describe some of the more significant changes implemented in the last year at major
terminals and yards other than those already discussed:
rhi^,:ago. Illinois. As predicted in the Operating Plan, UP shifted significant
v olumes of manifest traffic to BRC's Clearing Yard, especially for CSX destinafions, after the
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congestion and delays, especially on trains for CSX destinations. With the Conrail breakup, UP
wil! concentrate manifest switching for eastem carriers at Proviso Yard, sharply reducing its
reliance on BRC and reducing transit times by increasing the number of mn-through trains.
Thus far, UP has been unable to constmct a major new intermodal facility in the
Chicago area because ot local concerns. UP closed the Forest Hill intermodal ramp, as expected.
On a temporary basis at least, UP trains continue to use the MIT intermodal facility. Most of
UP's traffic at the Bedford Park facility — interiine traffic with CSX — moved to CSX's new
facility at 59"' Street on June 1. As this report was written, NS and CSX intranodal
transportation plans through Chicago are still evolving.
Hast St. Louis. Illinois. As planned, the former SP Valley Yard is inactive and
available for expansion or new assignments. UP and IC may use it for run-through unit coal
trains. Tratfic at A&S Gateway Yard declined sharply as a result of both the UP/SP merger and
the Conrail breakup. Both mergers allowed the railroads to consolidate interline traffic into runthrough trains that are interchanged at Salem, Illinois (UP-CSX) and Sidney, Illinois (UP-NS).
This reduces transit time and eliminates the congestion that sometimes affected Gateway Yard,
The tbrmer CNW Madi.son Yard has been closed as expected.
Kan.sas Citv - Kansas/Missouri, As proposed in the merger application, UP
discontinued manifest switching operations at the former SSW Armourdale Yard, Armourdale's
classification responsibilities were dispersed to Neff Yard and 18* Street Yard, former UP
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especially coal and grain trains.
Dallas. Texas. UP implemented the Operating Plan by concentrating manifest
traffic and switching at SP's Miller Yard, eliminating a time-consuming reverse route for UP
tratfic that previously moved from North Little Rock through Dallas to Ft. Worth and then back
lo Dallas. UP specialized the functions of its two intermodal facilities, but in a somewhat
different way than expected, Mesquite Yard, the fonner UP facility, handles primarily domestic
intermodal traffic. The intermodal facility at Miller Yard accommodates primarily international
traffic in containers. UP leased most of the former SP and MKT industrial trackage on the north
side of Dallas to shortline carrier Dallas, Cjarland and Northeastem. UP did not implement
its plan to close the Mesquite automotive facility because of a substantial increase in Ford
business.
I t. Worth. Texas. As expected, UP closed SP's Broadway Yard and allocated its
work to UP's Centennial and Ney Yards. UP continues to use Ney Yard primarily to hold cars
destined to Mexico lhat have not been cleared to cross tht border. When UP expands SoSan
Yard in San Antonio this fall, these cars will be chambered there, reducing mileage for most
of the traffic and freeing Ney Yard for other duties in this busy terminal. UP and BNSF
rationalized trackage in the terminal to eliminate crossings and reduce conflicts between trains.
The former SP mainline is now a bypass track around Ney Yard.
S,-^n Antoiiit'. Texas. UP will complete implementation of the Operating Plan for
San Antonio next year. As planned, the fonner SP East Yard is the receiving yard, and it handles
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Eagle Pass, UP plans this year to extend yard trackage at SoSan and construct two new mnthrough tracks to handle increased business, especially automotive traffic. This will allow UP to
shift Mexican tratfic from Ney Yard in Ft. Worth to SoSan Yard.
El Paso. Texas, As planned, UP closed the small T&P yard and shifted its
activities lo SP facilities. As UP began to concentrate more expedited trains on the Tucumcari
Line, El Paso loomed as a bottleneck. UP has implemented a number of operating cha nges,
reducing the amount of time trains spend in the terminal. In order to accommodate greater traffic
volumes, UP expects to upgrade signals and switches in the terminal next year.
Los Angeles. Caiifomia. Los Angeles intermodal operations changed
significantly after the merger was planned in the summer of 1995. Several steamship companies
constmcted on-dock container facilities, eliminating UP's need to expand the Intemiodal
Container Transfer Facility (ICTF). That facility will continue to specialize in handling
intemational containers. -As noted eariier, UP decided to retain SP's Los Angeles Transportation
Center ("LATC") for 1-5 Conidor traffic. The UP East Los Angeles facility will continue lo
handle east-west domestic traffic between Southem California and points such as New Orleans,
Atlanta. Houston. Chicago and Kansas City, The City of Industry intermodal fa ;ility. which
originally was to absorb LATC traffic, will accommodate Inland Empire traffic until a new
intermcdai facility is built al the east end of the Basin.
Oakland. California, L/P consolidated manifest traffic into SP's yards, as
predicted in the Operating Plan, The Operating Plan indicated that UP would retain both the
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facilitate the Port or Oakland's desire to expand port facilities on an expedited basis, UP is
closing :he UP internuidal tacility in stages and will make that property available to the Port for
its planned Joint Intermodal Terminal. UP will also provide a route for BNSF to reach that
facility once it opens,
Carlin/Elko. Nevada. UP closed SP's switching operation at its remote yard in
tiny Carlin, Nevada. That work shifted to Elko, which now will originate and terminate local
service trains to and from Davis Yard in Roseville,
Sii It Lake (^ty/Oyden. Utah. UP implemented most of the Operating Plan in Salt
Lake City, UP's yard is used for intermodal traffic and as a setout and pickup point for through
trains. The fomier DRGW Roper Yard is the primary manifest switching yard. UP continues
to use the Roper intermodal facility for UPS traffic to ar d from Denver. At Ogden. UP will
spend $10 million to restore trackage that historically /ormed the "Overland Route," connecting
UP and SP at this gateway. This trackage and signal project wiil increase speeds significantly in
the terminal.
Deny er. Colorado. Denver, untorturately, remains a problem area. UP built two
additional arrival and departure tracks at the former DRGW North Yard to handle increased coal
tratfic. Its greatest need, however, is a direct route between the former DRGW Moffat Tunnel
route and the KP Line so that coal trains can operate through Denver without having to move the
locomotives from one end of each train to the other. UP and BNSF have not beer, able to reach
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The railroads are looking at additional potential solutions.
D.

.Abandonments
As of this report, I l i a s carried out the following metger-relaied abandonments

and discontinuances in whole or in part:
Whittier Junction-Colima Junction, Califomia (Docket No. AB 33 (Sub.
No. 93X)).
Magnolia Tower-Melrose, California (Docket No, AB-33 (Sub-No, 94X)),
Hope-Bridgeport, Kansas (Docket No. AB-3 (Sub-No. 121)).
Towner-NA Junction, Colorado (Docket No, AB-3 (Sub-No, 130)),
Little Mountain Junction-Little Mountain, Utali (Docket No. AB-33 (SubNo. 99X)).
Sage-Leadville, Colorado (Docket Nos, AB-8 (Sub-No, 36X) and AB-12
(Sub-No, 188)),
Malta-Canon City, Colorado (Docket Nos. AB-8 (Sub-No, 39) and AB-12
(Sub-No, 188)).
Gurdon-Camden, Arkansas (Docket No. AB-3 (Sub-No. 129X)).
DeCamp-Edwardsville, Illinois (Docket No. AB-33 (Sub-No, 97X)).
Edwardsville-Madison, Illinois (Docket No. AB-33 (Sub No, 98X))
(portion).
3an--Girard. Illinois (Docket No. AB-33 (Sub-No. 96)).
Iowa Junction-Manchester. Louisiana (Docket No. AB-3 (Sub-No.
133X)),

. df-

UP has determined that the Sage-Malta-Parkdale segment of its T ennessee Pass
line will be retained in place while Central Corridor capac't) requirements are monitored. UP
sold the Canon City-Parkdale portion of its Malta-Canon City. Colorado, line to another carrier,
retaining overhead freight rights.
As reported last year, UP also decided not to abandon that portion of the
Edwardsville-Madison, Illinois, segment between MP 145,2 and 148.78, and not to carry out the
Suman-Bryan, Texas, abandonment (Docket No. AB-12 (Sub-No. 185X)). UP has also decided
not to carry out the Troup-Whitehouse, Texas, abandonment (Docket No. AB-3 (Sub-No.
134X)).
UP has also decided to defer exercising its authority to abandon several additional
line segments, pending further analysis of whether their capacity is needed. Decisions will be
made in the future regarding the following abandonment projects, and UP will notify the Board
of its decisions promptly:

E.

•

Whitewater-Newton. Kansas (Docket No. AB-3 (Sub-No. 132X)).

•

Wendel-Alturas, California (Docket No. AB-12 (Sub-No. 184X)).

•

Seabrook-San Leon, Texas (Docket No. AB-12 (Sub-No. 187X)).

Imph-nont.ition of Houston Gulf Oversitiht Deciaion
In its Decision served December 21, 1998 in Finance Dockei No. 32760 (Sub-No.

26), the Board ordered UP to pursue several steps related to service in the Houston and Ciulf
Coast area. We report here on the status of those initiatives:
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proposal soon after the Board's decision. The BNSF-UP joint dispatchers and UP dispatchers
who control routes in the Houston terminal area are authorized to reroute trains froni their normal
routes whenever operating conditions warrant. They use this flexibility to enhance the efficiency
of overall operations in the terminal.
K( S, Tex Mex Participation in Sprint. Dispatch Center. As not,-d earlier, both
carriers elected not to participate.
CMTA. UP is working with Longhom Railway to develop new Irackage for
the interchange at McNeil. Texas. Longhom is to provide a plan to UP. UP also negotiated
an arrangement with Longhom lo re-establish the Giddings. Texas, interchange.
Infrastructure Report. UP's annual report is included in this submission. In
January. UP placed a senior official in Houston to work vvith business leaders and public otTicials
on transportaiion and community issues. As part of this effort, UP has provided quarterly
briefings for the Greater Houston Partnership's Rail Freight Task Force on UP operations,
including service levels and capital invesUnenl in the region.
Trackage Ri^'hts Modifications. In the only modification of merger-related
trackage rights since the decision. UP invited BNSF to discuss reluming its U-ains to Uieir
original route between Temple and San Antonio via Smithville, Texas. BNSF did not object
to this change, and it took elTect today at midnight this moming.
HGC. UP senior management personnel have met repeatedly vvith
Mr Kenneth Cotton, who manages th'"^ railroad, although it presently bas no locomotives
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HCiC. pursued a potential arrangement under which HGC would perform storage and switching
duties for UP. even though the location would be out-of-route and less efficient for UP and its
shippers. The yard HGC originally wanted to use for this service is no longer available to HGC,
The proposed arrangement also was contingent on approval of the owner of the rail property on
which the activity was to take place, but the owner has rejected the arrangement and indicates
that it would not be feasible. The City of Wharton also has raised environmental concems,
Mr, Cotton asked UP to meet again on July 2, and UP will do so in good faith, UP has devoted
substantial time and resources to these negotiations to determine whether this rail operation
could provide any services that would fulfill a legitimate business need, UP believes that it has
discharged its obligation under this condition.
II.

COMPETITION
As the merger moves toward the three-year mark, it is clear that both the merger

nnd the implementation of the competitive conditions imposed by the Board have strengthened
rail competition in the West.
First, the UP system continues to enhance competition by providing shippers with
sinule-line and shorter routings that were not available prior to the merger, as well as improved
equipment supply and reduced switch ices. With the resolution of UP's congestion problems,
shippers are increasingly enjoying these merger-related competiiive benefits.
Second, the competitive conditions - - particularly the extensive trackage and
haulagerightsgranted to BNSF — continue to demonstrate their clear effectiveness. Shippers
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traffic they are awarding to BNSF and the rates and service initiatives that UP has taken to meet
BNSF competition. And for a third year, events have continued to prove that the Board was
correct in its rejection of claims that the merger would have adverse competitive effects on "3-to2" traf fic. Utah and Colorado coal. Gulf Coast chemicals, or grain.
Indeed, for every competitively relevant category of Iraffic, this is the third
straight year in which rates are steady or down.
A,

Competitive Benefits of the Merger
As merger implementation has moved .orward for a third year, the merger has

continued to generate stronger competition in important ways.
1.

New Single-I.inc Service and Shorter Routes

One of the principal reasons that the Board approved the UP/SP merger was the
synergies of the two railroads' networks — the ability, by combining those networks, to produce
much-expanded single-line service and shorter routes in many important corridors. With the
completion of TCS installation across the former SP, further progress during the past year in
completing labor implementing agreements, and continuing merger-related capital investments,
the merged system has made ever-increasing progress in exploiting these sy nergies, to the
distinct benefit of the shipping!; public.
For several years now, the availability of single-line service and shorter routes has
yielded e\tendt;d hauls on existing UP business and attracted new business to the merged system.
And new opportunities continue to arise. As a result, shippers are enjoying improved serv ice
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examples of how, in the year since our last in-depth report, new single-line service and shorter
routings made possible by the merger have continued to attract new business to UP and bring
shippers lower rales una better service.
In many instances, these enhancements of rail competitiveness have allowed
customers to penetrate new markets where they previously could not compete. For example,
shippers that continue to take advantage of major new single-line marketing opportunities
include: UP grain producers moving their gr-in lo SP destinations such as the Imperial Valley
and the Nogales gateway; SP Pacific Northwest and Califom.ia lumber producer^- reaching new
markets at UP points and via UP routes and junctions; UP-seived South Central lumber
producers reaching SP destinations; UP-served and SP-.served Gulf Coast chemical
manufacturers shipping their products to destinations and junctions on the othe. merging
railroad; and SP aggregate producers reaching new destinations served by UP in the Houston
area. New shorter routes are bringing benefits to, among others: UP-served shippers using SP's
Sunset Route across the Southem Comdor; SP-served Utah coal producers lhat can cut 300 miles
off their routes to export facilities and industrial coal users in Southem Califomia- SP-served
rock shippers in Texas; SP-served Louisiana shippers moving goods to Memphis and beyond,
and intermodal shippers moving traffic between Memph s and Los Angeles that can cut 200
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miles off their route. Examples of all oi these situations and more are provided in Confidential
Appendix A.
2.

Equipment

An additional dimension of strengthened competition arising out of the UP/SP
merger i-wolves equipment supply and utilization. For a third year, the merger of the UP and SP
equipment fleets, dnd the consolidation of the car management functions, has allowed UP to
bring many competitive benefits to shippers. Al! across the merged system, I 'P shippers
continue to benefit from access to SP equipment, and vice versa. Consolidation of the two
railroads has opened up numerous opportunities for backhauls, triangulation. and more efficient
equipment repositioning, whn 1. in turn allow more competitive rates and service to be provided
to customers.
Since October 1996, UP and SP equipment has been managed as a single fleet.
As a result, UP and its shippers have enjoyed the benefits of imn-oved car utilization that the
merger application predicted. As was the case last year and the year before, numerous concrete
examples can be cited ot shippers' benefitting during the past year from combining UP and SP
fleets as a single source of car supply, and from ^'^.e merged system's ability to acquire additional
cars to satisfy shipper needs. Some of the most noteworthy examples include: the use of UP's
mechanical reefer fleet by SP shippers in Califomia; the acquisition of centerbeamflatcarsfor
Pacific Northwest ard Califomia lumber shippers; and the repositioning of intennodal equipment
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3.

Switch Fees

As previously reported, the elimination and reduction of switch fees has been
another important dimension of enhanced competition made possible by the UP/SP merger. As
soon as the merger was consummated, switch fees between UP and SP were eliminated, I hese
fees, frequently $495 pet car, were a major obstacle to the use of the most efficient routes, and to
competition for shorter-haul movements against trnck and altemate product sources. Switch fees
between UP and SP amounted to more than $16 million, for over 50,000 cars, in the year prior lo
the merger.
SP had imposed its high reciprocal switching charges on all major railroads, and
those railroads reciprocated, SP had a policy of imposing high fees because it had a switching
imbalance and the fees provided a much needed cash inflow. Pursuant to the BNSF settlement
agreement, as augmented by the CMA agreement, fees charged by the merged system to BNSF
at '"2-10-1 •• points were set at $130 per cat ($60 per car for grain), and fees charged by SP al all
other poinis to all railroads were reduced so that no charge was more than $150 per car. The
.ipplicants and BNSF reached ftirther agieement that charges between BNSF and SP at all
locations would be reduced to no more than $130 per car. These reductions went into effect
promptly upon consummation of the merger. In the first full year following the merger, the

•* For additional specific examples of equipment benefits that shippers continue to enjoy,
see Applicants" Second Annual Report on Merger and Condition Impiementation (UP/SP-344),
pp, 45-52,
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of impact has continued in subsequent years.
in total. UP estimates that the elimination and reduction of switching charges that
were produced by the merger and the settlement agreements will amount to some $85 million
during thefirstthree years following the merger. In addition to this monetary impact, these
reductions have prompted new and increased trafficflows,as rail rates have become more
competiiive.
In addition, in February of last year, UP and BNSF entered into a new systemwide
reciprocal switch fee agreement that producedftirtheroverall reductions in switch fees (including
in particular CNW's high switch fees) and greatly simplified switch fee administrafion on both
railroads. The agreement sup rseded seven earlier agreements involving former constituent
railroads of UP and BNSF, most involving higher charges. Reciprocal switch fees involving the
entire UP and BNSF systems were standardized at $75 per car for w'nole grains and $130 per car
for nearly all other traffic. This agreement was attributable in significant part to the merger,
because the merger permitted negotiations on a bisis of broad equality in switching volumes and
brought-djouta commitment by the entire merged system to promoting traffic development
through reducing '^witch fees.
B.

l ffectivenessof(\)mpetition-Preserviny Condifions
The Board imposed, as conditions to its pproval of the merger, the settlement

agreements entered into between the primary applicants and BNSF and CMA, end augmented
those settlements in a number of ways. The Board also granted in part Tex Mex's trackage rights
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All of these conditions have continued to work well during the past year.
1,

Compliance With the Conditions

UP continued to devote substantial resources during the past yea' to complying
strictly with all merger conditions. UP s compliance with th^ vompefition-preserving conditions
is described below.
a.

BNSF and CMA Agreements

UP has fully complied with the BNSF and CMA agreements.
C lar [fy ing Decisions. As the Board is aware, even before the merger had been
approved, the applicants had completed and filed definitive trackagerightsagreements and
haulage ajjreements with BNSF. In the three years since me merger was approved, the number
of disputes regarding the scope of BNSF's rights, which was never great to begin with, has
rapidly diminished.
During the past year, the Board decided only one dispute between BNSF and UP
regarding the scope of the merger conditions. In Decision No. 81, served Oct. 5, 1998, the Board
held that BNSF had the right to serve a South Texas Liquid Terminal transload facility near San
Antonio, Texas.' The Board also stated that "any further disputes between BNSF and U " arising
under the settlement agreement should be arbitrated under the provisions of that agreement."
14. p. 5. One dispute, involving access to Four Star Sugar in El Paso. Texas, is presently

'
In its decision concluding the second annual oversight proceeding, Finance
Docket No. 32760 (Sub-No. 21), Decision No. 13, served Dec. 18, 1998, the Board also denied
several shipper and shortline requests seeking access to BNSF because of UP service problems.

-55pendiiig before the Board, although UP believes that this dispute should be submitted to
arbitration in accordance with the Board's instructions in Decision No. 81.
"2-to-l " Protocol. UP has continued to abide by the provisiors of the protocol
established by UP and BNSF to govem the listing of "2-lo-l" facilities There are no disputes
pending before the Board, and there have been no "2-to-l" disputes that have required arbitration
or resolution by ihe Board since the Soulh Texas Liquid Terminal matter was resolved.
Voluntary Further Agreements. As previously reported, in order to facilitate
BNSF's operations pursuant to the merger conditions, UP voluntarily entered into a number of
haulage agreements with BNSF that -were not required by the term of the parties' settlement
agreement. The agreements that had already been entered into at he time of the first annual
oversight report c.

El Paso-Sierra Blanca; Beaumont-Orange; Odem-Corpus Christi; Pine

Bluff-Camden: Shreveport-Tenaha; Texarkana-Shreveport; and service to Nevada Paired Track
customers, to Turiock, Fullerton and South Gate, Califomia, and in the Baytown. San Jose,
Stockton, Salt Lake City and Lake Charies areas. As reported last year, an additional haulage
agreement was entered into for th movement of traffic between Pine Bluff, Arkansas, and the
"*2-to-I" points of Paragould, Arkansas, and Dexter, Missouri. As previously reported, some of
these agreements, such as the Odem-Corpus Christi and Shreveport-Tenaha haulage, are no
longer in use because BNSF is instead running trackage rights trains at those locations.
'vlso. Utah Railway has continued during the past year to serve as BNSF's
designated agent for switching customers in the Utah Valley. UP consented lo this pursuant to
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arrangements.
Implementation Steps. Operating and data systems were put in place for
immediate commencement of BNSF service upon consummation of the merger, and UP and
BNSF have worked together since the merger to refine those systems, which initially involved
considerable manual effort lo ensure that each railroad had accurate information about the other's
operations. UP and BNSF now have in place automated systems that allow the railroads to
exchange accurate and up-to-date information regarding each railroad's trackage rights trains.
UP and BNSF had been conducting weekly conference calls to address data exchange issues, but
they recently agreed that resolution of data exchange issues has progressed to the point where it
is no longer necessary to continue these calls.
As previously reported, in March 1997, UP and BNSF developed a formal process
to record, monitor and resolve day-to-day operational issues that arise out of the trackage rights,
haulage and reciprocal switching arrangements between the railroads. A problem-log database
was created that allows employees of both UP and BNSF to add and update problems. UP has an
eniplovee at its National Customer Service Center .issigned to work full-time on resolving
problems identified in the log. Since January . UP has responded to BNSF log entries within four
hours between 95% and 98% of the time. And between January 1, 1999 and June 16, 1999, there
have been 651 entries in the problem-log database, as compared to 1.182 over the same period
last >ear. The sharp decline in log entries and UP's rapid responses reflect UP's efforts to ensure
that BNSF receives the full benefit of the merger conditions.
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well. Both parties have exercised theirrightsto monitor the dispatching of their trains by the
other, and any issues lhat have arisen regarding dispatching on trackage rights lines have been
resolved quickly and cooperatively. BNSF has a full-time manager at the Harriman Dispatching
Center and UP has maintained a full-time manager at BNSF's Fort Worth Dispatching center lo
facilitate to movement of BNSF trackagerightstratfic.''
In the past. BNSF claimed that UP engaged in discriminatory dispatching of its
trains ov er UP trackage rights segments. UP developed, at substantial expense, an automated
measuring system to evaluate this claim and demonstrated conclusively that it was meritless. In
fact, comparisons of transit times for comparable BNSf and UP trains on trackage rights
segments showed that BNSF trains generally experienced faster transit times.
BNSF's claims of discriminatory dispatching have been replaced by an ongoing,
cooperative effort by both railroads to monitor trackage rights operations over almost all
segrr ents on which one of the railroads operates over the other. The latest available results,
covering the month of May, continued to prove lhat BNSF U-ains received equitable handling on
UP trackage ' ights. Of 49 instances in which it is possible to compare UP and BNSF average
transit times for comparaole train types (with four or more operations per month), BNSF trains
experienced faster average transit times in 29 instances, UP trains moved faster on average in

In addition, as previously reported. UP and BNSF are participating successfully in
the Houston-are-, regional dispatching center in Spring. Texas, and they are implementing
consolidated dispatching in Southem Califomia and the Powder River Basin, as well. UP and
BNSF are also developing plans for a consolidated dispatching center to control operations
throughout the Kansas Citv terminal area.
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remaining three instances. These results are consistent with the duty of nondiscriminatory
dispatching. Nondiscriminatory dispatching does not mean that every train will have the same
transit time on every route — it will always be the case that on a day-to-day basis some trains
w ill move faster than others. Nondiscriminatory dispatching means that all trains are subject to
fair and equal treatment and there is no systematic imbalance between railroads, T he data show
that BNSF trains receive fair and equal treatment on UP.
I.ine .Sales. The BNSF settlement agreement provided for the sale to BNSF of
three line segments: Dallas-Waxahachie (completed Sept. 20, 1996); Iowa Juncfion-Avondale
(completed Dec. 15, 1996); and Keddie-Bieber (completed July 15, 1997),^
('onncctions. UP work on connections to facilitate BNSF trackage rights
operations has been completed at all locations. The final element — signal work at the new
Stockton, California, connection, which had been in place for more than a year — was completed
in Mav,
^
As previously reported, as part of an overall agreenient under which BNSF joined
in the Spring regional dispatching center. UP and BNSF agreed on February 18. 1998 to
exchange undivided half-interests in UP's line between iowa Junction. Louisiana, and Houston
(Dawes). Texas, and BNSF's 1 le between Iowa Junction and Avmdale. Louisiana. The
agreement also gave UP trackage rights over BNSF's line beiween Beaumont and Navasota,
Texas, allowing trains to bypass Houston, and further clarified limitations on UP's liability for
expetiditures that have been and may in the future be made to upgrade the Iowa JunctionAvondalc line. In addition, the agreement allowed BNSF new access to customers alon-,; the
fornier-SP line between Houston and Iowa Junction. The access, which did not require Board
action, w ent into effeci immediately. The Board exempted the exchange of ownership interests
in Finance Docket No. 33630. Burlin^'ton Northern & Sanla Fe Rv, & Union Pavifi*; R R. —
Acquisition l-xemption — Lines Beiween Dawes. TX. & \vondak. LA. served Sept, 29, 1998.
UP expects the final agreements to be in place shortly.
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a $25 million capital reserve fun 1 tofinanceprojects on the trackage rights lines required to
accommodate the operations of BNSF and UP on those lines The parties have concurred on the
following projects:
Proiect
Avondale Connections
Iowa Jet, Siding
CTC, Echo TX to Iowa Jet,
Ei Pinal Crossing
Stockton Connecfion
AEI Readers

UP Ccst Estimate
6.1 million
5.5 million
3,4 million
3.7 million
4,0 million
0,5 million

These projects total $23,2 million. UP a id BNSF have agreed to hold the remainder of the fund
as a contingency fund lo partially cover any cost overruns,
Storage-in-Transit Capacity. As required by the CMA agreement and the Board's
merger approval decision, UP has continued to make storage-in-lran'-it ("SIT") capacity available
to BNSF at Dayton Yard, n^ar Houston, and at Beaumont, Texas, for BNSF trackage rights
trai l'ic. Most of this capacity (1,350 out of 1,475 storage spots) is at Dayton, where BNSF and
lhe facility operator have constructed receiving and departure tracks to fucilitate BNSF's use of
the facility " SIT capacity is tight throughout the Gulf Coast area, and UP is pursuing capital
investment and other initiatives to add storage space. In the past year, BNSF established a SIT
facility on tracks leased from UP in Beaumont, BNSF-PR-9, p. 9,

Dayton is a 3,000-car yard, but 300 of those spots are used for switching both UP and
BNSF cars.
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was necessary to dt t^rmine on a case-by-case basis whether a particular shipper facility qualified
as a "new facility" for purposes of the condition giving BNSF the right to serve such facilifies on
lines where BNSF has trackage rights. UP has promptly responded to BNSF requests for
confirmation of its ability to access new facilifies. Since Decision No. 75, there has been only
i nc dispute on this subject. BNSF recently filed a petition seeking access to Four Star Sugar in
El Paso, Texas — a facility located at the back of a UP yard that can only be reached by moving
ov er an active, multipurpose raii line over which BNSF does no? have trackage rights. Thai
petition is presently pending.
./oint Service C ommittee The Joint Service Commitiee provided for in the
parties' dispatching protocol has met twice since the last annual report, in October and March.
Numerous other informal communications have occurred to fol'ow up on issues addressed at
those sessions.

mong the merger-related issues addressed were: train performance in trackage

rights corridors; the development of performance standards; the status of various capital projects
funded oul of the $25 million joint fund; operating plans for the Baytown and Cedar Bayou
Branches; and data integrity issues aflecting service in the Winnemucca-EIko region.
Scjrcy'ated Funds. In Section 6 of the CMA agreement. Applicants agreed lo
place trackage rights fees received under the BNSF settlement agreement into two dedicated
funds, one with respect to the trackage rights lines in Texas. Louisiana, Arkansas, Missouri and
Illinois, and one vvith respect to the trackage rights lines in the Central Corridor and Califomia,
Applicants agreed that the money in thosefimdswould be spent on (a) maintenance on those
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lines, (b) offsetting depreciation of those lines, (c) capital improvements on those lines, and
(d) costs for accounting necessary to administer the two funds. As UP has shown in prior
quarterly reports, expenditures on the trackagerightslines are greatly exceeding the trackage
rights revenues. The following table provides intormaUon regarding the two fluids through the
quarter ending March 31,1999. the latest date for which the data has thus far been compiled, (In
light of the great excess of outlays over fees, we have not compiled data on capital expenditures
on the lines, which have been substantial,)
Texas, Louisiana,
Arkansas, Missouri

Califomia and

Central Cprridpr
REVENUE
Trackage Rights Fees
Capacity Improvement Fees

$37,437,979

$40,732,875

Q

Q

Total

EXPENSES
Maintenance

$85,319,900

$61,755,114

Depreciation

61,755,114

64,738,240

Capital Expenditures

not calculated

not calculated

Accounting Expenses

53.514

53.514

Total

Si47.l28.528

C ontract Reopener Process. The CMA agreement, as further augmented by the
Board, provided that UP must allow all "2-to-l" shippers to divert to BNSF up to 50% of
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explained in our July I , 1997 report, most affected contracts were of one-year duration, and thus
have now expired, and most shippers with affected contracts elected to take no action in response
to the notices they were sent setting forth their rights under this provision. However, a
substantial number of shippers did elect, in lieu of exercising the formal 50% reopener option, to
negotiate new contracts with UP lo supersede the pre-merger contracts prior to their expiration.
In a number of other instances shippers diverted volumes under pending contracts to BNSF
without formally inquiring whether UP would terminate the contract, and UP did not elect lo
terminate the contract.
1-5 C 'orridor. As previously reported, the 1-5 proportional rate agreement went
into effeci on July 15. 1997. simultaneously with the Keddie-Bieber line sale, UP's trackage
rights over BNSF's Bend-Chemult segment also went into effect on that date. Examples of UP
traff moving under the proportional rate agreement and BNSF traffic moving over the Bieber
line are contained in Confidential Appendix J,
UP Trackage Rifihts on BNSF. UP has exercised the following irackage rights
that it received over BNSF lines as part of the BNSF setfiement agieement: rights at Superior,
Wisconsin, to facilitate access to the MERC Dock coal facility;rightsbetween Mojave and
Barstow, California, which have been used to capture new perishables traffic and to bypass the
Los Angeles Basin for such movements as industrial sand and Utah coal bound to facilities in
Central Califomia; and overhead and local service rights on the Dallas-Waxahachie and Iowa
Junction-Avondale lines that were sold to BNSF. All of theserightshave strengthened
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final trackage rights segment — between Bend and Chemult. Oregon — for traffic that UP and
CP will block for movement to and from Roseville Yard.
b.

Tex .Mex Trackafc;e Rights

As with the BNSFrights.UP had operating and data systems in place to support
Tex Mex trackage rights operations when those operations commenced on October 8, 1996, As
reported last year, as a result of UP's institution of directional operations between Beaumont and
Houston. UP agreed to provide Tex Mex wilh additional trackage rights over the former-SP line
between those points so that Tex Mex could operate with the flow of traffic in each direction.
Tex Mex also continues to operate northbound over UP's line between Algoa and Placedo,
Texas, on tiackage rights that were put in place on a temporary basis to allow Tex Mex to operate
directionally between Houston and Placedo.
As previously reported, UP constructed a new connection at Flatonia to facilitate
the movement of Tex Mex trains. A new siding south of Flatonia at Adel, Texas, was placed in
service in February, Construction of a new connecfion at Robstown was completed in June of
last year, and the rehabilitation of an associated siding was completed in July.
We reported last year that Tex Mex had expressed interest in becoming a member
of the Port Terminal Railroad Association ("PTRA") in Ho-iston, and that discissions of thai
matter were underway. Tex Mex membership in the PTRA has since been approved by the
current PTRA members.
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Utah Railwav Trackaye Ritihts

The Utah Railway trackage rights remained fully operafional during the past year,
vvith all nc ssary support .systems in place.
2.

The Conditions Are Working Well

Each of the competitive conditions continues to work to provide effective
competition.
a.

BNSF

BNSF continues to provide vigorous and effecUve competition using the r.ghts
that it received as a condition to the nnrger.
RNSF Service. As we have previously reported, BNSF rapidly made the
transition from interim haulage, which had gone into effect immediately following the merger at
all points that BNSF had the right to serve, to full trackagerightsoperations in all major
corridoiS.
During the pa< year, BNSF has continued to expand its service using rights
obtained in connection with the merger. Here are some of the significant actions it has taken:
•

In July 1998. BNSF began direct delivery and receipt of intermodal traffic
with CSX and NS at New Orleans, thereby bypassing BNSF's Westwego
intermodal facility.

•

In July 1998. BNSF completed an additional operating siding at Eagle
Pass and instituted an improved interchange process with Ferrocaril
Mexicaiio ("FXE").

•

On September 2. 19^8. BNSF commenced a daily Lafayette-Lake Charles,
Louisiana roundtrip local train for handlir- Lake Charies business through
interchange with UP at the fomiei-SP Lake Charles yard.

65On November 12, 1998. BNSF commenced six day/week local service
between Stockton and Sacramento, Califomia, replacing service provided
by UP hauiage between those points.
On March 1, 1999, BNSF inifiated a new operating pla.i on the former-SP
Baytown and Cedar Bayou Branches, replacing UP hauiage serv'ice with
direct service and service via reciprocal switching.
In March 1999, BNSF completed the construcfion of three 7.500-fool
tracks at its Dayton Yard facility.
In March 1999. BNSF nlso completed the constmction of a new
interchange at Crowley, Louisiana, with Acadiana Railway, a "2-10-1"
shortline in Louisiana,
BNSF is operating trackage rights trains over virtually all the lines where it has
the right to do so. The sole exception is that BNSF has not used itsrightsto St. Louis, except
for occasional movements, because it has prefen-ed to work with IC to move traffic between
Memphis and connections with Eastem carriers,
UP continues to handle BNSF U-affic in haulage service between Houston and
Brownsville as provided for in the settlement agreement, as well as at several other locations
mentioned above, UP also continues to provide haulage for Iraffic moved by BNSF lo and from
"omnibus" points, — ijL, "2-to-l" points not located on BNSF trackage rights con-idors —
pursuant to UP's June 1997 offer to provide service to and from all such points via haulage
pending any request by BNSF for an altemative fonr. of access. Significant BNSF haulage
movements were handled to or from the following "omnibus" points during lhe past year:
•

Livennore, CA (haulage to/from Wann Springs, CA)

•

Trevarno, CA (haulage to/from Warni Springs, CA)

•

Sugar Land, TX (haulage to/from Houston)
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Dickinson, TX (on the former Galveston, Houston and Henderson
Railroad) (haulage to/from Houston)

•

Turiock, CA (haulage to/from Stockton)

•

Great Southwest, TX (haulage to/from Ft, Worth)

BNSF Trackage Volumes. The volume of traffic handled by BNSF pursuant to its
trackage rights continued to increase this year. For the past two years, after reviewing BNSF's
substantial trackage rights volumes and the competitive service BNSF was offering in all major
corridors, the Fioard found that the merger conditions had effectively preserved competition.
This year, BNSF's volumes have continued to grow.
Through May of 199';, BNSF had operated a total of 17,443 through freight trains
over the irackage rights lines since the commencement of operations in October 1996, This is
shown in Exhibits #5. #6 and #7. depicting, by month, the numbers of BNSF through trackage
rights freight trains and the number of cars and tons on those trains.
As the exhibits show, the monthly number of BNSF trackagerightstrains had
grow n to 751 in May 1999 — greater than the 703 trackage rights trains that BNSF operated a
year eariier, in May 1998, and far greater than the 392 trackage rights trains BNSF operated in
May 1997. BNSF tonnages ha^ e increased even more sharply than the nuniber of trains,
reaching 3.8 million gross tons in May 1999, compared with 3.3 million gross tons in May 1998,
and 1.4 million gross tons in May 1997. And cars moving in through trackagerigl.*-;trains have
also increased more sharply than the number of trains, reaching 47,176 (25,401 loads and 21,775
empties) in May 1999, compared with 40.802 (21,88° loads and 18,913 empfies) in May 1998,
and 17,834 (10.077 loads and 7.757 empties) in May 1997, Thus, not only has the number of
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BNSF Trackaqe Rights
Number of Through Trains
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Exhibit #6

BNSF Trackage Rights
Number of Cars (Through Trains)
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Exhibit #7

BNSF Trackage Rights
Gross Tons (Through Trains)
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-67trains increased, but the tonnage and number of cars carried on each train have increiised as well.
Gross tons per train were 5,000 in May 1999, compared with 4,630 in May 1998, and 3,592 in
May 1997. Cars per train were 63 in May 1999, compared with 58 in May 1998, and 45 in
May 1997.
Another way of measuring the continued growth of BNSF's traffic volumes on
trackagerightsthrough trains is to examine average monthly data from the three periods UP has
used to submit traffic data in the Board's oversight proceedings. The three periods are October
1996-May 1997; June 1997-May 1998; and June 1998-May 1999, In those three periods,
average monthly trains have grown from 232 in the first period, to 574 in the second, to 725 in
the most recent period. Average monthly tons have grown from 703,822 in the first period, to
2,467,520 in the second, to 3,423,944 in the most recent period. Average monthly cars have
grown from 8,940 in the first period, to 31.828 in the second, to 43,459 in the most recent period.
These data also show that tonnage and number of cars per train is increasing faster than the
number of trains. Average monthly tons per train have grown from 3,034 in the first period, to
4,299 in the second, lo 4,723 in the most recent period. Average monthly cars per train have
grown from 38 in the first period, to 55 in the second, to 60 in the most recent period.
Thesefiguresdo not include the many local trackagerightstrains that BNSF has
also operated. Much of the business on these local trains connects directly with BNSF's through
trains at BNSF's own terminals, rather than connecting through trackagerightstrains — and thus
represents still further traffic secured by BNSF because of the merger conditions. Through

-63May 1999, BNSF had operated a total of 1,411 locals between Houston and Dayton, Texas;**
532 locals between Temple and Waco or Elgin, Texas; and 535 locals between Richmond and
Warm Springs or Oakland. California. These trains handled 72.198 loaded and empty cars. In
addition, since commencing service as BNSF's agent for local train operations in the Utah Valley
on April 1. 1997, the Utah Railway has operated some 3,002 local trains, carrying a total of some
75,083 loaded and empty cars,
BNSF also continues to move appreciable volumes via haulage, though more and
more of BNSF's operations have shifted to trackage rights over lime. In May 1999, loaded and
empty haulage cars totaled nearly 3,700. More than half of these moved to and from
Brownsville, with the remainder spread among such other locations as Fullerton. Califomia;
Lake Charles, Louisiana; Orange, Texas; the Northem Califomia area; and the "Paired Track" in
Nevada.
BNSF's through train frequencies in major corridors continue to underscore
^^NSF's competitiveness. Those frequencies — generally two or even three trains per day in
each direction — clearly support highly compeutive service:
•

In the Central Conidor. BNSF operated 153 through trains in May 1999,

carrying 500,234 gross tons. By comparison, tlie totals in May 1998, v.hich we cited in last
year's report, were 168 through trains and 497,557 gross tons. The totals in May 1997 were 76

'
A recent review of BNSF local train data revealed that UP did not capture all of
ihe BNSF Houston-Dayton local train traffic in its previous oversight reports. In this report, we
are using corrected data. Had this correct data been used in last year's annual report, the number
of Houston-Dayton local trains would have been 429 instead of 340.

-69through trains and 176,777 gross tons. BNSF's service in the Central Corridor consists of
approximately two trains per day westbound from Denver to Stockton via Salt Lake City, one
train per day eastbound from Stockton to Denver via Salt Lake Cily, and one train per day
eastbound froT Salt Lake City to Denver.
•

In the Houston-Memphis Corridor. BNSF operated 115 through trains in

May 1999, canying 692,946 gross tons. The totals in May 1998 were 116 through trains and
609,058 gross tons. The totals in May 1997 were 104 through trains and 391,743 gross tons.
BNSF is running two trains per day in each direction in this corridor.
•

In the last of the three major BNSF corridors — Houston-New Orleans —

BNSF operated 166 through trains in May carrying 781,727 gross tons. The totals in May 1998
were 164 through trains carry ing 812,718 gross tons. The totals in May 1997 were 120 through
trains carrying 384,942 gross tons. BNSF service in this corridor remains at a level of three
trains per day — one of them an intermodal train — in each direction.
Another way of measuring the continued, and indeed increasing, strength of
BNSF competition is lo consider average monthly data from the three periods UP has used to
submit data in these oversight proceedings. In those three periods, in the Houston-New Orieans
Corridor, average monthly trains have grown from 67 in the first period, to 132 in the second, to
167 in tht most recent period; and average monthly total tons have grown from 164,116 in the
first period, to 551.343 in the second, to 772,231 in the most recent period.
In the Houston Memphis Corridor, average monthly trains have grown from 47 in
the first period, to 112 in the second, to 120 in the most recent period; and avciage monthly total
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most recent period.
In the Central Conidor, average monthly trains have grown from 62 in the first
period, to 138 in the second, and this year are down slightly to 122; and average monthl> total
tons have grown from 92.656 in the first period, to 412.999 in the second, and this year are down
slightly to 373,370. Despite these small declines in trains and tons, average monthly total tons
per train have actually increased.'"
These data show BNSF's continued strength in all three major con-idors.
As was true of thefigurespresented last year, the foregoing comdorfiguresdo
not include many other trackage rights trains, including 1-5 Conidor trains lhat use trackage
rights over UP between Keddie and Stockton California (106 trains in May 1999. versus 78 in
May 1998 and none in May 1997); trains between Houston and Corpus Chiisti (84 trains in May
1999, versus 76 in May 1998 and 43 in May 1997); trains between Temple and Eagle Pass via
San Antonio (60 trains in May 1999. versus 50 in May 1998 and 19 in May 1997); rock trains
inierch.anged with the Georgetown Railroad (22 trains in May 1999, versus 26 in May 1998 and
21 in May 1997); coal train.s to Halsted and Elmendorf Texas (27 trains in May 1999, versus 12
in May 19'>8 and none in May 1997); grain trains to Ontario, Califomia (18 trains in May 1999,
versus 13 in May i998 and 9 in May 1997); and a variety of locals.

'0
The reduction in Central Corridor trackage rights traffic in the June 1998-May
1999 period retlects, ai least in part, BNSF's decision as of August 1998 to re-route westbound
ov erhead manifest iratTic back onto BNSF's route through Arizona and Southem Califomia
following capacity expansion on that rout*..

-71 The continued growth of BNSF's Mexico volumes is also notable In Maj 1999,
BNSF operated 84 trackage rights trains to and from Corpus Christi and Robstown. principally
for interchange with Tex Mex of Mexico traffic (the trains abo included some Corpus Christi
business and perhaps some business interchanged for Tex Mex local points). Those trains
handled 6.914 loaded and empty cars and 538.758 gross t ms. In May 1998. thefigureswere 76
trains with 6,688 cars and 436,543 ions. And in May 1997. thefigureswere 43 trains, with 3,332
cars and 278,836 gross tons. Eagle Pass trains also continue to increase, reflecting BNSF efforts
lo improve operations at that gateway: 60 trains, carrying '1.161 cars and 395,479 tons in May
1999, compared with 50 trains, carrying 2,877 cars and 333,024 tons, in May 1998, and
compared with 19 trains, canying 703 cars and 60,599 tons, in May 1997.
We noted in the first annual oversight report that, based on its own public
statements. BNSF was already earning revenues fiom tratfic moving pursuant to its merger rights
at a rate representing some 20% of BNSF s estimate during the merger procee'^\.g of a $1 AiW'ion
total univer.se of available traffiic. Today, BNSF volumes are more than twice as high. It is row
more clear lhan ever that BNSF, with its extensive Westem network and infrastructure of
terminals and other support facilities, was uniquely situated to mount fully competitive service
ov cr the new rights, and that there is no reason why BNSF cannot regularly handle 50%, or even
more, of the entire available universe of traffic - though, as always, UP will fight for every
carload.
Last year, we noted the possibility ihat some part of last year's growth in BNSF's
v olumes may have reflected the congestion problems on the UP system. However, the continued

-72growth of BNSF trackage rights volumes over the past year demonstrates that BNSF's success is
in fact overwhelmingly attributable to its nowfirmly-established,fully compefitive presence
using the rights il obtained in the merger. BNSF can capture any available traffic movement al
any time. Its trackage rights and haulage service is supported by its existing, comprehensive
Westem rail network, and its costs for moving trackagerightsand haulage traffic are
incremental.
RNSF Competitive Successes. BNSF has continued to compete aggressively for
the - ^-to-l" business, quoting very competifive rates and bidding on all major contracts. It
continues lo call on many shippers and receivers that had not been actively solicited, and to make
repealed propo.sals in order to capture some or all of a customer's business.
BNSI- continues to capture numerous traffic movements across the full range
of "2-10-!" points and corridors, v jnfidential Appendix B contains more than 175 specific
examples. As those examples demonstrate, shippers have continued to benefit from lower rates,
improved r^ Uings, and new single-line access lo BNSF points. The many rate reductions
described in Appendix B continue to underscore that BNSF is providing stronger competition
than SP did in these markets.
Examples of BNSF traffic include:
•
Coast.

Traffic movements from virtually all "2-10-1" chemical plants on the Gulf
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Traffic movements from Houston-area chemical manutaclurers to poinis in

the East, for which fhe Houston-Memphis trackage rights and New Orleans line sale gave BNSF
new direct routes.
•

Large volumes of com, soybeans and milo moving to Mexico via Corpus

Christi and the Tex Mex, and via Brownsville and Eagle Pass.
•

Auto parts, steel, cotton, scrap paper, tallow, flue dust and chemical

movements to and from Mexico.
•

Traffic of major "2-lo-r shippers in Arkansas such as 3M, Green Bay

Packaging and International Paper.
•

Traffic of major Utah shippers such as Arco, Chevron, Kennecott, Cargill,

Consolidated Oil and Pennzoil.
•

Large volumes of auto parts from the Midwest to the NUMMI plant at

Fremont, Califomia, as well as outboundfinishedvehicles from the plant.
•

Large volumes of aggregates from Feld, Texas, to the Houston area.

•

Unit-train coal movements lo the Lower Colorado River Authority at

Halsted, Texas, and City Public Service of San Antonio at Elmendorf, Texas.
•

Numerous unit-train movements of grain to O.H. Kmse Grain in the Los

Angeles I3asin.
Edible oil movements to Fullerton, Califomia.
Com from Midwest origins to Pine Bluff Arkansas.
Barites from the UP-SP Paired Track in Nevada.
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Wheat from Kansas to Corpus Christi, Texas, for export.

•

Other traffic to and from a wide constellation of "2-10-1" points, including

Paragould, Arkansas; Livermore, San Jose, South Gate, Warm Springs and West Sacramento,
California; Harbor and Opelousas, Louisiana; and Baytown, Brownsville, Great Southwest.
Ilarii.ngen. Orange. San Antonio. Siena Blanca. Sugar Land and Waco. Texas; and "2-to-i"
shortlines including the Longhorn Railway, the Little Rock and Westem Railway, the Little Rock
Port Authority, and the Salt Lake, Garfield and Westem Railway.
Renefits for "2-to-l " Shippers Usint' UP. Just as important as BNSF's successes
in capturing traffic, shippers at "2-to-l" points and in "2-10-1" corridors continued fhis year to
gain rate, service and equipment benefits where UP retained traffic in the face of strong
competition from BNSF. Confidential Appendix C contains some 105 specific examples from
the past year. Again, these many instances of rate, service and equipment improvements versus
the pre-merger status quo are proof that UP-BNSF competition is stronger than the UP-SP
competition that preceded it.
A particularly notable example remains Geneva Steel in Geneva. Utah, by far the
largest single "2-to-l" shipper. As previously reported, after intense competition involving many
rounds of bidding. UP secured a 15-year contract for 99% of Geneva's business to and from UP
points and competitive junctions. The contract brought Geneva major rate savings and other
benefits. Details are set forth in Confidential Appendix D.
Other examples of "2-to-l" Iraffic enjoying L'P rate and service improvements as
a result of strong BNSF competition, as fully detailed in Appendix C. include:

-75Gulf Coast "2-to-l" chemicals traffic.
Autos and auto parts from NUMMI's Fremont. California plant.
Grain and grain products to Mexico, the Gulf Coast and California.
Nevada barites.
Utah petrochemicals, intermodal and metals traffic.
.Arkansas building supplies.
Steel products moving in the Central Corridor.
Chemicals moving from the Gulf Coast to the East.
Louisiana carbon black.
Traffic to and from Mexico.
Texas aggregates,
.A wide range of other commodities moving over the Central Corridor and
the Houston-Memphis Corridor, and to and from such "2-lo-l" points as Little Rock. Paragould
and Pine Bluff Arka.isas; V.'arm Springs. Califomia; Beowawe and Carlin, Nevada; Opelousas,
Louisiana; and San Antonio and Waco, Texas.
"-''-/(;-/ " Rates. Further proof of the effectiveness of BNSF competition for "2to-l" traffic can be seen in the fact that average UP rates" for "2-10-1" traffic declined in the
October 1998-March 1999 period compared to the same period a year eariier. Sss Confidential
Appendix E.

"
All average ratefiguresb'^rein are computed as total revenue (net of allowances)
div ided by total ton-miles for the particular periods and commodities at issue.

-76It is important to recognize that this analysis reflects only the "2-lo-I" traffic that
UP handled. Rates for the entire universe of "2-to-l" iraffic. including the traffic handled by
BNSI-. undoubtedly fell even more, given the many movements that BNSF captured through rale
decreases.

0ttltt
Riiild-ln ('ondition. The CMA agreement, as augmented by the Board's merg'.

approval decision, preserved shippers' pre-merger opportunities to build in from SP points to UP
points, and vice versa, and thereby obtain rail competition. Though no such build-ins have yet
occun-ed in connection with the BNSF rights, this condition has already had a competitive
impact, as described in Confidential Appendix F.
frnnsload Condition. The BNSF settlement agreement pennitted BNSF to serve
existing and new transloading facilities at "2-to-l" points. The Board's merger approval decision
also gave BNSF the right to serve new transload facilities on all BNSF trackagerightslines.
This condition has proven effective. In Decision No. 81, served Oct 5, 1998, the Board held that
a facility of South Texas Liquid Tenninal near San Antonio. Texas, qualified as a transload
facility at a "2-10-1" point, and BNSF has taken advantage of that decision. BNSF also continues
to handle soda ash from the UP-exclusive Green River area via transloading facilities that SP had
operated in Salt Lake City, steel from Southeast poinis lo Salt Lake Cily transloads, and a
number of other products. Details are in Confidential Appendix G,
\\nv fiidustries Condition. The BNSF settlement agreement pemiitied BNSF lo
serve new industries at "2-10-1" points. The CMA agreement extended this right to SP-owned
BNSF trackage rights lines, and the Boaid's merger approval decision expanded it to all BNSF
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is serving significant new facilities of Total Petroleum and Conoco at Durham, Colorado, on the
ov erhead ponion of its trackage rights across the DRGW east-west mainli.ne. BNSF is also
serving a major new Pilgrim's Pride feed mill near Tenaha, Texas, on the Houston-Memphis
trackage rights line, and Quebecor's printing press in Femley. Nevada, on trackage rights over
the former SP line. Details are in Confidential Appendix H,
" l-to-2" Shippers Additional competitive benefits have been realized by
shippers on the Iowa Junction-Avondale line that was sold to BNSF. As a negotiated "quid pro
quo" in the settlement, shippers on this line that had formeriy been exclusively served by SP
gained service from both BNSF and UP. Substantial rate reductions have resulted, as detailed in
Confidential Appendix 1.'Pro-Competitive Benefits in the 1-5 Corridor Finally a further extremely
significant pro-competitive "quid pro quo" aspect of the BNSF settlement agreement was the sale
to BNSF of the Keddie-Bieber line, which, together with BNSF's trackage rights from Keddie to
Stockton, links up the BNSI system on the West Coast and creates a second single-line rail
alternative up and down the 1-5 Corridor between the Pacific Northwest and the Pacific

•2
Also, the Febmary 1998 agreement between UP and BNSF to "swap" 50%
ownership interests in the Iowa Junction-Avondale line and UP"s Houston-Iowa Junction line
gave BNSF access to a shippers on the latter line and associated branches. This, however, was
not pursuani to a merger condition, but rather was agreed to by UP in order to secure BNSF's
agreement to join in the regional dispatching center at Spring. Texas. Shippers located along this
line hav e been affected by merger-related conditions 'o the extent that they benefit from BNSF's
access to .New Orieans or the Houston-Memphis trackage nghts. and examples of such benefits
are included in Confidential Appendices B and C.

-78Southwest. The establishment of two new single-line altemalives in the 1-5 Corridor, together
with the proportional rate agreenient that allows UP to compete for the business of shippers at
BNSF local points and junctions by offering competitive service and rates via a BNSF-PortlandL!P route, has brought lo this region an enhancement of competition that was without precedent
in any previous rail merger.
As demonstrated more fully in the Confidential Appendix material accompanying
this report, numerous customers are enjoying benefits from the enhanced competition and new
marketing opportunities that have resulted from the creafion of new competition in the 1-5
Corridor. Confidential Appendix .A contains examples of specific traffic movements that have
benefitted from new UP-SP single-line routes in the 1-5 Comdor made possible by the merger.
Confidential Appendix J adds more than 44 examples of traffic movements that 1 ave benefitted
from nev/ BNSF single-line service in this comdor, and from use of the proportion;' rate
arrangement.
With the merger and its accompanying conditions, UP and BNSF now otTer
competing single-line altematives from westem Canadian gateways and jointly-served points in
Washington and Oregon to jointly-served points in California and Arizona and westem Mexican
gateways. Prior to the merger, there was m single-line rail service in this huge transportation
market. Shippers of lumber and panel products, for example, have taken extensive advantage of
the new competition. BNSF has increased its lumber shipments in the 1-5 Comdor by moving
•ralfic from the Pacific Northwest lo Califomia points on its new single-line routes, by greatly
expanding the volumes at its reload facilities in the Los Angeles Basin, and by developing new

-79reload facililies in Arizona. BNSF's expanded use of origin reloads in Eugene, Salem and
Portland. Oregon, is a iurther sign of its growing penetration of the lumber and panel products
marketplace. BNSF has also used its new single-line ability to inciease its share of petroleum
shipments moving from Califomia points to the Pacific Northwest. BNSF is operatmg
approximately two trains per day in each direction in the 1-5 Corridor.
UP customers are also benefitting from new single-line routes in the 1-5 Corridor.
UP-served shippers now have single-line access to the many SP-served destinations in
Califomia, as well as to Phoenix and Tucson. SP-served shippers in Califomia and Oregon now
have single-line access to important UP-served destinations for lumber and panel products such
as Las Vegas. .And Canadian producers in British Columbia and Alberta are taking advantage of
single-line service to move increasing quantities of panel products via barg** to Seattle for
onward single-line movement via the UP system.
Customers are also seeing benefits from the 1-5 proportional rate arrangement.
Shippers have used 1-5 proportional rates to move lumber, petroleum products, edible oils and
other traffic between BNSF-served points in Washington and BNSF-served Canadian gateways,
on the one hand, and points on the UP system, on the other hand, via the efficient Portland
routing.
b.

Tex Mex

Since the inception of itsrights,Tex Mex has operated a total of 1.528 through
freight trains through May 1999. In the period from June 1998 through May 1999, Tex Mex has
averaged 61 trains per month. Exhibits #8, #9 and #10 depict, by month, Tex Mex's through
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Tex Mex Trackage Rights
Number of Through Trains
(All Tratfic Included)
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Tex Mex Trackage Rights
Number of Cars (Through Trains)
(AH Traffic Inciudcd;
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Exhibit #10

Tex Mex Trackage Rights
Gross Tons (Through Trains)
(All T.'aftic IncludMl)
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-80trackage rights trains, and the number of cars and tons on those trains. Exhibits #11, #12 and #13
present the s?me data, adjusted to exclude the temporary effects of the Board's Service Order
No. 1518.'^
The Board's purpose in partially granting the trackage rights conditions sought by
Tex Mex in the UP/SP merger proceeding was to "address the possible loss of competition at the
Laredo gateway into Mexico and to proiect the essential services provided by Tex Mex lo its
shippers." Decision No. 62, p 6. There is no question that competition has remained strong at
Laredo and Tex Mex has remained viable subsequent to the implementation of the merger. The
volume of traffic handled by Tex Mex to and from Laredo has more than doubled since the
UP/SP merger. Exhibit #14 depicts the dramatic increase in Tex Mex"s Laredo traffic. Tex
Mex"s southbound iraffic over Laredo — which has traditionally made up virtually all of its
Laredo business — was 50,722 carioads in the June 1998-May 1999 period — 203% of the
24,953 carloads in the same period prior to the merger (June 1995-May 1996). Tex Mex's much

Tex Mex's trackage rights operations were affected in two significant ways by the
Board's Service Order No. 1518. First, between November 10. 1997 and January 29, 1998,
BNSF and Tex Mex interchanged considerable volumes of iralTic. mostly grain, at Flatonia
instead of at Corpus Christi or Robstown pursuant lo the Board's emergency order authorizing
interchange at that location. As a result, this BNSF-Tex Mex traffic was temporarily included in
Tex Mex's trackage rights volumes rather than in BNSF's trackage rights volumes. Second, in
Febi uarv 1998, Tex Mex commenced the operation of new trains between Houston and Tex
Mex's interchange with KCS at Beaumont that carry traffic moving between Houston and points
north, as permitted b> the Board's emergency service order. Fxhibils #11, #12 and #13 depict,
bv month. Tex Mex s through track.igerightstrains, and the numbers of cars and tons on those
trains, excluding estimates of (a) traffic interchanged with BNSF at Flatonia. (b) iratTic on BNSF
trains that Tex Mex handled for three months beiween Corpus Christi and Algoa as BNSF's
r.i ent. and (c) traffic carried in Tex Mex's Houston-Shreveport trains.
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Tex Mex Trackage Rights
Number of Through Trains
(estimated S«rvice-Order-Related Traffic Excluded)
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Tex Mex Trackage Rights
Number of Cars (Through Trains)

(Estimated Service-Order-Related Traffic Excluded)
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Exhibit #13

Tex Mex Trackage Rights
Gross Tons (Through Trains)
(Estimated Service-Order Related Traffic Excluded)
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Exhibit #14

Tex Mex Laredo Traffic
(Loaded Cars)
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-81 smaller northbound volumes have increased even more dramatically, from 492 carloads in the
June 1995-May 1996 period to 9,175 carloads in the June 1998-May 1999 period.
Tex Mex's share of total traffic moving over the Laredo gateway has also
increased. In the June 1995-May 1996 period, Tex Mex's share of total Laredo crossings was
21% southbound and 0.7% northbound. In the June 1998-May 1999 period, those shares were
much higher — 34% and 9%.
Tins post-merger growth in Tex Mex's volumes and shares of Laredo traffic has
occurred because the growth in the volume of traffic that Tex Mex interchanges with BNSF al
Corpus Christi/Robstown and handles itself using its new trackage rights between Beaumont and
Corpus Christi/Robstown has greatly outstripped the decline in the volume ot traffic that Tex
Mex interchanged with UP and SP. This is most readily seen by focusing on southbound
volumes. Exhibit #15 overiays BNSF and Tex Mex trackage rights volumes with SP and UP
Tex Mex interchange traffic and graphically demonstrates why Tex Mex's Laredo gateway
volumes have increased so significantly.
Tex Mex's volumes and shares can be expected to grow even further. In
December 1998. Tex Mex and BNSF reached agreement on afive-yearinteriine divisions
arrangement for tratfic moving between those two carriers via Robstown to and from Mexico via
Laredo.'^ In April 1999. Tex Mex, KCS and TFM announced the introduction of a new
intermodal service that lakes advantage of Tex Mex's new intermodal facility located in

Sec BNSF-PR-10. p. 7.

Exhibit #15
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-82Laredo.'^ And if was recently announced that, as of June 1, General Motors had switched the
routings to NS-KCS-Tex Mex for over 13,000 box cars per year of southbound auto parts
moving from eleven General Motors facililies in the U.S. to two General Motors manufacturing
plants in Mexico.""
Finally, rate data also confirm the continued intense competition for Eastem
Mexico gateway Iraffic. UP's revenue per ten mile for Eastern Mexico gateway tratfic again
moved downward from the October 1997-March 1998 to the October 1998-Maich 1999 period.
c.

Utah Railwav

Utah Railway, a "2-10-1" shortline, obtained the right to interchange with BNSF
as a condi*ioi to the merger, thereby preserving competitive options for its on-line shippers. In
addition, in consideration for settling issues regarding the use of joint U'TAH-DRGW track,
I 'TAH received access to the Savage coal transloading facility and the Willow Creek mine, and
irackage rights to Grand Junction, Colorado, where it can interchange with both BNSF and UP.
UTAH has maintained a high level of activity working as BNSF's agent operafing local trains in
the Utah Valley. Although no traffic moved over UTAH'S trackage rights this past year, these
rights continue to act as a competitive check on UP, and as discuss,;d elsewhere, UP's rates for
Utah and Colorado coal have remained highly competitive.

" See http://notes.kcsi.com/WebApps.^cspress.nsf
Sse http://notes.kcsi.com'WcbApps/kcsnews.nsf
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"3-to-2" Traffic and Source Competition
Experience continues to confirm that the Board was correct in determining that

ih.- merger would have no adverse competitive effect on -3-10-2" traffic, or on source
competition for such commodities as Utah and Colorado coal. Gulf Coast chemicals, and grain.
In fact, comoetition has been strengthened for all these categories of traffic.
1.

"3-to-2" Tratfic

Rates For the third straight year, UP rates for "3-to-2" auto traffic are down.
Rates lor •'3-10-2" intermodal tralTic and carload traffic, which had remained fiat last year, are
fiat once again this year. See Confidential Appendix E.
Autos. We have pre\ iously explained that the competitive benefits of the merger
and the BNSF settlement for "3-lo-2'" tratfic had been dramatically illustrated by the results of
head-to-head bidding between UP and BNSF for Western automotive iratTic. a large portion of
total "3-to-2" iraffic. In that bidding, each of the Big Three auto makers secured large savings,
clearly demonstrating that competition between the new UP and BNSF networks was stronger
lhan the three-railroad competition that preceded it. Confidential Appendix K provides the
currer

dmates of those savings, and details further competitior that has occurred during the

past ' car fbr the major auto makers" business.
[nii'rniodal Traffic. Competition has remained strong for intermodal traffic, the
largest single category of "3-to-2" iraiTic. BNSF's access to New Orieans has strengthened
competition for east-west international doublestack container traffic to and from the West Coast
ports. UP has recently reinstituted a Los Angeles-Memphis intennodal service that is winning

84busincss from BNSF because, by combining UP and SP routes, it is able lo offer the shortest and
fastest single-line route between Memphis and Los Angeles.
('arload Traffic Competition for "3-lo-2" carload traffic also remains strong.
For example, although the merger reduced lhe number of railroads able to originate lumber in the
Pacific Northwest from three lo two. competition for this traffic has intensified, as UP has
reduced SP rales und improved SP transit times, and improved equipment supply. Other "3-to-2"
shippers are seeing similar benefits.
2.

Ill; h and (\)lorado Coal

Those who speculated that the merger would disadvantage Utah and Colorado
coa! continue lo be proven v.rong. UP has been pursuing this business with the same
aggressiveness that SP had employed. See Confidential Appendix E. We had previously
reported that UP had reduced rates 5% to keep Colorado and Utah export coal competitive in
world markets, and just this past April, UP reduced rates an additional 5%. Utah and Colorado
coal shippers also continue to benefit from UP's investment in a new export terminal in Los
Angeles, which has led to significant reductions in cycle lime, and from UP's investment in the
Kansas Pacific line to improve the handling of eastbound Utah and Colorado coal movements.
The merged system continues to market Utah and Colorado coal aggressively.
I P recently obtained new contracts for Colorado coa! movements to Dairyland's Alma Plant in
western Wisconsin and 'o Southem Company's Plant Daniel in Mississippi. Utah and Colorado
loadings are up this year from 1.893 trains between January 1 and June 25, 1996 to 1,930 trains
between January 1 and June 25. 1999.
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GulfCoa.st Chemicals

Competition for Gulf Coast plastics and other chemicals traffic also continues to
b(' strong. UP rates for Gulf Coast pla.stics are down for a third straight year. UP rates for other
Texas/Louisiana chemicals and petroleum products (STCCs 28 and 29) were also down last year,
as were systemwide UP STCC 28 and STCC 29 rales. See Confidential Appendix E.
As can be seen from the many examples in Confidential Appendices A through C,
Gulf Coast chemical shippers have continued to benefit from new single-line service, shorter
routes, and the new vigorous rate and service competition from BNSF.
4.

Grain

Concems of USDA and others that source competiiion for grain would be harmed
continue to prove unfounded. UP grain producers conUnue to benefit from access to SP markets.
BNSF continues to use its trackage and haulagerightsto move large volumes of grain to Mexico,
Arkansas, California and Utah (Confidential Appendix B). Systemwide UP rales for grain
movements held steady over the past year. See Confidential /Vppendix E.
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VERIFICATION

STATE OF NEBRASKA

)
) ss.
COUNTY OF DOUGLAS )
I, John Holm, Jr.. Assistant Vice President-Operations-Support Services
of Union Pacific Railroad Company, state that the information in Part I (except those
subsections relating to capital investments) of the Applicants' Third Annual Report on
Merger and Condition Implementation (UP/SP-366), in STB Finance Do:ke{ No. 32760
(Sub-No. 21) was compiled by me or individuals under my supervision, that I know its
contents, and that to the best of my knowledge and belief those content?, are true as
stated.

John Holm, Jr.

SUBSCRIBED ard sworn to before me by
John Holm, Jr. this 50_th day of
June 1999.

llJcta

feu

Notary Public
GENERAL NOTm-SHUriaifentka
NILOA H i a
My Carm Fjip Myll.ZOW

VERIFICATION

STATE OF NEBRASKA

)
; ss.
COUNTY OF DOUGLAS )

I, Samuel P Mele, Director-Capital Planning & Financing of Union Pacific
Railroad Company, state that the information concerning merger-related capital
investments and the Houston/Gulf Cost Region infrastructure investments in Part I of
the Applicants' Third Annual Report on Merger and Condition Implementation (UP/SP366) was compiled by me or individuals under my supervision, that I know its contents,
and that to the best of my knowledge and belief those contents are true as stated.

Samuel P. Mele

SUBSCRIBED and sworn to before me by
Samuel P. Mele this
th day of
June 1999.

/(l.m^ Q]/Ly i£X<^
Notary Public^
A GENERn NOURr SUtf olNfb'j^ki
\h
DORIS ,1 VAN BIBBER
' " s j y ; ? " My Comm Eip No* JO. 2000

VERIFICATION

STATE OF NEBRASKA
COL'NTY OF DOUGLAS

)
) ss.
)

1, Richard B Peterson, S ,moi Director-lnteriine M.^.rketing of Union Pacific
Railroad Company, state that the infonnation in Part II of the Applicants' Third Annual
Report on Merger and Condition Implementation (UP/SP-366) and in the Confidential
Appendices to Applicants" Third .Annual Report on Merger and Condition Implementation
(UP/SP-367) in STB Finance Docket No 32760 (Sub-No 21) was compiled by me or
individuals under my supervision, that I know its contents, and that to the best of my
knowledge and belief those contents are tme as stated

RICHARD B PETERSON

SUBSCRIBED and sworn to before me by
Richard B Peterson this ^ t h day of
June 1999

Notary Pub\\c7
_Jl_
^JR'S J. VAN BIBBER I
" j g a g * Mr Comm tip. Noy 30, ?000 |

CERTIFICA TL OF SKRVK F

I. Michael L. Rosenthal, certify that, on this 1" day of July, 1999,1 caused a copy
of the foregoing docuinent to be served byfirst-classmail, postage prepaid, or by a more
expeditious manner of delivery on parties of record in Finance Do .ket No. 32760 (Sub-No. 21),
and on
Director of Operations
Antiiru.st Division
Suite 500
Department of Justice
Washington. D.C. 20530

Premerger Notification Office
Bureau of Competition
Room 303
f ederal Trade Commission
Washington. D.C. 20580

Michael L. Rosenthal

AnACMMENT
ENVIRONMENTAL MITIGATION CONDITIONS
The following is a report on steps taken, and plans for future steps, in
regard to the Board's environmental mitigation conditions to its approval of the UP/SP
merger, which are addressed in the order they are listed in Appendix G to Decision No.
11;
A.

System-Wide Mitigation
I- 9.

These conditions have been satisfied, as previously reported.

10.

Security Forces. UP has extended to SP territory its policy of "zero

tolerance" of vagrancy and trespassing on railroad property and is participating in a
new nationwide initiative by Operation Lifesaver to reduce trespassing on railroad
property UP considers this condition satisfied.
I I - 13. These conditions have been satisfied, as previously reported.
B.

Corridor Mitigation
14.

EPA Emissions Standards. EPA's national locomotive emissions

rule was published in the Federal Register on April 16, 1998 No appeals were filed,
and the rule is now final. UP is working with locomotive industry suppliers to develop its
compliance plan.
15.

Consultations With Air Oualitv Offici&'s. UP has held detailed

discussions with environmental officials in the states of Arizona, Colorado, Illinois,
Nevada, Oregon, Texas, Washington and Wyoming. Dialogue continues between UP
and California officials to address ongoing improvement in UP/California air quality
issues.

16.

Noise Impacts. UP has implemented a noise comment hotline and

recently re-notified each affected county and requested comments. UP monitors the
noise hotline and will compile and analyze data to determine whether a noise
abatement plan i required. There were no calls to the hotline in the first quarter of
1999. UP recently '•eceived a call in French, which it will translate.
17.

Use of Two-Way-End of-Train Devices. This condition has been

satisfied, as previously reported.
C.

Rail Line Segment Mitigation
18.

Priority List for Upgrading Grade Crossing Signals. UP provides

train density information to states on a regular basis which they use to prioritize their
grade crossing improvements. UP provides the states of Arizona, California, Kansas,
Nevada, Oregon, Texas and Colorado with train density data for approximately 500
individual crossing improvements annually.
19.

East Bav Regional Park District MOU. The MOU is being

implemented in accordance with its specifications. UP is reviewing the Crockett Trail
Feasibility Study and is awaiting property descriptions from the Distnct for all trails. A
feasibility study is underway for a Park District trail beiween Point Pinole and Lone Tree
Point.
20.

Town of Truckee MOU. The MOU is being implemented in

accordance v/ith its specifications. UP has completed constructicr of its portion of the
bridge at the 1-80 Central Truckee off ramp and is working with the city on roadway
approaches. The railroad continues to work with local and federal agencies in the
development of a Truckee River hazardous material spill response plan.
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21.

Placer County MOU. The MOU is being imp'emented in

accordance with its specifications. UP worked with the City of Roseville throughout ihe
reconstruction of the Roseville Yard, to discuss the yard design and ope ations plan.
UP has installed train control mechanisms to facilitate passenger operations. UP jointly
funded with the city a feasibility and engineering study, which was accepted by
Redevelopment Agency, for a pedestrial/bicycle overpass. UP is in the process of
conveying property and drafting leases for numerous properties, as specified in the
MOU. In one case, UP executed the deed in favor of the city and the conveyance is
pending the city's acceptance of the deed. Several improvement projects specified in
the MOU have been deferred or canceled at the request of the county and/or the city
involved.
22.

Citv of Reno MOU. Bonds for the depressed trainway project have

been issued and the MOU is now in effect. Engineering work is undenway
23.

City of Wichita/Sadowick County. The Board approved an MOU

among UP and these parties which provides for mitigation of merger effects, as well as
other agreements, in lieu of any other mitigation. The parties are implementing it.
D.

Rail Yards and Intermodal Facilities
24.

Noise Abatement Plans for Rail Yards. Before it undertakes any

rail yard construction at the specified locations, UP will contact appropriate state and
local officials and will report to SEA on the results of those consultations. No
construction is planned for these facilities at this time.
25.

Intermodal Facilities. Before any changes are made at the

specified intermodal facilities, UP will contact appropriate state and local air qualiiy

officials in the states of California and Illinois and will report to SE.'X on the results of
those consultations. No construction or operating changes are planned for these
facilities at this time.
E.

Abandonments
26-61. As abandonments are carried out, UP will comply with all

conditions. UP has developed a process to ensure that contractors and railroad
personnel compl> vith all general conditions. Progress on specific abandonment
conditions is reported below.
41.

This condition has been satisfied, as previously reported.

43.

This condition has been satisfied, as previously reported.

44.

This condition has been satisfied, as previously reported.

46.

Sage - Leadville, CO. UP has ceased operations on this line, but is
retaining it between Sage and Malta.

47.

This condition has been satisfied, as previously reported.

48.

This condition has been satisfied, as previously reported.

49.

This condition has been satisfied, as previously reported.

50.

UP has entered into a contract for removal of this line.

52.

This condition has been satisfied, as previously reported.

55.

This condition has been satisfied, as previously reported.

57.

This condition has been satisfied, as previously reported.

58.

Suman-Benchley, TX. UP has decided to retain this line. The

Board vacated the abandonment exemption for the line on June 12, 1998. This
condition is no longer applicable.

F.

59.

This condition has been satisfied, as previously reported.

60.

This condition has been satisfied, as previously reported.

61.

This condition has been satisfied, as previously reported.

Construction Projects
62-108. As construction projects are carried out, UP will comply with ail

listed conditions. UP has developed a process to ensure that contractors and railroad
personnel comply with all general conditions. A number of projects were deferred to
1999 or beyond as a result of new priorities. Progress on specific construction
provisions is reported below
70.

This condition has been satisfied, as previously reported.

78.

This condition has been satisfied, as previously reported.

79.

This condition has been satisfied, as previously reported.

80.

This condition has been satisfied, as previously reported.

81.

This condition has been satisfied, as previously reported.

83.

This condition has been satisfied. UP i-ecently completed a noise

monitoring study of the Stockholm connection and founn sound levels to be within
existing standards.
84.

This condition has been satisfied, as previously reported.

92.

This condition has been satisfied, as previously reported.

97.

This condition has been satisfied, as pre, ously reported.

99-100. These conditions are being satisfied, except for sloping and
seeding, which will be completed this month.
101.

This condition has been satisfed. as previously reported.

107.

This condition has been satisfied. UP recently completed a noise

monitoring study of the Ft. Worth Ney Yard connection and found sound levels to be
within existing standards.
108.

This condition has been satisfied.
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November 26. 1997

VIA H.\ND DELIVERY
Honorable Vemon A. Williams
Secretarj'
Surface Transportation Board
1925 K Street. NW
Washington. DC 20423
Re:

Finance Docket No. 32760 (Sub-No. 21)

Dear Secretar>' Williams:
Enclosed for filing in the above-captioned docket. plea;>efindan original plus twenty-five
(25) copies of BNSF's Proposed "2-to-r* Facilities Protocol (BNSF-4). Also enclosed is a diskette
containing the text of BNSF-4.
Please date-stamp the enclosed extra copy and retum it lo the messenger for our files. Thank
you for your time and attention.
Sincerely.
Erika Z. Jones
Enclosures

—^^^fOT^—
Ofiica of th« secretary

cc:
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Finance Docket No. 32760 (Sub-No. 21)
UNION PACIFIC CORPORATION, UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
ANO MISSOURI PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
— CONTROL AND MERGER —
SOUTHERN PACIFIC RAIL CORPCRATION, SOUTHERN PACIFIC
TRANSPORTAT ON COMPANY, ST. LOUIS SOUTHWESTERN RAILWAY
COMPANY, SPCSL CORP. AND THE DENVER AND
RIO GRANDE WESTERN RAILROAD COMPANY
BNSF's PROPOSED "2-TO-I" FACILITIES PROTOCOL
Pursuant to Decision No. 10 sen/ed on October 27, 1997, in this proceeding. The
Burlington Northern and Santa Fe Railway Company ("BNSF") respectfully submits the
attached proposed protocol for the identification of "2-to-l" shipper facilities to which BNSF
is entitled to access under the Surface Transportation Beard's merger conditions in the
UP/SP merger proceeding.
Since the service of Decision No. 10, BNSF and UP have conferred conceming the
terms and conditions of such a protocol, and they have been able to resolve

number of

their differences. The attached proposed protocol incorporates the provisions on which the
parties agree.
The principal remaining differences between the parties relate to Paragraphs 5 and
6 of BNSF's proposed protocol and center on the questions of whether the Board should
(i) adopt a presumption that, once BNSF makes a request for access to a prospective "2-to-

1" facility in compliance with the protocol, BNSF should be allowed to serve the facility, and
(ii) require UP to bear the burden of showing that a facility does not qualify as a "2-to-r
facility.-' For the reasons set forth below, BNSF believes that both the rationale of the
Board's decision approvir^g the UP/SP merger and the public interes'

.uire that such a

presumption be adopted and that UP bear that burden.
Background
As BNSF has documented to the Board in several pleadings in this matter,^ the
identification of shipper facilities open to access by BNSF as "l-to-1" facilities should have
been a relatively straight forward process with UP simply providing BNSF a definitive list
of such facilities soon after the consummation of the merger. However, no such list was
provided, and the process has been exceedingly slow and labor intensive. It would seem
that, once BNSF identifies a prospective "2-to-1" facility and conveys what information it
has about the facility and its pre-merger rail service to UP, UP should be able to promptly
make a determination as to whether the facility qualifies as a "2-to-r facility. The facility
by definition will be located on a UP or SP line, and it is UP and SP that will have records
of whether or not the facility received sorviee from both of the carriers prior to the merger
and no other carrier.

UP and SP will also have the more established contacts and

The most recent proposeo revisions to the language contained in paragraphs 5
and 6 of BNSF s proposed protocol that BNSF has received from UP are set forth in the
attached letter from John H. R.^nsom, UP Manager-Interline Marketing, to Peter J.
Rickershauser, BNSF Vice P'esident-UP/SP Lines, dated November 25. 1997. This
pleading has been prepared on the as^sumption that those proposed revisions reflect the
position that UF will present to the Board concerning BNSF's proposed protocol in its
separate submission.
^See BNSF-PR-4, V S. Rickershauser, at 10-11 (F.D. No. 32760), BNSF-1 at 11-13
(Sub-No. 21); BNSF-2, at 3-5 (Sub-No. 21); BNSF-PR-5, at 6-7 (F.D. No. 32760).

relationships with the shipper since one or both of them will have provided pre-merger
sen/ice.

BNSF, by contrast, will have no such records and no such contacts or

relationships, and BNSF does not control any of the other infomiation needed to make a
detennination as to a facility's status.
However, UP has consistently applied the "2-to-r definition narrowly in a manner
that has impeded BNSF's ability to respond promptly to shipper requests for new sen/ice
at "2-to-l" points. Indeed, UP's insistence that it must approve a shipper's "2-to-1" status
before BNSF can have access to the shipper has in effect placed the burden on BNSF and
the shipper to gather whatever evidence UP demcinds before it will decide to grant access,
and the slow pace and arduous process have inhibited shippers' ability to t ike advantage
of BNSF's new service cape

Further, UP has on numerous occasions changed its

decision and vwthdrawn its previous approval of BNSF access to a facility, requiring BNSF
to recontact the shipper involved and restart the valluation process.
As an example of what this means to both BNSF and its customers, BNSF executed
a competitive contract with a customer at South Gate, CA who had originally been told by
UP that its facility qualified as a "2-to 1" facility. UP subsequently informed the shipper that
the facility was not "2-to-l" and could not be accessed by BNSF. The customer researched
its files and produced correspondence from UP/SP clearly establishing that it was entitled
to "2 to-1" access at the facility. SNSF fonvarded this information to UP, which later
admi ted 'is error and restoreu the facility to "2-to-l" status. Considerable BNSF and
shipper time and resources were needlessly expended to gather information and data that
was in UP/3P's files, and three months of BNSF sen/ice under the terms of the customer's
contract was disrupted.
3

The Board itself has recognized that such delay and uncertainty is "unacceptable".
Decision No. 10, at 7. "If BNSF has traffic that it would like to be able to move, then it
would be unexcusable for UP not to give a prompt reply indicating whether UP believes that
shipper may be sen/ed." Id. at 7-8. The Board also suggested that UP could be given five
(5) business days to respond to a BNSF request and that, if UP did not respond within that
time period, BNSF would be authorized to provide the sen/ice. id. at 8.
BNSF's Proposed Piotocol
The attached protocol for the identification of "2-to-l" f ipper facilities remedies the
problems identified by the Board, BNSF and other parties.^ It also appropriately places the
evidentiary burden cf establishing the status of a facility on UP since UP is the party with
the pre-merger relationship with the shipper and since UP has or should have control over
and access to all the records necessary to make the required determination. Indeed, if UP
is serious about fulfilling the representations it made to the Board and to its shippers to

As the Board is aware, several other parties to the oversight proceeding agree
with BNSF that the "2-to-1' identification process needs improvement. For instance, the
United States Department of Transportation ( DOT") states that it "supports the request
of BNSF that UPSP provide it with a clear determination cn the shippers at 2-to-l points
to which BNSF has access rights." (DOT at 6). In fact, DOT requests that, "since the
Board's merger analysis primarily addressed 2-to-l 'points' and traffic in 2-to-l 'corridors'
rather than 2-to-l 'shippers' . . .
the Board revisit the terms of the traffic rights
agreement to consider prcviding BNSF acajss to all shippers at 2-to-l points, regardless
of whether a shipper was closed or open to switching under a tariff in place at the time
of the merger." (DOT at 6).
Fina Oil and Chemical Company ("Fina") and The Chemical Manufacturers
Association and The Society of the Plastics Industry, Inc. ("CMA/SPI") also support
BNSF's position. CMA/SPI requests Board action to eliminate the delays that have
occurred in identifying "2-to-r' shippers (CMA-2/SPI-3 at 13), and Fina states that "Fina
[requests] resolution of the issuer that hinder definition of all 2:1 points in order to
expedite the expansion of the traffic base to BNSF." (FINA-1 at 7).

pres jn/e all pre-merger competition at "2-to-r points, it should be willing to bear the
evidentiary burden of disproving a facility's "2-to-l" status and of having any doubts
resolved in favor of the shipper and in favor of preserving competition.
The attached proposed protocol is simple and direct. Once BNSF has provided UP
with the information BNSF has in its possession conceming the name, address, location
and pre-merger rail service options of a facility, UP Is required to promptly review its
records of pre-mergtr UP and/or SP service to the facility and whatever other information
and documents it has to determine if the facility qualifies as a "2-to-r facility. UP can also
more readily contact the shipper since it cr SP had a pre-merger commercial relationship
with the customer. Moreover, by reason of its or SP's prior service to the facility, UP will
have the necessary knowledge of the area in which the facility is located to determine if
access was available pre-merger under any applicable switching tariffs, joint facilities
agreements or other arrangements.BNSF's protocol then provides that, as the Board suggested, if UP does not respond
to the request within five (5) business days, BNSF shall be deemed to have access to the
facility. By failing to respond, UP will waive any right to any claim that BNSF is not entitled

BNSF's protocol incorporates a provision proposed by UP that BNSF traffic en
route to a proposed "2-to-l" facility will be handled by UP pending UP's determination
of BNSF's right to access to the facility. BNSF direct traffic to the facility will be
terminated if UP determines that BNSF is not entitled to access and provides the timely
notification to BNSF as required by the protocoL UP would be compensated for any
such terminated traffic pursuant to the method ot compensation set forth in Paragraph
7 of the protocol.

to serve the facility.^ If UP approves BNSF's request, then BNSF is entitled to immediately
serve the 'acility as provided in the BNSF Settlement Agreement.It is at this point that BNSF and UP disagree over (i) the process to be followed
in the event that UP believes that BNSF should not be entitled to access a p&rticular
facility, and (ii) the burden of proof to be imposed on UP in making a determination on
access. First, the parties disagree as to whether BNSF should be entitled to serve a
facility i* UP denies BNSF access in its fifth business day response. BNSF believes and
has proposed in Paragraph 5 of its protocol that, after providing a written reply to UP's
response which sets forth BNSF's reasons why it believes that it is entitled to access,
BNSF should have the option of immediately providing service to the facility under the
BNSF Settlement Agreement. Because of the risks involved, BNSF would only exercise
this option if it felt that the evidence available illustrated that a shipper's facility had
access to both UP and SP pre-merger and that UP's concurrence was being
unreasonably withheld. That access would continue until UP obta,.ned an order from the
Board or an arbitrator denying BNSF access. BNSF's protocol proposes that BNSF

BNSF's protocol also includes ' provision in re,.ponse to concerns expressed by
UP as to multiple access requests in one day from BNSF. The p'-otocol provides that
UP will be required to respond to five (5) requests within the fivo (5) business day
penod. In the event that BNSF makes more than five (5) requests in ori: day, UP would
have five (5) business days to respond to the five (5) requests BNSF identifies as in
need of immediate attention, and ten (10) business days to respond to the other
requests.
-'
In addition, in order to prevent the uncertainty and delay that have been caused
on several occasions, the protocol provides that UP cannot change a decision that a
facility qualifies as a "2-to-l" facility without the consent of BNSF or the approval of the
Board.

6

would compensate UP for any such sen/ice pursuant to a methodology set forth in
Paragraph 7 of the protocol to which both BNSF and UP agree. UP proposes that there
be no provision for interim sen/ice and that the burden of seeking review of the question
of whether BNSF should have access to a particular facility should rest with BNSF.
BNSF's presumption that BNSF should have the right to serve the facility via
interim service pending review is the better approach. If, as the Board noted will
sometimes be the case (Dec. No. 10 at 8) the panies are in disagreement as to whether
a particular facility qualifies as a "2-to-l" facility, the question becomes one of who
should bear the burden during the period of Board or arbitrator review. If UP's proposal
is accepted, then the shipper will be deprived of competitive service during the review
period, and ENSF will be deprived of the additional business it would carry. Moreover,
there is no effective way in which this harm to the shipper and BNSF can be reniedied ~
the competitive service options available to the shipper and the revenues that would
have accrued to BNSF are gone forever. On the other hand, if BNSF's proposal is
accepted, then the shipper will immediately receive the benefits of competitive service,
and BNSF will oe able to further build its traffic base under the mergcir conditions. In
addition, if BNSF was wrong and UP obtains an order denying BNSF access to the
facility, UP will be protected. It will receive the agreed upon compensation set forth in
Paragraph 7 of the protocol.
Second, the parties disagree as to what evidentiary standard should be applied in
making an access determination. BiMSF's proposed protocd provides ir Paragraph 6 that
UP shall approve an access request unless UP can provide specific evidence that a

particular facility does not qualify as a "2-to-l" facili^/. UP seeks in effect to reverse this
standard and has proposed that access will be allowed only if it is able to affirmatively
conclude that the facility does qualify. While the distinction may seem minor, it is not.
UP's p" .jsal would require BNSF to provide the information and documents to enable
UP to reach the conclusion that access is proper. As explained above, UP is better
positioned to obtain from its own records, files and employees the necessary information
and documents and to contact the shipper, and imposing the burden of undertaking
those tasks on BNSF makes no sense. As BNSF proposes, UP should be required to
provide specific evidence that the facility does not qualify ( e ^ , service by a third carrier,
no access under applicable reciprocal switching tariffs) in order for BNSF to be denied
access. The protocol provides in this respect that a statement that UP lacks sufficient
information to make a determination as to whether a facility is a "2-to-1" facility is not an
adequate reason to deny BNSF access.
Conclusion
For the reasons set forth above, BNSF respectfully submits that the Board adopt
BNSF's proposed protocol for the identification of "2-to-r shipper facilities. BNSF's
protocol appropriately places the evidentiary burden on UP, the party with ready access
to the requisite information and documents, and it reflects a presumption that will lead
to the prompt and expeditious resolution of disputes in favor of preserving pre-merger
compet'tion and of providing tne shipping public with the new competitive service the
Board envisioned when it conditioned its approval of the UP/SP merger on the BNSF
Settlement Agreement.
8
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Respectfully submitted,

fv»kc. iL'
Jeffrey R. Moreland
Richard E. Weicher
Michael E. Roper
Sidney L. Strickland, Jr.

Erika Z. Jones
Janice G. Barber
Adrian L. Steel, Jr.
Adam C. Sloane

The Buriington Northern
and Santa Fe Railway Company
3017 Lou Menk Drive
P.O. Box 961039
Ft. Worth. Texas 76161-0039
(817) 352-2353

Mayer, Brown & Platt
2000 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006
(202) 463-2000

and
1700 East Golf Road
Schaumburg, Illinois 60173
(847) 99b-6R37
Attorneys for Tha Buriington Northern and Santa Fe Railway Company

Dated: November 26,1997
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that a copy of the foregoing BNSF's Proposed "2-to-r Facilities
Protocol (BNSF-4) was sen/ed, by first-class mail, postage prepaid, or by a more
expeditious manner of delivery, on all Parties of Record in Finance Docket No. 32760
(Sub-No. 21).

PROPOSED
"2-TO-r FACILITIES PROTOCOL
As a condition of the Surface Transportation Board's (STB) approval of the consolidation
of Union Pacific Railroad Company (UP) and Southem Pacific Transportation Company (SP), The
Buriington Northem and Santa Fe Railway Company (BNSF) was granted the right to ser/e all
shipper facilities that, as of September 25,1995, were open to both UP and SP, and no other railroad,
whether via direct service, reciprocal switching, joint facility or other arrangements. Since the
consolidation was consummated, BNSF an J UP have been working to identify a complete list of
"2-to-r" shipper facilities to which BNSF is entitled to access. The purpose of this protocol is to
establish procedures and mechanisms for furthe. identifying "2-10-1" shipper facilities open to
BNSF as a result of the conditions imposed in the UP/SP merger. Those procedures and
mechanisms are as follows:
1.

BNSF shall submit to UP, by written or electronic communication, the name and

address of any facility to which access is sought. In addition to the name and address of the iacility,
BNSF shall fumish any additional information relating to the facility's identity and location that is
in BNSF's possession when the request for access is made. BNSF shall also provide any infonnation
in its possession at sucb time pertaining to the rail service options that were available to the facility
on or before September 25, 1995. UP will handle for BNSF any traffic en route to the facility
pending UP's determination of BNSF'srightto access the facility in question. If UP determines that
BNSF is not entitled to access a particular facility, BNSF will terminate any BNSF direct routing
of traffic to that facility. UP shall be compensated for any tratTic en route in accordance with the
method of compensation set forth in Paragraph 7 below.

2.

UP shall havefive(5) business days from the date of such communication to respond

by written or electronic communication to any request for access, provided that, if BNSF shal)
rcquesi a determination on more than five (5) shipper facilities on a single day or, ifa single request
pertains to more thanfive(5) shipper facilities, BNSF shall identify the five (5) shipper facilities that
need immediate attention, and the five (5) business day requirement shall apply to those shipper
facilities, with the remaining shipper facilities request or requests to be responded to within ten (10)
business days after the date of the request(s).
3.

If UP fails to respond to an access request by the close of business of the fifth

business day or. in the case of requests for which UP has ten business days to respond, by the close
of business of the tenth business day, BNSF shall be deemed to have access to such facility or
facilities as set forth in Paragraph 4 below, and UP shall be deemed to have waived any claims that
BNSF is not entitled to serve the facility or facilities.
4.

If UP approves BNSF's request for access, BNSF shall immediately be authorized

to serve the facility either dirc-tly. through reciprocal switching, or, with UP's prior approval, a third
party contractor, as provided for in the UP/BNSF Settlement Agreement dated September 25, 1995,
as amended. No less than five (5) business da- prior to the date that BNSF proposes to begin
service to a facility. BNSf shall elect the mode of service that it intends to utilize and shall notify
UP in writing or electronically of its election. BNSF shall have theright,upon 180 days prior
written notice to UP. to change its election; provided, however, that BNSF shall (i) not change its
election more than once every five years, and (ii) shall reimburse UP for any costs incurred by UP
in connection with such changed election. UP may not reverse a prior decision approving BNSF's
request for access to a facility without either BNSF's consent or approval by the STB.

5.

If UP declines to approve a BNSF request for access to any facility within the

applicable time period, and BNSF believes that UP has an insufficient or inappropriate reason to
decline access. BNSF may so notify UP, either in writing or by electronic communication, of the
reasons why BNSF believes it is entitled to such access, and upon such notice, shall be deemed to
have access to the facility and may, at its discretion, transport traffic to or from the shipper facility
(in accordance with the procedures set forth in Paragraph 4 above) until a final order of the STB or
an arbitrator becomes effectivefindingthat BNSF is not entitled to access to that facility.
6.

UP shall approve all requests for access unless UP can provide specific evidence that

a particular facility was not open to service by both UP and SP, and no other railroad, either directly
or through reciprocal switching, joint facility, or other arrangements, as of September 25, 1995. If
UP declines to approve a BNSF request for access to any facility, UP shall provide as part of its
notification to BNSF a statement in writing or by electronic communication of its reasons and the
specific evidence supporting its detennination that BNSF should not have access to the facility. A
statemenl that UP lacks sutTicient infonnation to make a determination as to whether a facility is a
"2-to-l" facility is not an adequate reason to deny a BNSF request for access to a facility At any
time after UP's notification. BNSF may request UP to reconsider its decision declining to approve
BNSF's request for access.
7.

If BNSF determines to transport traffic to or from a shipper faciiity pursuant to

paragraph 5 above and it is later determined by the STB or an arbitrator that BNSF is not entitled
to access to that facility. BNSF shall compensate UP for the movement of such traffic as follows:
If a joint through rate is available, then UP is entitled to $3 per car mile from the applicable junction
in the price document. If multiple junctions are available. BNSF receives its longest haul and UP

receives $3 per car mile beyond that junction. If no through rate exists, BNSF receives its longest
haul via junctions in existence between UP and BNSF, prior to the date of UP control over SP,
September 11, 1996, and UP receives $.3 per car mile beyond. UP must file a claim with BNSF to
recover revenues under this paragraph, making reference on the claim to this paragraph of the joint
"2-to-l" Facilities Protocol.
8.

BNSF and UP shall identify an individual or individuals within their respective

organizations as the person or persons to whom all communications pursuant to this protocol shall
be directed.
9.

The parties agree to submit any disputes under this protocol to the STB for resolution

or, with the consent of both parties, to arbitration, as described in the UP/BNSF Sciilcment
Agreement dated September 25,1995, as amended.
AGREED TO AND ACCEPTED BY:
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY

THE BURLINGTON NORTHERN AND SANTA FE
RAILWAY COMPANY

Dated:

UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
MAWKtTiNG 4 SAI 65

_

_

~

ni»oono£*mten
OMAHA N a > U S K A W i r 9
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November 25, 1997
Via Fax (917) 352-7154
Peter J Rickershauser
Vice President UP/SP Lines
Burtington Nortfiern Santa Fe
2650 Lou Menk Dnve
Fort Worth, TX 76161-0065
Re "2-to-l" Protocol
Dear Pete:
As we discussed during our phone conversation, we have reviewed the
revised draft that you faxed to us this afternoon. We find the language acceptabie except
for the presumption of BNSF's right to serve in your paragraph 5 and the burden of proof
on Union Pacific in the first sentence of paragraph 6.
We have proposed and continue to nalntain that the foMowing language
should be inserted as paragraph 5 of the protocol in lieu of BNSF's propoeed language:
'5 If UP declines to approve a BNSF request for access to any facility, and BNSF
believes that UP has an msuffiaent or inappropriate reason to dev^llne access. BNSF may
so notify UP. and upon such notice, may seek an order from the STB finding that BNSF
was entitled to access to that faality "
With respect to your paragraph ^ wr propose the following first sentence in
lieu of your first serrtence This is a further ra'":; isment of our pnor language to clarify tfuit
UP is not insisting on any particular form of evidence to support a request for access.
'6 UP shall approve all such requests ^ ^ r e , on tf>e basis of all ava(lat>ie
informatKjn. UP conckides that a partkxilar facility was open to service by tx^th UP and SP,
cither directly or through redprocal swrtching, joint faciiity or other arrangements arKi by
no other rail earner, as of September 25, 1995.'

H. Ransom
Manager • Interline Marketing

STB

FD
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UP/SP-329
BEFORE THE
SURFACE TRANSPORTATION BOARI

Finance Docket No. 32760 (Sub-No. 21)
UNION PACIFIC CORPORATION, UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
AND MISSOURI PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
-- CONTROL AND MERGER -SOUTHERN PACIFIC RAIL CORPORATION, SOUTHERN PACIFIC
TRANSPORTATION COMPANY, ST. LOTTIS SOUTHWESTERN RAILWAY
COMPANY, SPCSL CORP. AND THE DENVER AND
RIO GRANDE WESTERN RAILROAD COMPANY -- OVERSIGHT

UP/SP'S SUBMISSION CONCERNING "2-TO-l" FACILITY PROTOCOL
CARL W. VON BERNUTH
RICHARD J. RESSLER
Union P a c i f i c C o r p o r a t i o n
S u i t e 5900
1717 Main S t r e e t
D a l l a s , Texas 75201
(214) 743-5640
JAMES V. DOLAN
PAUL A. CONLEY, JR.
LAWRENCE E. WZOREK
Law Department
Union P a c i f i c R a i l r o a d Company
Southern P a c i f i c T r a n s p o r t a t i o n
Company
1416 Dodge S t r e e t
Omaha, Nebraska 6 817.9
(402) 271-5000
ARVID E. ROACH I I
J. MICHAEL HEMMER
MICHAEL L. ROSENTHAL
Covington & B u r l i n g
1201 P e n n s y l v a n i a Avenue, N.W.
P.O. Box 7566
Washington, D.C. 20044-7566
(202) 662-5388
Attorneys f o r Union P a c i f i c
C o r p o r a t i o n , Un•> j n P a c i f i c
R a i l r o a d Comoany, S o u t h e r n
P a c i f i c R a i l C o r p o r a t i o n ani^
&.outhern P a c i " i c Transport£.tion
Co.-npany
November 26, 19 97

UP/SP-329
BEFORE THE
SURFACE TRANSPORTATION BOARD

Finance

Docket No. 32760 (Sub-No. 21)

UNION PACIFIC CORPORATION, UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
AND MISSOURI PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
-- CONTROL AND MERGER -SOUTHERN PACIFIC RAIL CORPORATION, SOUTHERN PACIFIC
iANS PORTATI ON COMPANY, ST. LOUIS SOUTHWESTERN RAILWAY
COMPANY, SPCSL CORP. AND THE DENVER AND
RIO GRANDE WESTERN RAILROAD COMPANY -- OVERSIGHT

UP/SP'S SUBMISSION CONCERNING "2-TO-l" FACILITY PROTOCOL
A p p l i c a n t s UPC, UPRR, SPR and SPT-' r e s p e c t f u l l y
make t h i s s u b m i s s i o n

i n s u p p o r t o f t h e i r proposed

"2-to-l"

f a c i l i t i e s p r o t o c o l , p u r s u a n t t o D e c i s i o n No. 10 h e r e i n ,
s e r v e d Oct. 27, 1997. We have sought t o make t h i s
as c o n c i s e as p o s s i b l e .

submission

The f a c t u a l s t a t e m e n t s h e r e i n a r e

v e r i f i e d by John H. Ransom, UP/SP's M a n a g e r - I n t e r l i n e
M a r k e t i n g , who has had p r i n c i p a l r e s p o n s i b i l i t y f o r r e s o l v i n g
"2-to-l"

f a c i l i t y i s s u e s r a i s e d by BNSF w i t h UP/SP s i n c e t h e

consummation o f t h e merger.
I n D e c i s i o n Nc. 10, t h e Board d i r e c t e d A p p l i c a n t s
and BNSF t o do t h e i r b e s t t o r e a c h agreement on a p r o t o c o l t o
g o v e r n t h e r e s o l u t i o n o f any d i s p u t e s as t o t h e l i s t
1"

o f "2-to-

f a c i l i t i e s t h a t BNSF i s e n t i t l e d t o s e r v e p u r s u a n t t o t h e

UP/SP-BNSF S e t t l e m e n t Agreement and t h e Board's p r i o r

^
The acronyms used here a r e t h e same as t h o s e l i s t e d i n
Appendix B o f D e c i s i o n No. 44.

- 2

d e c i s i o n s i.n t h e UP/SP merger p r o c e e d i n g .
directed

The Boar-, f u r t h e r

t h a t i f c c m p i e t e agreement c o u l d n o t be reached

w i t h i n 3 0 days, UP/SP and BNSF s h o u l d s u b m i t any d i s a g r e e m e n t s
t o t h e Board f o r r e s o l u t i o n .
UP/SP and BNSF have reached agreement on most
provisions

of a "2-to-l"

f a c i l i t y protocol.

The

correspondence a t t a c h e d as E x h i b i t A makes c l e a r what
has been agreed upon and t h e two p r o v i s i o n s

language

on w h i c h t h e

p a r t i e s a r e i n disagreement.
We s e t f o r t h below a s u c c i n c t

description

o f t h e two

d i s a g r e e m e n t s and o f why UP/SP's p o s i t i o n on th^^Te i s s u e s
s h o u l d be a d o p t e d by t h e Board:
1.

Presamption and Burden o f P r o o f .

The k e y

d i s a g r e e m e n t concerns BNSF's p o s i t i o n t h a t t h e r e s h o u l d be a
p r e s u m p t i o n t h a t any s h i p p e r f a c i l i t y
to-1"

facility

c i t e d by BNSF i s a "2-

u n l e s s UP/SP can a f f i r m a t i v e l y p r o v e , w i t h

" s p e c i f i c e v i d e n c e , " t h a t t h e f a c i l i t > ' was n o t open t o b o t h UP
and SP b e f o r e t h e merger.
6, i i r s t

sentence.)

(See E x h i b i t A, BNSF's p r o p o s e d 1

UP/SP m a i n t a i n s t h a t such a p r e s u m p t i o n

and r e q u i r e m e n t t o p r o v e a n e g a t i v e w i t h
w o u l d be g r o s s l y

unfa

" s p e c i f i c evidence"

and i n a p p r o p r i a t e ,

and t h a t t h e

protocol

s h o u l d s i m p l y p r o v i d e t h a t UP/SP s h a l l l i s t a

facility

i f , on t h e b a s i s o f " a l l a v a i l a b l e

information," the

p r o p e r c o n c l u s i o n i s t h a t i t was open t o b o t h UP and SP b e f o r e
the

merger.

- 3-

As p r e v i o u s l y d e t a i l e d i n UP/SP-311, a t pp. 22-26,
UP/SP has n o t approached

t h e s e m a t t e r s as f o r e n s i c

games, and w i l l n o t do so

the f u t u r e .

evidence

From t h e v e r y

b e g i n n i n g , i n r e v i e w i n g r e q u e s t s by BNSF t h a t f a c i l i t i e s be
added t o t h e " 2 - t o - l "

list,

UP/SP has n o t i n s i s t e d t h a t BNSF

p r e s e n t some quantum o f " s p e c i f i c " documentary e v i d e n c e t h a t a
f a c i l i t y was open t o LP and SP p r i o r t o t h e merger -- o r ,
i n d e e d , arvy such e v i d e n c e .
own

Rather, UP/SP has c o n d v c t e d i t s

i n v e s t i g a t i o n , checking t r a f f i c

p e r s o n n e l f a m i l i a r w i t h pre-merger

records, consulting

with

o p e r a t i o n s , speaking

with

s h i p p e r s , and d r a w i n g upon any and a l l a v a i l a b l e
t o resolve t h e issue accurately.
UP/SP's proposed

language

information

I t is: t h a t approach

i s intended t o memorialize.

has a i s o , o f c o u r s e , t a k e n account o f any i n f o r m a t i o n
BNSF o r t n e customer
add

that

has s u b m i t t e d .

UP/SP
that

UP/SP's good f a i t h i n

^sf:ing t h e s e matter.^ i s r e f l e c t e d i n t h e f a c t t h a t ,

i n the

y e a i s i n c e merger consummation, t h e Board has n o t once been
asked t o r e s o l v e such M " 2 - t o - l "

dispute.

I l l l i g h t o f t h i s h i s t o r y o f UP/SP's good
approach

faith

t o " 2 - t o - l " q u e s t i o n s , t h e r e i s a b s o l u t e l y no b a s i s

f o r c r e a t i n g a presumption t h a t an/ f a c i l i t y a t a " 2 - t o - l "
s t a t i o n was open u n l e s s UP/SP can a f f i r m a t i v e l y p r o v e t h e
n e g a t i v t w i t h " s p e c i f i c evidence"

(whatever t h a t means). I t

i s u n d i s p u t e d t h a t many hundreds o f f a c i l i t i e s a t t h o s e
l o c a t i o n s were n o t open.

I d . , p. 23. Indeed, a t t h i s s t a g e ,

4 -

a f t e r the v e r y e x t e n s i v e process

t h a t BNSF and UP/SP have gone

t h r o u g h t o r e v i e w hundreds and hundreds o f such f a c i l i t i e s , i f
any a r t i f i c i a l p r e s u m p t i o n
n o t now on t h e l i s c
24-25.

i s i n order, i t i s that a f a c i l i t y

i s not a " 2 - t o - l " f a c i l i t y .

See i d . , pp.

But t h e c o r r e c t r e s o l u t i o n i s f o r t h e r e t o be no

a r t i f i c i a l presumption,

and c e r t a i n l y no u n t e n a b l e

burden o f p r o v i n g a negative

affirmative

( o r n e c e s s i t y t o d i s p u t e what

c o n s t i t u t e s s u f f i c i e n t proof of a n e g a t i v e ) .
2.

BNSF R i g h t t o S'.rve a F a c i l i t y

Pending

R e s o l u t i o n o f Disagreement About Whether I t S h o u l d Be on t h e
List.

The second d i s a g r e e m e n t concerns whether, i f UP/SP has

d e n i e d a BNSF r e q u e s t t h a t a f a c i l i t y be added t o t h e
list

"2-to-l"

and BNSF s c a t e s t h a t i t d i s a g r e e s w i t h t h a t d e n i a l , BNSF

s h o u l d t h e n g a i n t h e r i g h t t o serve t h e s h i p p e r f a c i l i t y
and u n l e s s t h e Board o r an a r b i t r a t o r c o n c l u d e s
not e n t i c l e d t o access.
a service right.

until

t h a t BNSF i s

BNSF argues t h a t i t s h o u l d have such

I n e f f e c t , BNSF's p o s i t i o n i s t h a t UP/SP

d e n . a l s h o u l d be c o n c l u s i v e l y deemed wrong, and t h a t t h e onus
s h o u l d be on UP/SP t o appeal

from i t s own d e n i a l o f a BNSF

rr-quest, w i t h BNSF h a v i n g t h e r i g h t t o serve t h e f a c i l i t y
until

such a " s e l f - a p p e a l " i s a f f i r m e d .

BNSF's p r o p o s e d li 5.)

UP/SP s t r o n g l y

(See E x h i b i t A,

disagrees.

UP/SP's p o s i t i o n on t h i s i s s u e s h o u l d be a d o p t e d
because any d i s p u t e s about l i s t i n g

facilities

c a n and w i l l be

e x p e d i t i o u s l y r e s o l v e d , and i t w o u l d be b o t h u n f a i r and

d i s r u p t i v e t o ra;'.lroad o p e r a t i o n s and s h i p p e r
activities

business

f o r BNSF t o have t h e a b s o l u t e r i g h t t o s e r v e a

f a c i l i t y d u r i n g t h e review process

s i m p l y because BNSF

t h a t i t d i s a g r e e s w i t h UP/SP's d e c i s i o n t h a t
not a " 2 - t o - l "

thef a c i l i t y i s

facility.

As n o t e d , UP/SP has demonstrated

i n previous

verified

submissions

•2-to-l"

s t a t i o n s that are not " 2 - t o - l " f a c i l i t i e s

that there are countless f a c i l i t i e s a t

t h e y were e x c l u s i v e l y
merger.
37.

it

because

s e r v e d by e i t h e r UP o r SP p r i o r

t o the

See, e.g., UP/SP-311, p. 23; UP/SP-231, P e t e r s o n , p

I t would be w h o l l y u n j u s t

right

states

f o r BNSF t o have an a b s o l u t e

t o serve any o f those f a c i l i t i e s

s i m p l y by s t a t i n g t h a t

d i s a g r e e s w i t h UP/SP's c o n c l u s i o n t h a t t h e y s h o u l d n o t be

p l a c e d on t h e " 2 - t o - l "
The
resolving

list.

p a r t i e s have agreed on a speedy p r o c e s s f o r

BNSF r e q u e s t s .

UP/SP has agreed t o r e s p o n d t o such

requ^ists w i t h i n f_ve business

days ( o r , i f more t h a n

five

r e q u e s t s a r e made i n a s i n g l e day, w i t h i n t e n b u s i n e s s
f o r t h e s e r e q u e s t s i n excess o f f i v e ) .

I f UF/SP f a i l s t o

r e s p o n d by t h e d e a d l i n e , BNSF i s e n t i t l e d

t o serve t h e

facility,

I f a request

denied,

w i t h no UP/SP r i g h t

t o appeal.

i t can be s u b m i t t e d f o r prcmpt r e s o l u t i o n

or,

by agreement o f t h e p a r t i e s , t o an a r b i t r a t o r .

has

indicated

t h a t i t s t a n d s readv

days

is

t o t h e Board
The Board

" t o resolve promptly a l l

disputes concerning

i s s u e s o f whether BNSF may s e r v e a

p a r t i c u l a r shipper."

D e c i s i o n No. 10, p. 8.

Moreover, BNSF has s u b s t a n t i a l c o n t r o l o v e r t h e
timing issue.
facility
any
it

As l o n g as BNSF submits

t o t h e "2-'-o-l" l i s t

requests

t o add a

i n a t i m e l y manner and s u b m i t s

i n f o r m a t i o n a v a i l a b l e t o i t a t t h e t i m e o f i t s r e q u e s t , as
has now a g r e e d t o do, any d i s p u t e s can be r e s o l v e d

the t r a f f i c
reasonable

a t issue i s scheduled

t o move.

i n h a n d l i n g BNbF t r a f f i c

before

UP/SP has been

a l r e a d y en r o u t e t o a

s h i p p i n g l o c a t i o n p e n d i n g i t s c o n s i d e r a t i o n o f BNSF's r i g h t t o
access t h e f a c i l i t y

i n q u e s t i o n , and t h e p a r t i e s have a g r e e d

t o a compensation p r o v i s i o n i f i t i ; ^ . l a t e r d e t e r m i n e d

that

BNSF d i d not have access, b u t use o f t h i s p r o v i s i o n and t h e
a d m i n i s t r a t i v e c o s t s a s s o c i a t e d w i t h i t s h o u l d be t h e
exception, not the rule.
I n d i s c u s s i o n s o f t h i s m a t t e r , BNSF has asked what
" s a n c t i o n " t h e r e i s i f JP/SP u n r e a s o n a b l y d e n i e s
i m p l y i n g t h a t an a b s o l u t e r i g h t

a r e q u e s t --

t o serve d u r i n g r e v i e w o f such

a d e n i a l i s needed i n o r d e r t o p r o v i d e such a " s a n c t i o n . "

The

answer i s t h a t UP/SP has a c t e d i n good f a i t h i n r e v i e w i n g BNSF
r e q u e s t s , and w i l l

c o n t i n u e t o do so i n t h e f u t u r e .

UP/SP were t o a c t u n r e a s o n a b l y ,

And i f

t h e Board has ampie powers t o

impose p e n a l t . i e s o r g r a n t a s e r v i c e r i g h t a t t h a t t i m e .

At

p r e s e n t , t h e r e i s s i m p l y no j u s t i f i c a t i o n f o r t h e s e r v i c e
right

t h a t BNSF seeks.

For t h e s e reasons, UP/SP's p r o p o s a l s

as t o t h e

p r o v i s i o n s on w h i c h t h e r e i s disagreement s h o u l d be a d o p t e d .
Respectfully

submitted,

CARL W. VON BERNUTH
RICHARD J. RESSLER
Union P a c i f i c C o r p o r a t i o n
1717 Main S t r e e t
S u i t e 5900
D a l l a s , TexcS 75201
(214) 743-5640
JAMES V. DOLAN
PAUL A. CONLEY, JR.
LAWRENCE E. WZOREK
Law Department
Union Pacif-'.c J i a i l r o a d Company
Southern P f c i f i c T r a n s p o r t a t i o n
Co.T.pany
1416 bodge S t r e e t
Omaha, Nebraska 68179
1402) 271-5000

a<Iiyt7
ARVI.r E. ROAv.'H I I
T. MICHAEL HEMMER
MICHAEL L. ROSENTHAL
Covington & B u r l i n g
1201 P e n n s y l v a n i a Avenue, N.W.
P.O. Box 7b66
Washington, D.C. 20044-7566
(202) 662-5388
A t t o r n e y s f o r Union P a c i f i c
C o r p o r a t i o n . Union P a c i f i c
R a i l r o a d Companv. S o u t h e r n
P a c i f i c R o i l C o r p o r a t i o n and
Southern P a c i f i c T r a n s p o r t a t i o n
Com.pany
November 26,

1997

VERIFICATION

STATE OF NEBRASKA
ss.
COUNTY OF DOUGLAS

I. JOHN H. RANSOM, being duly sworn, state that I hr^e read the foregoing
statement, that I know its contents, and that those contents are true as stated.

HN H RANSOM

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this 25th day of November,

1997.

A GLNlSAlNOrHRYStltf C'Nftf85kJ
F,
DORIS J VAN BIBPER
t r i ^ H ^ My Comm tip Nov 30. 2000

7.

NOTARY P UBLIC
My Commission Expires:
i^tri^i

^6,
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BwiaeM NwteB Sua Fe
2foOL0DM«nfcOBvc
F.O. tm 901X5
ton WtmHi. TX 76161410a
Ftatn7]SS-71S«

Uovtsaber 25, 1997

Mr. John Rimsom
Sraor Inicrlinc Maiketmg OfiBcer
Union Paafic Railroad
1415 Dodge Street
Omaha. NE 68179
Dear John.
Refereocing oer coafiereace call ytuer&gy, attached is afimfa«rdraft of the "2-to-l Poiat
Identification Protocor 'wissch comams the chan^ we discussed. In additioit, I have redone
Section 7 to adop*. ibe language proposed by Union Padcc, with a further senteoce added tc
clinfy the claims process.
I would appreciatf your review and comments as quicldy as possible. Per our conversation
yesTftrday aitemoo.i, wc understand that Union Pacific and Burhngton Northern Saiaa Fe are
unabic to agree on Sections 5 and 6 and those will be referred to tlje STB for a firai deri5toiL
iuKercly,

74A3C
Attachment

lJZ397.i

1
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Revised Draft: 11/25/97
2-TQ-l POINT IDENTIFICATION PROTOCOL

As a condition of the Surface Transportation Board i (STB) apptrval of tfae consolidation
of Union Pacific Railroad Company (UP) and Southem Pacific Traa^naiion Company (SP),
Tbe Burlington Northem and Santa Fe Railway Company (BNSF) was granted the tight to serve
all shipper ficihtics that, as of September 25, 1995, were open to both UP aad SP, ai>d ao otikcx
railroad, whether via direct seivice, reciprocal switcfaug, joint facility or otliei ajzangraxots.
Since the consolidation was consummated, BNSF and UP have bee^ woiking to identify n
complete list of 2-to-1 shipperfecilitiesto wiuch BNSF is entitled to acce&s. Tbe pupose of this
protocol is to establish procedure and mechanisms for fisther ideotiiTing 2-t<>-l shipper
acibnes open to BNSF as a result of the conditions imposed in the UP/SP merger. Those
procedures and mechanisms are as follows:
I.

BNSF shall submit to UP,faywritten or electrtmic coimnimication, the name and

address of anyfiicJityto wtiich access is sought, fn addition to the name and address of the
ficilitv, BNSF shall fumish any aridihoival information relating to tbe facility's identity and
location that is in BNSF's possession when the request for access is made. BNSF shall abo
provide any information in its posses.?ion at such tcne pertaining to the rail service opdoos tibat
wet available to thefeeilityon or before September 25, 1995. UT will iiaadle for BNSF any
traffic enrouteto the facility pending UP's detennination of BNSFs right to access die ficilhy
m question. If UP determines that BNSF is oot entitled to access a partiailar facihlj, BNSF will
tennuaaie any BNSF direct rouring of traffic to thai lacihty. UP shall be compensated for any
traific en route in accordance with the method of compeosadoa setfisrifain Paragraph 7. below.

1
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UP shall have five (5) business daysfiomthe date of soch coamnmication to

respond by wriaen or electronic conununicanon to any roqnesr lOr access, provided diat, if BNSF
shall request a detennination cn more thanfiveshipper facilities on a single day or, if a single
request pertains to more thanfive(5) shipperfiunlitiesBNSF shall identify tbe fiv* (5) ^i^pet
facihties that need imtTH^tiatt* attenfion, and thefive(5) business day lequiicment shall apply to
tho<« shipper fKiliiies, with the remaimng shipper facilities lequest oi requests u> be reSfioiKiBd
to within ten (10) busmess days after the date of the iequest(s).
3.

If UP fails to respond to an access request by the close of husiiiess of tfae fiffib

business day or, in the case cf requests for which LT has ten business days to re^xnid, by tbe
close cf busmess of the tectb busmess diy, BNSF shall be deemed to have access to such fK^Iity
or facilities as set forth m Paiagiaph 4 below and U? shall be deemed to have waived any ciadms
that BNSF is not endtied to serve tfaefecihtyor feciliti<ts.
4.

If UP approves BNSF's request loi access, BNSF 'ihall imoedialeiy be authorized

to serN* tfaefeeilityeither dnectly, through reciprocal switching, or, with UP's prior approval, a
diird party conn-actor, as provided foi m the UP/BNSF Settlement Aeretancnt dated September
25, 1995. as amended. No Ic^ thanfive(5) business days prior to tbe date that BNSF poopoflcs
to b«;gin service to a £iciiit>', BNSF shall eJ'sct the mode of service thax it mtmh to ntiKw lod
ihalJ notify UP in wrrticg or electronicalfy of its election BNSF diall have the right, upon 180
days pnor wntten notice to UT, to change its clectioa; provided, however, that BNSF shall (i) not
tiiaage its election more *Jian once every five yews, and (ii) shall rcimbtnsc LT for any costs
incurred by LT in connection with such changed electioo. U? may aot reverse a pnor decision

21. 1«7E»J210*«7
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approving BNSF's request for access to a f[Kiiit>' ^/rthom cititct BNSFs consentOTaj^voval by
the STB
5.

If UP dechnes to approve a BNSF request for access to anyfi^ilitywithin the

applicable time penod, and BNSF believes tha: LT has au iny^fTinrnT 01 mappropiiate reascai to
declonc access. BKSF may so notify LT'. either in writing or by ckctrxwic '•""^mTOirflH"". of tbe
reasons why BNSF believes it is entitled 10 such access, aad opou such nohec, shall be dceo^ to
.have access to the facility and may, at its dif-creaon, txanspon trai£c to or fiom the shipper
fecihty (in accordance with tbe procedures set foi± in Paragraph 4, above) mull afisalorder of
the STB or an arbrtiaior becomes effectr^cfindingthat BNSF is not cntitiBd to access to that
Iacility.
6.

LT shail ^iprovc all requests for acc«s.^ unless LP can provide specific evideace

that a particular facility was not open 10 setvice by both LT aad SP. and no oifaer railroad, either
directfy or through reciprocal switching, jomi tacihty, or other airangementi, as of September 25,
1995. If UT dechnes to approve a BKSF request for access to any facility, UP shall provide as
part of Its notification to BNSF a staiement m writing or by eicctromc commnnicaiton of its
le^ioas and of the specific evidence s;q^)ortmg its determination that BNSF should aot have
atcess to the fecihty A statement that LT lacks sufficiciu information to make a determitudion
^1% to whether b facility is a 2-to-lfecihtyis noi an adequate reason to deny a DNSF reqtMsst far
access to a fedlity At any time afta LT's notification, BNSF may request UP to reconsada its
dcc:rK)n declining to approve BNSF's request for access.
7

If BNSF determines to transport uafEc to orfroma shipperfeeilitypacsoant to

paragraph 5 above 13d it is later dete uancd by uie STB or an arbitrator that BNSF is not amtled

HOV. 25. 199?
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to access tc that fecilify, BNSF shall compensate UP for the movcsueot of such taffic as
fbilows: Ifa joint through rate is available, then UP is entitled to J3 per car mile fiom the
applicable junctira in the price document If muhiple junctions are available, BNSF receives its
longest haul and UP r»c«ves $3 per car mile beyond that juncticm. If no dm>u(^i lats easts.
BNSF leceives tts loogest haul via junctions m existence between LT and BNSF. prior to the
date of UP control over SP, September 11, 1996, and LT receives $3 per car mil* beyoad. UP
must file a claim with BNSF to recoverrevenuesunder this section. maJdng refetaice wi tfae
claim to this section of the joint 2-to-I Point Identification ProtocoL
8.

BNSF and UP shall idetrdfy an individual or individuals within theii re^jcetive

Organizations as the person or persons to whom all communications pursuant to this ptotocol
shall be directed.
9.

The nardes agree to submit any dispotcs under this protocol to (be STB fbr

lesolutjon or, with the consent of both parties, to arbitration, as described in the UP/BNSF
Serttiemenl Agreement daod September 25, 1995, as amended.
AGREED TO AND ACCEPTED BY
L-NION PACmC RAILROAD COMPANY

THE BURLINGTON NORTHERN AND SA.NTA FE
R.\ILWAy COMPANY

DatedII ltS««« 1 N<mi*» JJ. JW7E »52|0M7

• O J 25 '97 J3 5U

UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD C O M R M ^
MAWCETING* S A L E S

U , * OOOOf ST1«rT
OUAHA MORASKAariTV

November 25, 1997
Via Fax (8171 352-7154
Peter J . Rickershauser
Vice President UP/SP Lines
Burlington Northem Santa Fe
2650 Lou Menk Drive
Fort Worth, TX 76161-0066
Re; -2-to-r Protocol
Dear Pete:
As we discussed during our phone conversation, M « hav*» reviewed the
revised draft that you faxed to us the afternoon We fmd the langtiage acceptable except
for the presumption of BNSF's right to sffve in your paragraph 5 and the burden of proof
on Union Pacific in the first sentence of paragraph 6.
We have proposed and continue to maintain that the followir^ language
should be inserted as paragraph 5 of the protocol in lieu of BNSF's proposed language:
'5 If UP dedir>es to approve a BNSF request for access to any facility, and BNSF
believes that UP has an insufficient or inappropriate reason to decline access. BNSF may
so notify UP, and upon such notice, may seek an order from the STB findif>g that BNSF
was entitled to access to that facility."
With respect to your paragraph 6, we propose the followif^g fjut sentence In
lieu of your first sentetKe This is a further refinement of our prior language to clarify that
UP IS not insisting on any particular fonn of evidence to support a reQ'.ie8t for access.
"6. UP shail approve all such requests \A^ere, on the basis of ail available
tnfonnation, UP concludes that a partk:uiar facility was open to service by both UP and SP.
either directly or through reciprocal switching, joint facility of other arrangements arvJ by
no other raii carrier, as of September 25. 1995.*

yiohn H Ransom
Manager - Interline Marketing

CERTIFICATE 07 SERVICE
I,

M i c h a e l L. R o s e n t h a l , c e r t i i f y t h a t ,

on t h i s 2 6 t h

day o f November, 1997, I caused a copy o f t h e f o r e g o i n g
document t o be s e r v e d by f i r s t - c l a s s m a i l , p o s t a g e p r e p a i d , o r
by a more e x p e d i t i o u s manner o f d e l i v e r y cn a l l p a r t i e s o f
r e c o r d i n Finance Docket No. 32760 (Sub-No. 2 1 ) , and on
D i r e c t o r of Operations
Antitrust Division
S u i t e 500
Department o f J u s t i c e
Washington, D.C.
20530

Premerger N o t i f i c a t i o n O f f i c e
Bureau o f C o m p e t i t i o n
Room 303
F e d e r a l Trade Commission
Washington, D.C.
20580

M i c h a e l L. R o s e n t h a l

